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Editorial

A dark brown chocolate cake looks so pretty with colourful edible flowers. Even a 
cheesecake with a little pink edible flower looks more appetising. The same goes 
for a cup of tea and a bowl of salad. In some cultures, fresh flowers are also eaten 

as snacks, especially by children. They are said to be loved by kids due to their sweet taste, 
thanks to the nectar. Nowadays, more people, especially chefs, are seen using edible flowers 
in cooking delicacies. They are loved not only for their aesthetic properties, but also because 
of health benefits of edible flowers. Now, a study has proven that they help to fight diseases 
and promote gold health.

According to MDPI, the new study included data of over 250 types of plants, and it 
looked at multiple edible flowers used in some countries around the Mediterranean Sea, 
their inclusion in various traditional forms of food and medicine and their health impact.

It was found that edible flowers are identified as functional foods for their nutraceutical 
properties as well as for their content of antioxidant compounds. They can play an important 
role in promoting health and also preventing different types of diseases.

Elder flowers have been found to be effective in fighting against degenerative diseases 
like cardiovascular and inflammatory diseases, and also cancer and diabetes, as per MDPI. 
Other interesting edible flowers include the false acacia (black locust), and it’s been found 
that its flowers are rich in polyphenols with antioxidant and tumor-fighting properties. They 
have been used to treat flu, induce calmness, or even enhance general health. Plants like 
daucus carota, picrorhiza kurroa, bombax ceiba and Andrographis paniculata help in cardiovascular 
diseases.

We have seen pink, yellow and lavender-coloured flowers on dishes. It’s time to know 
their names and their health benefits. According to the expert, marigold helps to heal bruises, 
rose reduces the risk of heart diseases, lavender is known for being good for hair growth and 
lily helps to prevent a chronic headache.

You might be wondering whether you should just wash them and eat like fruits or 
should they be consumed with other food items. The expert suggested that edible flowers 
can be used in sugar syrups and rose petals can also be used in sweets.

As a kid, you might have eaten rose petals. But it is not the best idea to eat raw edible 
flowers as you might end up with infections after taking them. They might cause adverse 
reactions, such as mouth and skin irritation and ulcers, fungal infections, vomiting, diarrhea 
and even seizures.

Next time, you decide to leave out the edible flowers from your food, think of all the 
health benefits and why you shouldn’t treat it just a flavour enhancer or an ingredient to 
beautify your dish.
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The second terminal of 
Kempegowda International Airport 
in Bengaluru was inaugurated by 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 
November 11, 2022. Construction 
of the second terminal began 
in October 2018, with plans to 
complete work on expansion of 
the airport in two phases. Phase 1, 
spread over 255,645 square meters, 
is now ready, and will cater to 25 
million passengers per annum. 
The second phase, which is in the 
planning stage, would be able to 
handle 20 million passengers per 
annum. For everyday passengers 
and casual travellers, the new 
terminal seeks to raise the bar in 
terms of visual appeal of an airport. 
Terminal 2 was built on four guiding 
principles — terminal in a garden, 
sustainability, technology, and art & 
culture. The idea is to make travel 
through the terminal like a walk in 
a park. Recently m.B. Naqvi, Chief 
Coordinator of Floriculture today 
interacted with prasannamurti 
desai, Vice-President – 
landscaping, Kempegowda 
International airport. Edited 
Excerpts of Exclusive Interview:

I have been meeting you in conferences 
for the last 3-4 years, I have seen your 
presentations. Today I saw the project 
which was your vision in the form of 
your airport, which the Prime Minister 
has already inaugurated. This is really 
amazing such that everyone should see 
once in their life, how it was visualized 
and implemented. There would be 
many issues. So, what are the important 
features that you wanted to convey to the 
industry, actually?

You will remember, it was in 2019 
when we met for the first time, at that 
time also I had requested everyone that 
some big trees which are 15-20 years old 

KEmPEGowda 
iNtErNatioNal 
airPort
t2 attEmPtS to 
liVE UP to tHE 
dESCriPtioN
oF BENGalUrU aS
tHE ‘GardEN CitY’

of about 1-1.5 m girth will be required, for 
the next 50 years. Since 2019 itself, I have 
been requesting that you can transplant 
trees irrespective of their circumstances, 
you can keep it in the pot. 

If you compare European nurseries 
with Indian nurseries, you get to see that 
they sell 1000–1500-year-old stems. But, 
go to Indian nursery, no matter what you 
give, you won't be able to do get anything. 
There are 26 agro-climatic zones in India, 
but we are ashamed despite of it, we 
cannot produce trees. Even today, we 
have to depend on others for big trees or 
project trees.

If I want to do any big project which I 

terminal in a
biodiversity hotspot

Cover Story
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have to set up in next 6 months and there 
is no problem of money, still you will 
not get anything here. Anywhere you go 
from Gajraula to Kolkata to Kadiyam, or 
Bangalore, or Pune, in any nursery you 
will see 25-30 feet long pencil thickness 
plant only. This was the biggest problem 
I faced while doing this project, after that 
the second thing was that the uniform 
trees in uniform numbers. 

Suppose I want Cassia fistula of 15 
feet height and same type, you enter any 
nursery, they will not be found anywhere. 
I will wander from place to place, even 
after 200 places, one size one shape will 
not be found. If you go to a small country 
like Italy, look at the nurseries there, there 
are uniform trees. I used to request one 
more thing from the nurserymen that 
make a standard tree of 2m tall, 400mm 
girth standard tree with 6 branches or half 
a standard tree, but no one can make it. I 
have been shouting for 5 years, but no one 
is able to understand that this is a business 
opportunity.

When we go to Turkish or German, 
Valencia shows, we see that people 
want to partner with Indian people for 
production. But what is the reason that 
this could not happen?

The biggest thing for me seems that 
we do not trust anyone quickly and then 
how would it be in the business of tree. 
In this, the gestation period takes at least 
3-4 years. The money invested today will 
come into your hands after gestation 

period, which we are not able to do. In 
India, nurseries today are like traders. 
They bring plants for Rs. 2 and sell them 
at Rs 20. They bring 10 containers from 
China or 25 containers from Thailand in 
the morning and sell it in the evening. This 
is the situation we are in. We don’t have 
the seriousness of producing inhouse, 
and producing in large quantum and 
respecting the intellectual property rights. 
You should understand that if a research 
person is making Cassia fistula in white 
or red or any other colour. He has the 
hope that he should be given a fair price 
for his research, which is called royalty. 
We don't want to do all this; we always 
want to find a shortcut that why should 
I give him Rs. 2, that too should be in my 
pocket. This is wrong, if you want to enter 
the international market, where your 
name should also be taken with respect, 
then you should value the property right. 
You have to pay the royalty so that you 

can produce it in multiple volume and 
you can be an international player by 
becoming a trader in India.

Backward forward linkages have been 
done in this project from all over India. 
The plants brought in large quantum 
in Bangalore airport are sourced from 
where?

You look at the design of the interior, 
there are plants from the world: most 
beautiful ones. International Architect 
thought to include Mediterranean plants. 
An airport is an experience, after January 
when you will land, you will get a new 
experience. This is the world's unique 
airport where there is not a garden inside 
the terminal, but a terminal in the garden. 
You won't feel like you're at the airport. 
There are about 6.5 lakh plants in indoor 
and there are about 400 species, the 
varieties will be in lakhs. You will get to 
see the whole Mediterranean climate of the 
world; you will get to see beautiful unique 
plants which grow in 5 continents. This 
is an experience you will carry forward. 
They were selected very carefully; they 
were completely acclimatized and then 
were re-introduced in indoor. All this 
was kept in captive so that there is no 
cross pollination and no problem in 
future. Glass cover make it a completely 
controlled environment. Apart from this, 
you will see 175 acres of landscape, there 
are about 4600 species that are endemic 
and exotic to India, which are being put 
together in it. If someone asks me, what 

North Bangalore is a place 
with arid climate where 

rain is uncertain. There is 
an annual data of 700 mm 
rainfall, where million litres 
are needed for itself in the 

airport. This is a carbon 
neutral,	water	&	energy	

positive	airport
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do you have of native plants, then I will 
say that this airport will be the mother 
of native plants of India about 3500+ 
Species. From 26 agro climatic zone 
except himalayan top, the plants have 
been collected. It will take months to see 
everything. 1000-1600 Indian exotics have 
been planted so that people can enjoy, 
adopt and bring them home, we have 
planted such things outside. 190 are rare 
& endangered species,  were sourced 
from the both western and eastern ghats 
and  Sacred Forest on promissory note to 
return the saplings in future. This biome 
acts reserve for many of them and intent 
is to take as many species as possible out 
the RET list.

I saw the forest in your airport, what is 
the concept, how did you get 15-20 feet 
trees completely grown out of natural 
soil?

The concept was conceptualized by 
Grant Associates in conjunction with our 
master plan. Seeing Godwana Forest, he 
planned to make a mountain by filling 
soil aprrox. 12-15 meters. On top of that, 
20-25 years old transplanted trees were 
grown. In 2019 about 7900 trees were 
transplanted currently giving new lease 
of life to them. You can say that forest is 
almost 20 years old as there are 20 years 
old trees in it. It has been carefully added 
that in next 10-15 years you can still take 
a look at 6 acres of forest. We have made 
a canopy walk of 12-18 meter that you 
can actually walk on top of the canopy 
of our own transplanted trees, look at it 
from a different perspective. At present, 
this  walk is under construction and  
international passenger will  enjoy by 
mid April when this area is opened for 
international flights.

Cover Story

Will this airport be further expanded?
Now it is built with a capacity of 25 

million. The overall capacity is 90 billion 
and another 25 million will be added to it. 
It will be ready by 2028-30 and the design 
has to be improvised.

Many types of difficulties would have 
come, what is the role of management?

Thank you, God, for providing such 
an opportunity. Initially, had to go ahead 
with the concept of 2018-19. We didn't just 
make a terminal in garden, we made it a 
terminal in biodiversity hotspot, taking 
conservancy to the next level. Airport 
is a place where there is no shortage of 
money, and management supported 
110%. You can see and touch the actually 
handcrafted plants here. This thing can 
happen only when the management fully 
supports you and helps you to make your 
dream come true. It will be important 
and appreciated for many years to come. 
This terminal bio-diversity hotspot will 
be a huge conservatory hub. It's not the 
Botanical Park: it's the airport with serious 
conservation and core sustainability 
driven one.

What is the role of automation in usage 
of water?

North Bangalore is a place with arid 
climate where rain is uncertain. There is 
an annual data of 700 mm rainfall, where 
million litres are needed for itself in the 
airport. This is a carbon neutral, water & 
energy positive airport. We produce more 
than we consume. We have developed 12-
13 big lakes, adopted the Active, Beautiful, 
Clean Waters, technique of Singapore. In 
that technique water is filtered in 7 layers 
of media along with 140 species water 

loving plants and their roots absorb micro 
nutrients and macronutrients dissolved  
in it. We get water from our own rain 
harvesting process at the airport. The 
interiors is portable water and out door 
is treated grey water generated in both 
terminals.   n
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An expansion is 
a roadmap that 
describes the plan 

that a company follows to 
reach well established growth 
in all respect. The 2023 has a 
new point of panorama of 
new Rise n’ Shine in respect 
of the company. We are glad 
to proclaim that Rise n’ Shine 

has made an extraordinary 
growth in terms of their 
infrastructure expansion and 
production capacity to deliver 
tireless support and service 
to all its clients in a far better 
way than before.  

Now, they have a world 
class State-of-Art, Hi-Tech 
tissue culture laboratory of 

2,80,000 sq. ft with production 
capacity of more than 45 
million plants per annum. 
This allows them to serve 
their production association 
partners Nationally and 
Internationally for production 
of crop varieties like 
floriculture, Horticulture 
and Nursery crops like 

Gerbera, Carnation, 
Orchid, Chrysanthemum, 
Gypsophilla, Limonium, 
Spathiphylium, Bromeliad, 
Anthurium, Banana, 
Strawberry, Pomegranate, 
Pineapple, Citrus fruits, Thai 
Guava and various other 
nursery plants.

The company has state-

rise n' shine expands infrastructure and 
production Capacity Dr. Bhagyashree Patil

To	extends	 their	hand	 to	 the	entire	Netherland	business	association	 to	do	 their	
tissue	culture	production	in	India!
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Under her leadership, Rise n’ Shine Biotech Pvt. Ltd has 
nurtured a strong network of collaborative alliances 

with reputed global companies. Dr. Bhagyashree Patil is a 
successful entrepreneur, educationist and philanthropist. All 
this has been possible because of her positive attitude towards 
life, hard work, sheer willpower determination and dedication. 
She is very passionate about her work. Coming from a simple 
farming background, she has embarked an excursion with 
establishment of Rise n’ Shine Biotech Pvt. Ltd. She has 
always been empowering, fostering and advocating women. 
Rural women are encouraged to work and contribute to the 
earnings of their family. They are also taught how to balance 
their personal and professional life. Empowering women 
means equipping them with the tools they need to have power 
and control over their own lives in terms of self-strength to 
efficiency building of women. A woman has to be strong in 
respect of her social acceptance, education, economic and most 
important- psychologically strong. Women empowerment 
ranges from self-strength to efficiency building of women. 
She has always had a holistic approach to the upliftment of 
the farming community and hence her success story is known 
across the globe. To spread the message of “Health is Wealth”, 
she has organized and conducted various medical camps 
with special reference to geriatric care for senior citizens, 
Employees, villagers etc. Food grain distributions are part of 
our CSR activities. Dr. Bhagyashree Patil, many a times known 
as a lady with a mission been conferred with many awards. 
She was conferred with the prestigious award "Laxmibai 
Smruti Puraskar", 2022 from the auspicious hands of Hon'ble 
President of India Shri Ram Nath Kovindji and    Mahatma 
Gandhi Samman at House of Commons London, 2022.

of-art, hi-tech Research & 
Development Lab of 8000 Sq. 
ft certified by the Department 
of Scientific and Industrial 
Research (DSIR) which also 
has unique facilities as well 
as Molecular Biological 
Laboratory for Virus indexing. 
The facility has 1,80,000 sq. 
mt totally controlled Green 
Houses which produce 100% 
virus free plants.  The facility 
has Exotic Nursery spread 
over 30 Acres of polyhouse 
at Kunjirwadi, Theur, Pune 
showcasing exclusive plants 
and products. A well-
designed Exotic Boutique 
having exclusive Botanical 
exotic & exquisite collection 
of plants is available at 
the Koregaon Park, Pune 
Premises for the customers.

Market study is a continual 
process. Rise n’ Shine takes 
regular feedback from the 
end customer and cater the 
product which has demand 
and will benefit the customers. 

The marketing team has 
strong technical knowledge 
and skill to come up with 
unique perspectives and 
explore innovative strategies. 
They also anticipate trends in 
the industry and give timely 
guidance to customer & 
secure customer satisfaction.

The great leader and 
visionary behind this Unique 
set up is Dr. Bhagyashree 
Patil, the Chairperson & 
Managing Director of Rise n’ 
Shine Group of Companies, 
Pune and Pro-Chancellor of 
Dr. D. Y. Patil Vidyapeeth 
Society, Pune.

Gratitude
Rise n’ Shine takes the 

opportunity to thank all their 
valuable customers, National 
and International Business 
Associates, Horticulture 
Directors and are grateful 
to them for their Support & 
Guidance always! It’s their 
pleasure to serve all their 

R&D

AChievement
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growers & farmers community 
family, always with Quality 
planting material! Further, 
they thank their successful 
team & the mastermind leader 
Dr. Bhagyashree Patil behind 
this spectacular success of 
Rise n’ Shine Biotech Pvt Ltd, 
Pune, India!

Helping Gesture
India and the Netherlands 

marks its 75 years of 
establishment of diplomatic 
relations. Today, India 
and the Netherlands enjoy 
strong political, economic & 
commercial relations. Rise 
n’ Shine Biotech Pvt. Ltd., 
India is always very proud to 
be associated with precious 
business Dutch collaborators 
in The Netherlands.

A friend in need is a friend 
in deed. Presently, many 
countries are facing issues 
like rising energy prices, 
supply chain disruptions, a 
decreasing labour supply, 
etc., which includes Dutch 

business sectors also. Sector 
experts expect significant 
consolidation, with a 30-40% 
reduction in businesses. 

Rise n’ Shine extends their 
hand to the entire Netherland 
business association to do 
their tissue culture production 
in India! As the infrastructure 
speaks about the capacity. 
Challenges are the perfect 
opportunity to stretch limits 
in order to embrace new, 
positive emotions in the face 
of adversity, while providing 
guidance to those around you. 
As a famous saying indicates: 
"We can view a glass of water as 
half empty or
half full."

 
We all have faced a number 

of challenges in our lives. 
Some give up while others 
take it as an opportunity to 
learn and improve. Now 
you have an opportunity; 
a chance and advantage to 
get your present problem of 
production solved by getting 
connected to Rise n’ Shine!

Polyhouse top view

R&D

Banana plants

Kunjirwadi nursery

Banana tissue bottles

Chievement
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Heartiest Congratulations to all the farmers’ family 
members of Ethiopia!

On behalf of Rise n’ Shine, Chairperson & Managing 
Director Dr. Bhagyashree Patil thanks the farmer family & 
Hon’ble Prime Minister Respected Abiy Ahmed Ali, Ethiopia 
for visiting the Ethiopian farmers and appreciating the bumper 

production received from Rise n’ Shine Biotech Pvt. Ltd., 
Quality Banana Plants!

We are grateful to the farmers from the Ethiopian family 
for trusting Rise n’ Shine Banana Plants! And assure Quality 
planting material always along with the Technical Support…

Hon’ble Prime Minister Respected Abiy Ahmed Ali, Ethiopia Bumper 
Production of Banana at Ethopia

Farmers for Banana Plantation

Farmers visit for training

Director of Horticulture Mr.Kailash Mote visit to RNSB

Bumper Production of Banana at Ethopia  (2)

ethiopian prime minister visit to plot where
all plants supply From rise n' shine bioteCh

AChievement
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Dümmen Orange's 
mission is to be the 
leading breeder in 

floriculture through intimate 
customer understanding 
and innovative products and 
services that create sustainable 
value. Though it is a relatively 
new name, Dümmen Orange 
has become a well-known 
breeder in the floriculture 
world since it was launched. 
Under this brand and vision, 
there are several companies 
with many years of presence 
in the market.

Cut Carnation & Cut Gerbera 
In the case of Cut 

Carnation, Dümmen Orange 

continues the legacy of 
Barberet & Blanc varieties, 
genetics, team, facilities and 
history. A company that has 
been in the cut carnation 
business for more than 70 
years, from its founding in 
France in the late 1940s to 
its relocation to a nursery in 
Southeast Spain in the 1990s, 
Barberet & Blanc is the largest 
propagator in Europe and 
the only one where the entire 
process for the development 
of new varieties and top 
quality cuttings is carried out.

In the case of Cut Gerbera, 
Dümmen Orange carries on 
the varieties, genetics, team, 
facilities and history of Terra 

Nigra - one of the pioneers in 
these crops with a long history. 
The brand is the innovative 
breeder responsible for 
the development and 
establishment of the Mini 
Gerberas (Germini) as a 
product. 

Since India's floriculture 
industry began to flourish 
in the 1990s, both businesses 
have been present locally with 
the best kinds of both crops 
and solid alliances. Dümmen 
Orange provided devoted 
growers with knowledge and 
variety when professional 
floriculture first began in 
India.

Development of Cut 
Carnation and Gerbera
of Dümmen Orange

It is costly and time-
consuming to create new 
kinds of Cut Carnations 
and Gerberas; from the time 
the breeder conducts the 
crossing, a new variety must 
wait at least 6 years before 
it can be marketed.  Less 
than one in every 10,000 
new seedlings will become a 
Dümmen Orange variety for 
growers. The development 
of brand-new varieties is 
still a traditional crossing 
programme, but Dümmen 
Orange is continuously 
looking for ways to shorten 

Cut Flowers in india
— Ricardo Monzon, Crop Lead

(Cut/Pot Carnation, Gerbera & Limonium), Dümmen Orange 
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that time, introduce new 
valuable traits, and improve 
the outcomes of the breeding 
process. Dümmen Orange’s 
Breeding Technology Centre 
in the Netherlands is the 
largest floricultural laboratory 
in the world.  It's cutting-edge 
in Markers assisted breeding 
and other technologies. 
Bolstered by its vision and 
vast industry experience, 
Dümmen Orange invests 
heavily in new technology to 
deliver the most innovative 
products and bring new 
varieties to the market in the 
coming years.

Dümmen Orange also 
conducts local trials for the 
selection of varieties in many 
different growing conditions 
including, of course, India. 
Dümmen breed for the global 
market while tailoring its 
selection to local conditions, 
demands, tastes, and markets.

As previously stated, 
Dümmen Orange has a 
lengthy experience in India 
and has witnessed many 
scenarios. It has been involved 
in all kinds of events both 
positive and negative, from 
the early export-oriented 
programmes to the current 
primarily domestic market 
orientation. While India has 
been blessed with a land 
and climate that allows most 
temperate crops to thrive, 
the Indian market is yet to 
reach its full potential. Both 
markets and logistics must 
be developed and become 
more skilled. This cannot 
be accomplished overnight; 
other measures must be 
implemented.

The market is still very 
focused on special occasions, 
with home or business 
composition for decoration 
too limited to be a significant 
demand driver. This leads 
to intense changes in cut 
flower market prices within 
the season and between 
years, reaching sometimes 

even below the cost price 
per stem. The goal of market 
stabilisation is to increase 
stable demand.

Although there has been 
progress in logistics, there is 
still room for improvement 
in flower handling up to 
consumers. Because flowers 
are such a perishable product, 
quality at the consumer level 
is subpar, which discourages 
growers from producing 
high-quality flowers because 
much of the quality is lost in 
transit.

Due to Dümmen Orange's 
prolonged history in India, 
the business has developed 
a strong suit-to-purpose 
assortment for Indian 
circumstances and can offer 
new market varieties that 
are tailored to growers' and 
customers' needs. Dümmen 
Orange is creating its own 
company in India, first 
focusing on these two crops 
because they will serve as 
the market benchmarks. 
In order to become a local 
business in India, Dümmen 
Orange wishes to be more 
actively involved in all sales-
related activities. In order to 
provide locally propagated 
young plants at the right 
price and standard, Dümmen 
Orange has built strong 
domestic partnerships over 
the years. The company seeks 
active expansion of these 
partnerships to continue offer 
customers access to a world-
class assortment of varieties 
to meet the expanding and 
shifting demand for flowers.
Working with Dümmen 
Orange means not only 
working with reference 
varieties like Cut Carnation 
-Baltico, New Master, Kiro, 
Cervantes and Gerbera - Terra 
Kalina, Alcatraz, Basic, but 
also having access to the new 
varieties they are continually 
producing for the market, 
particularly for India.       n
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The “All India Winter  
Rose Show – 2022” 
organized by The 

Rose Society of India in 
collaboration with Division of 
Floriculture and Landscaping, 
ICAR- Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute (IARI), 
New Delhi during December 
17-18, 2022 at the lawns of 
the Division of Genetics, 
IARI, Pusa, New Delhi. The 
show inaugurated by Dr. A. 
K. Singh, Director, ICAR-
IARI, New Delhi on 17th 
December, 2022 and Dr. Vibha 
Dhawan, Director General, 
TERI, attended the closing 
ceremony as chief guest and 
distributed the prizes on 18th 

December, 2022.
The last Rose show 

was held on 28th and 29th, 
December, 2019. Due to due 
unprecedented Covid-19 

pandemic, the show is held 
after a gap of two years. A two 
day rose show had received 
an overwhelming response 
from rose lovers, nurserymen, 
school and college students 
and Delhiites. Participants 
from in and around New Delhi 
showcased their creativity by 
making beautiful rose flower 
arrangement and displays 
from rose. The various school 
children visited the show and 
actively participated in on 
spot drawing and painting 
competition. Later on their 
drawing and paintings 
were displayed in the rose 
show. It is amazing to see 
how children express their 
creativity and emotion on 
“Queen of Flowers”.

This year’s rose show 
showcased wide variety 
of roses with different 

colors with phenomenal 
display of color coordinated 
flower arrangement which 
is surely a visual treat for 
visitors in the capital. The 
show displayed various 
classes of rose including 
hybrid teas, floribunda, 
polyantha, miniature, 
ramblers and climbers etc. 
Apart from mesmerizing 
display of flowers and flower 
arrangement, exhibitor 
displayed some value added 
products from rose like rose 
water, gulkand, rose burfi, 
pankhuri, rose perfumes, 
gulrohan, rose agarbatti, petal 
embedded handmade paper, 
dried rose petals, pot purries, 
etc. These dried and processed 
value added products have 
enormous potential in 
reducing post-harvest losses 
and diversifying the market 

Inauguration of All India Winter Rose Show – 2022 by Dr. A.K. Singh, Director, ICAR-IARI, New Delhi and interaction with 
programme coordinators, participants and rose lovers.

all india winter rose show- 2022
— Shantesh Ramesh Kamath, Girish PM, Saipriya Panigrahi, 

Namita, M. K. Singh, S. S. Sindhu and Sapna Panwar

means. Rose growers can 
produce value added product 
from rose to increase their 
sales and income.

Different types of displays 
of rose were exhibited under 
different sections in Class I 
to Class XXIII. Majority of 
classes were open to all the 
exhibitors. Exhibitors were 
displayed their exhibits in 
every class or section. Rose 
in pots (Class VI), Red Rosses 
(Class VII), Best bloom in 
the show (Class VII), Rose 
arrangements (Class IX), 
Indian Raised Roses (Class 
X), Fragrant Roses (Class XI), 
Flower arrangements (Class 
XXIII), Value added products 
(Class XXI), Rose photographs 
and paintings (Class 
XVII) and vase displaying 
different colors of hybrid 
teas, floribunda, polyanthas, 
miniature, climbing or 
rambling rose and green 
rose (Rosa viridiflora) were 
highlight of the show. The 
varieties including First Prize, 
Peach Avalanche, Kiss of Fire, 
Eiffel Tower, Christian Dior, 
Abhisarika, Dr. B.P. Pal and 
Dr. Homi Bhaba, Blue Moon 
were the major attraction for 
the rose lovers.  

Each class or section 
demand particular 
characteristics and 
requirement for the 
display. By considering the 
requirement of the display, 
judges determined the award 
to the exhibitors. For fresh 
flower display, award was 
based on color, form, type, 
fragrance of the bloom and 
overall attractiveness and 

event
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View of display of rose flowers during All India Winter Rose Show – 2022 Display of value added floral and processed products from roses

View of arrangement of rose flowers during All India Winter Rose Show – 2022

impressiveness of the display.  
The Rose Society of India 

founded by Late Dr. B.P. 

Pal, an eminent rose breeder 
who released about 105 
varieties of rose. The society 

led by President Sh. Kuldeep 
Saddy, Former Director 
(Horticulture), CPWD, New 

Delhi. This society is pioneer 
in conducting training on 
roses and exhibition for 

event
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View of display of Ikebana by “Ohara School of Ikebana”- Delhi chapter during
All India Winter Rose Show – 2022

encouraging growing of roses. 
The Division of Floriculture 
and Landscaping, ICAR- 
Indian Agricultural Research 
Institute, New Delhi is one 
of the leading institute 
for conducting research 
on breeding, production 
technology and value addition 
in roses for several decades. 
The institute has released 
approximately 100 varieties 
in rose in the past years. 
Recently, varieties like Pusa 
Mahak, Pusa Alphana, Pusa 
Bhargav and Pusa Laxmi have 
developed for garden display 
purpose, of which Pusa 
Alphana (highly fragrant) and 
Pusa Laxmi (mildly fragrant) 
can be raised through semi 
hardwood cutting. 

Following the prize 
distribution, souvenir 
contributed by eminent 
scientists and rosarians 
containing various aspects 
of rose growing is released. 
This show also catered the 
demand of nursery seedling, 
gardening tools and products 
by the private stalls. Various 

nurseries had also selling 
various flowering and foliage 
plants for indoor and outdoor 
gardening by which gardeners 
and residents could buy the 
best plant for their home. 

Authors:
Shantesh Ramesh Kamath, 

Girish PM, Saipriya 
Panigrahi, Namita, M. K. 

Singh, S. S. Sindhu and Sapna 
Panwar

Division of Floriculture and 
Landscaping, ICAR- Indian 

Agricultural Research Institute, 
New Delhi

E-mail:
shanteshkamath@gmail.com

View of display of arrangement of rose flowers by the post-graduate students of 
Division of Floriculture and Landscaping, ICAR-IARI, New Delhi during All India 

Winter Rose Show – 2022

View of prize distribution event of All India Winter Rose Show – 2022

View of scientists and post graduate students of Division of Floriculture and 
Landscaping, ICAR-IARI, New Delhi during All India Winter Rose Show – 2022
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Darjeeling Gardens is one of 
India's leading orchid growers, 
established in 2008 with a 

production capacity of 2 million plants. We 
specialized in growing different types of 
orchids like Dendrobiums, Phalaenopsis, 
Vanda, Cattleya, Cymbidium, and other 
exotic varieties. Our motto is to grow 
quality plants that are easily adaptable. 
We have our own in-house tissue culture 
lab that is specialized in propagating 
orchids and has expertise in breeding. 
Soon, in 2023, we will have our own 
Cymbidium orchid varieties registered 
under the RHS.

With a mission to "Make India Fall 
in Love with Orchids," we founded 
ClickOrchid.com, which is a retail 
e-commerce brand under Darjeeling 
Gardens. We, as a brand, follow the Triple 
"A" Formula: Awareness, Availability, 
and Adoption. Our mission is to make 
orchids accessible to every plant lover in 
India. We want to create awareness about 
orchids through our educational and 
community initiatives. Make it available 

to everyone through our online and 
offline marketplaces. Grow the product 
adaptation by making it affordable and 
accessible to the entire grower community 
across India.
"We grow with growers" is our tagline. 
We promote cooperative farming in the 
Darjeeling District. We have 1500 growers 
with around 150000 sqm of playhouses 
growing orchids with a mission to create 
orchid growing as an Industry as same as 
it is known for growing Tea. 

What We Do
Poly-house Construction: Poly-house 

is designed with modular structure, which 
helps in easy assembling and dismantling 
of our products. These custom tailored 
shades and houses provide maximum 
utilization of the landscape giving 
protection and suitable environment for 
the growth and development of various 
crops. The team strives to ensure the 
poly houses meet the necessary technical 
parameters to optimize the cultivation 
practices for the target crop.

Agronomics Supply: We supply 
sapling of most of the tropical as well as 
temperate orchid of  all sizes. We provide 
technicalities of growing orchids on a 
commercial scale. We aim for quality 
and uniform products for our growers & 
channel partners.

Turnkey Projects: Project execution 
for both private entity as well as govt. 
sponsored projects for the setup of large, 
medium to small orchid’s projects in 
the region as part of an initiative for 
integrated development of horticulture 
sector of the region. From growing 
methods, cultivation tips, to maintaining 
cut flower & pot plants, we have all the 
info you need.

Co-operative Farming: Our growers is 
our strength. We work with the growers 
of Darjeeling hills. We keep tracking on 
the quality of produce by continuous 
supervision and guidance by our team. 
We also market the produce through our 
own existing marketing chain based on 

Profile
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the quality.
Tissue Culture: Propagate our own 
varieties through tissue culture 
technology. We are currently propagating 
Cymbidiums around 200 thousand plants/
annum, Phalaenopsis around 50 thousand 
plants/annum and Dendrobiums around 
400 thousand plants /annum.

Training Programmes: We organize 
training session for our associated growers 
as well as other growers sponsored by 
the respective governments/Self Help 
Groups.

Government Associated Projects: We 
build poly-houses, supply planting 
materials, marketing tie-ups, buy-back 
arrangement, expertise & consultancy, 
training & Skill development programmes 
and many other government projects

Tie up with global giant allow the 
company to bring the best products that 
can match international standard
v	We have tie ups with the best breeder 

of Orchids from New Zealand, 
Australia, Netherlands, Thailand and 
Taiwan.

v	We have collaboration with the 
leading growers of Phalaenopsis from 
Taiwan.

v	We have collaboration in Thailand 
with the leading growers and breeders 
of Dendrobium, Cattleya, Vanda and 
many other topical species.

Collaboration with local growers to form 
a cooperative farming model 
v	Darjeeling Gardens has collaborated 

with 600 nos. of local growers from 
Darjeeling hills growing orchids with 
a vision to associate 2000 growers by 
2024

v	We have distributed commercial 
varieties of ginger and turmeric to 
encourage open field growers from 
the hills and collaborated with food 
processing companies to buy the raw 
materials produced by these growers. 

v	We organize training programmes on 
growing , post harvesting & marketing 

v	Buyback schemes for growers to 
support financially and encourage 
them to grow more.

v	Regular follow up with the growers 
through field visit by our team to push 
them for better yield. 

v	Raising rubber plants in association 

1. Project at Jotiakali, Dist. Jalpaiguri (W.B.) - 20000 SQM Poly-house Area housing 1000000 nos. 
of Dendrobiums of all sizes (hardened to flowering stage) and other tropical orchid varieties such as 
Phalaenopsis, Cattleya, Vanda and other exotic orchids.

OuR PROjeCTS

2. Project at Mirik, Dist. Darjeeling (W.B.) - 
10000 SQM Poly-house area housing 200000 nos. 
of Cymbidiums of all sizes (hardened to flowering 
stage) and other temperate orchid varieties

3. Project at Siliguri (W.B.) – Display hub with 
Selling & Packaging unit of selected plants for 
online delivery and retail offline customers

4. Tissue Culture set up at Siliguri , West Bengal

with rubber board to promote rubber 
plantation in the region. 

Vision 
v	To create a strong framework and 

backbone supported by good quality 
planting material, infrastructure and 
skilled manpower to be able to create 
sustainable livelihoods for small 
farmers, locals and under-privileged. 

v	Cymbidium orchid is very high value 
crop as a cut flower and our vision is 
to create Darjeeling hill as an industry 
for cymbidium growing belt.

v	Our vision is to associate 500 nos. of 
growers every year 

v	We started our own tissue culture 
lab with a vision to supply planting 

material at a cheaper price to promote 
orchid cultivation in the region.

v	All the above objective are to be 
designed in such a way so that we can  
promote eco-tourism in this region 
and thus create good revenue for the 
people of this region. 

Keeping the above vision in mind, we 
are willing and capable to cooperate with 
the Government bodies/agencies and 
other Private entities/NGO’s with similar 
vision to create, execute and operate 
projects for the growers/clusters.

We hope that we will make strong 
association with you and your reputed 
organization.   n

Profile
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Fresh flowers and 
greenery in our 
surroundings have 

been clearly linked with clean, 
green, healthy and happy 
environment. In critical times 
that prevailed during the 
epidemic COVID-19, staying 
back at home and involving 
in indoor gardening turned 
out to be beautiful option that 
keeps mind fresh, enhance 
sense of emotional comfort 
and creates sense of stress 
free happy environment as 
well. Flowers depict nature’s 
true charisma, representing 
aesthetic and positive aspect 
of life and thus have been 
associated with progress and 
prosperity from ancient time.

Albert Einstein has so 
rightly quoted, “Look deep 
into nature, and then you 
will understand everything 
better.” Interaction with 
flowers and plants, both 
passive and active, can 
not only improve indoor 
environment but can even 
change human attitudes, 
behaviors and physiological 
responses, influencing health 
and happiness to a greater 
extent. Further, with the 
growing frequency of stress-
related disorders in work 
environments owing to 
modern hi-tech life styles, the 
need for strengthening the 
relationship between plants 
and human well-being is 
increasingly important. 

Indoorscaping is the 

practice of designing, 
arranging, caring and growing 
of indoor plants in the enclosed 
environments. A variety 
of plants with ornamental 
foliage having capacity to 
thrive in low light conditions 
can be grown indoors. These 
plants are valued for their 
foliar variegation in different 
combinations of colors and 
patterns, overall plant forms 
and styles.  Urbanites residing 
in apartments in limited 
space can use such plants in 
various forms like container 
gardening, window-box 
gardening, gardening in 

hanging containers, balcony 
gardening, etc. 

Indoor Plants
Indoor plants are those that 

have been grown and selected 
for indoors at relatively 
constant temperatures and 
under low light intensities. A 
wide category of plants from 
spreading type palms to those 
growing upright as well as 
climbing and trailing types 
can be very well grown in 
indoors.

Palms: Chrysalidocarpus 
lutescens (Areca palm), 

Caryota urens (Fish tail palm), 
Chamaerops humilis, Howeia, 
Phoenix, Rhapis excelsa, etc

Bushy and Upright: Aglaonema, 
Araucaria heterophylla 
(Christmas plant), Cycus, 
Cordyline,  Ficus benjamina, 
Ficus nitida, Maranta, 
Beaucarnea guatemalensis 
(Noleno), Dracaena, 
Fittonia, Dieffenbachia, 
Caladium,Schefflera, etc.

Climber: Monstera, Hedera 
helix, Philodendron, 
Asparagus plumosus, Ficus 
pumila etc.

Trailing types: Pilea, Setcreasea, 
Portulaca, Zebrina, Episcia, 
Ivy, Peperomia etc 

Ferns: Adiantum, Asplenium, 
Nephrolepis, Pteris cretica, 
Rumohra adiantiformis 
(leather leaf fern) etc.

Small types: Ophiopogan, 
Dienella, chlorophytum, etc.

indoorsCaping
a NoVEl VENtUrE For HEaltH
aNd HaPPiNESS

— Dr. Alka Singh
Principal and Dean, ASPEE College of Horticulture 
Navsari Agricultural University, Navsari, Gujarat

No occupation is so delightful to me as 
the culture of the earth, and no culture 
comparable to that of a garden

–	Thomas	Jefferson

AeSthetiCS
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Cactus: Aporocactus, Opuntia, 
Echinocactus, Chamaecereus, 
Zygocactus etc.

Succulents: Agave (dwarf), 
Aloes, Crasssula, Echeveria, 
Haworthia, Sempervivum etc.
Flowering plants (for 
balconies and rooftop 
gardens): Adenium, 
Kalanchoe, Chrysanthemum, 
Begonias, Geranium, Pentas, 
Vinca rosea, etc.

Plants for  Indoor Air Quality
People living in urban 

areas spend up to 85–90% of 
their time indoors, without 
being aware of continuous 
exposure to air pollution, as 
per the report of United States 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA), 2018. 
According to the WHO, 
indoor air pollution has 
been ranked among the top 
five risks to public health. 
Around 2.6 million people 
died prematurely from illness 
attributable to household 
air pollution, in 2016  as per 
the report of the Institute for 
Health Metrics and Evaluation 
(IHME).  Plants have the 
capacity to purify, revive 
and freshen up air in our 
homes and offices, shielding 
us from the negative effects 
of such common pollutants 
like ammonia, formaldehyde 
and benzene.  Indoor air 
pollutants primarily originate 

from building products, 
human activities inside the 
building and infiltration 
of outdoor air. Indoor air 
pollutants include volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs), 
particulate matter, ozone, 
and biological contaminants. 
Plants remove VOCs (Volatile 
Organic Compounds) from 
indoor air through stomatal 
uptake, absorption, and 
adsorption to plant surfaces.

Plant species viz., 
Asplenium nidus, Aglaonema 
brevispathum, Ficus 
benjamina, Ficus elastica, 
Hedera helix, Pachira aquatic 
Nephrolepis obliterata, Rhapis 
excelsa have been reported 
to effectively reduce the 
VOCs (viz., HCHO, Toluene,  
Xylene, Acetaldehyde etc.) 
and CO2 from indoor air.

Besides, Placement 
of indoor plants creates 
significant decrease in the 
levels of CO2 and CO in 
indoor environment under 
AC as well as non AC rooms. 
Plant species like Ficus, 
Spathiphyllum, Diffenbachia, 

Codiaeum variegatum, 
Sinningia speciosa, Ocimum 
basilicum and Yucca have 
been reported to substantially 
reduce  CO2 level in 
illuminated environment 
at different temperature 
regimes.

Indoor Plants for Health
Indoor plants significantly 

change the indoor 
environment in a positive 
manner that ultimately 
directly and indirectly 
affects human health in a 
positive manner.  Proximity 
to nature/ plants is linked 
to positive health outcomes 
of individuals, such as in 
pain reduction, less need 
for analgesics, and a quicker 
recovery from surgery as 
revealed from scientific 
studies. Patients have been 
reported to have lower heart 
rates and blood pressure, 
experience less fatigue and 
anxiety, and show speedy 
recovery from illness. Besides, 
Sick Building Syndrome 
(SBS)  being identified in the 

modern concrete vicinity 
owing to poor air quality, 
excessive background noise 
and inadequate control of 
light and humidity can be 
overcome by introduction of 
plants in the indoors. 

Some well known effects of 
plants on human psychology 
and health are given below:

Introduce Freshness: Plants 
contribute in refreshing air 

AeSthetiCS
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by elevating indoor oxygen 
levels. People feel more 
cheerful and active in presence 
of plants in the surroundings 
by shirking dullness, laziness 
and drowsiness. 

Stress buster: Proximity to live 
greenery makes us feel more 
at ease with our surroundings 
and adds to our emotional 
comfort. Plants are known to 
lower blood pressure owing to 
their stress-relieving nature, 
bring a feeling of well being 
and induce calmness and 
positivity. Looking at plants 
in the morning itself makes 
us feel positive, elevating our 
mood for daily tasks.

Headache Relief: Indoor plants 
elevated oxygen and lower 
the carbon dioxide level in air. 
This reduces the possibilities 
of headache wherein pollution 
and excess of carbon dioxide 
contributes or aggravates to 
headache problems. 

Allergies: Indoor plants 
increase humidity levels and 
decreasing dust and thereby 
reduce dust related and dry 
air related allergies like from 
dry and itchy skin and allergic 
cold too.  . Further, plants 
are a natural humidifier and 
contribute in maintaining 
moisture content in the indoor 
atmosphere that relieves from 
dry and itchy skin allergies. 

Indoor Plants for  Happiness
Plants and flowers are 

known to stimulate positive 
emotions by influencing 
directly human psychology 
and indirectly human health. 
Happiness and healthy 
feeling are well associated 
with flowers and plants as 
people involved in landscape 
designing as profession or 
having hobbies of indoor 

gardening, bonsai making, 
home gardening and kitchen 
gardening are  healthier and 
happy.  Proximity of plants 
at home or office increase 
positive feelings, block or 
reduce worrisome thoughts 
and promote restoration from 
stress as per the scientific 
study. Interaction with plants, 
both passive and active, can 
change human attitudes; 
behaviours, and physiological 
responses as depicted in some 
studies. Happy hormones 
like dopamine and serotonins 
show uplifted in people when 
working with plants.  The 
research demonstrates that 
workers idea generation, 
creative performance and 
problem solving skills 
improve substantially in 
workplace environments that 
include flowers and plants 
according to Dr Nancy Etcoff, 
the lead researcher at Harvard 
Medical School and the 
Harvard University Mind/
Brain/Behavior Initiative and 
General Hospital Department 
of Psychiatry Harvard 
University, Boston, US. Thus, 
plants not only provides us 
fresh air to breathe but keeps 
us happy, healthy, active and 
smart at mental level too.

Conclusion
Indoorscaping involves 

interaction with plants, both 

in passive and active manner, 
this not only improves 
micro environment but even 
influence our attitude and 
behaviour as well as our 
physiological responses 
towards people in our 
surroundings and thereby 
indirectly influences health 
and happiness as well as 
work performance to a greater 
extent.

The rich essence hidden in 
the silent charm of green plants 
can create a tranquil, soothing 

green indoor environment, 
that can succour in bringing 
smile  and calmness in the 
people’s multitask life as 
well as combating various 
everyday stress. Hence, a 
vital need of indoor plants 
for cleaner air, happy mood, 
improved concentration and 
good health with relaxed life 
style is being indicated and 
emphasized. 

E-mail: alkaflori@nau.in, 
deanachf@nau.in
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Smart Urban farming 
deals with modern, 
precision, smart and IT 

linked modules of protected 
cultivation. Its commercial 
modules are being widely 
adopted for growing 
high value horticultural 
crops inside energy active 
climate controlled protected 
structures and vertical 
farming. This type of farming 
is mostly being carried out 
with soilless, hydroponics 
and Aeroponic based system 
in multiple layers mostly 
with the aid of artificial 
light. The modern idea of 
smart urban farming use 
indoor farming techniques 
(Hydroponics, soilless, 
aeroponics), vertical farming 
and controlled environment 
agriculture (CEA) technology 
( G r e e n h o u s e / P r o t e c t e d 
Cultivation), where all 
environmental factors can 
be controlled. Greenhouse 
based urban smart farming 
cultivation technology deals 
with growing high value 
horticultural crops, herbs and 
seedlings in various types of 
inert soilless media, water 
and air inside greenhouse and 
other protected structures. 
It can be integrated with AI, 
modern sensors, automation 
system, IOT and DSS system 
and thus being popular 
among modern youths, 

farmers and entrepreneurs in 
the overall form of vertical 
farming. Machine learning, 
Internet of Things (IOT) and 
Artificial intelligence (AI) 
based automation have been 
the recent most successful 
approaches for controlling 
smart urban farming and 
its irrigation & fertigation 
for maximizing the quality 
crop production of high 
value vegetables, flowers 
and seedlings. These recent 
techniques incorporate 
and integrate the human 
expertise, sensors, online and 
in-situ data, softwares and 
hardwares from different 
sources for the efficient 
management of all the related 
inputs and maximize the 
output in terms of both quality 
and quantity. The future of 
smart, efficient and precision 

agriculture is mainly based 
on automation linked with 
IOT and AI. Keeping above 
in view series of experiments 
related to automation 
of irrigation system and 
protected cultivation have 
been carried out inside 
Green house, Net house and 
nursery with use of sensors 
and IoT. The conditional 
automated irrigation system 
and greenhouse production 
system outperformed non-
conditional automated system 
in terms of water, nutrient 
and yield productivity. Thus 
the IoT and sensor operated 
urban farming modules are 
sustainable for future Indian 
agriculture. The automation 
of greenhouses and irrigation 
system with controllers, 
sensors, IOT and AI assisted 
softwares helped in overall 

efficient management 
of protected cultivation 
technology and smart urban 
farming. Automated Smart 
urban farming technology 
can be potential sustainable 
alternative in post covid 
era, were there is going to 
be continuous demand of 
fresh leafy and high value 
vegetables, flowers and herbs 
particularly in peri-urban 
areas in big cities. 

Smart urban Farming 
Technology for Floriculture 
Industry

Smart urban farming deals 
with growing high value 
horticultural crops in peri 
and peri urban areas with the 
help of modern technologies. 
High value horticultural crops 
like vegetables, flowers, herbs 
and seedlings can be grown 
round the year or in off season 
under smart urban farming. 
It is being practised in open 
field, protected structures, 
roof top, balcony, kitchen 
garden and also inside closed 
room. It can be adopted with 
or without artificial light. 
Smart urban farming involves 
lots of modern technologies 
mainly for efficient control 
and management of costly 
inputs like energy, water, 
seed, fertilizer and other 
chemicals. Value chain based 
efficient marketing system is 

iot and sensor operated smart urban 
Farming teChnology For FloriCulture 
industry

— M. Hasan, Love Kumar, Vinayak Paradkar,
Kishor Pandurag Gavhane, Atish Sagar, Prakash Bhai and Dhawal Chawda

Principal Scientist, Centre For Protected Cultivation Technology, ICAR IARI  Pusa Delhi

Fig: IoT and Sensor Operated Greenhouse Smart Urban Farming
at ICAR-IARI Pusa

teChnology
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the important component of 
Smart Urban Farming. These 
two important components 
of Smart Urban Farming 
are attracting youths and 
common citizens to adopt it 
on mass scale mainly in the 
big cities. Simultaneously 
this type of farming helps in 
growing safe food with one’s 
own involvement in relatively 
small space sometimes 
within home itself. It also 
helps in pollution control 
and facilitates supply of 
abundant oxygen and control 
of many harmful gases by 
growing specialized plants. 
This is the main reason for 
massive adoption of Smart 
Urban Farming technology 
in the post covid era. Smart 
Urban Farming gives the 
opportunity to grow safe and 
high value horticultural crops 
for our own family and for 
the society. Many start ups 
related to different aspects 
of Smart Urban Farming are 
now flourishing in big cities.

Floriculture industry 
in India is very dynamic 
consisting of import 
aesthetically based 
technologies like landscape, 
gardening, Urban farming, 
Vertical farming, Soilless 
& Hydroponics, Protected 
Cultivation, Fertigation, Drip 
Irrigation and several related 
and emerging technologies 
like artificial light, automation 
& sensor development. 
Due to rapid urbanization, 
globalization and increase in 
per capita income, Floriculture 
industry in India is growing 
at very fast and dynamic rate. 
There is huge potential of 
growing diversified flowers 
round the year with the 
help of Smart urban farming 
technologies and making 
it profitable & sustainable. 
Smart Urban farming and 
Vertical farming based on 
soilless hydroponics system 

with automation and sensors 
are potential technologies for 
future sustainable floriculture 
industry in India. 

Following Modern 
technologies are important 
components of Smart Urban 
Farming.
v Protected Cultivation 

Technology
v	Drip Irrigation and 

Fertigation
v	Soilless Cultivation 

Technology
v	Hydroponics, Aeroponics 

and Aquaponics
v	ML, AI, Automation, 

Sensors, Controller and 
IoT

v	Vertical Farming

Major advantages of Smart 
urban Farming are as 
following.
v	Round the year possibility 

of growing high value 
horticultural crops

v	Off season availability 
of growing high value 
horticultural crops

v	Efficient control and 
management of inputs

v	Safe and chemical free 
production of high value 
horticultural crops

v	Leads to healthy and 
environmental friendly 
atmosphere

v	Personal involvement 

in growing high value 
horticultural crops

Smart urban Farming 
under Protected Cultivation 
Technology:

Protected cultivation 
based smart urban farming 
offers several advantages to 
produce horticultural crops 
and their planting material 
of high quality and yields, 
through efficient land and 
resource utilization. Fruits, 
vegetable and flower crops 
normally accrue 4 to 8 times 
higher profits than other 
crops. This margin of profit 
can increase manifolds if 
some of these high value crops 
are grown under protected 
conditions, like greenhouses, 
net houses, tunnels, shade 
net etc. Following important 
protected structures are 
commonly used for smart 
urban farming.
v	Naturally Ventilated 

Greenhouse
v	Climate Controlled 

Greenhouse
v	Insect Proof Net House
v	Shade Net House
v	Tunnel type Greenhouse
vRain Shelter

All these protected 
structures can be used  for 
adopting smart urban farming 

based on either soil or soilless 
system in both single and 
multi layers. The growing 
system can be modified and 
easily constructed as per the 
special requirement of the 
module adopted for crop 
production. 

 Such an agricultural 
production system could 
provide a more profitable 
source of income and 
employment in urban and 
peri-urban areas. The amount 
of post harvest losses in 
vegetables and cut flowers is 
very high (20-30%), which can 
be significantly reduced and 
productivity can be increased 
5-10 through protected 
cultivation technologies by 
taking the crops round the 
year. Protected cultivation 
has very high entrepreneurial 
value and profit maximization 
leading to local employment, 
social empowerment and 
respectability of the growers. 
Environmentally safe 
methodologies involving 
GAP and IPM tactics reduce 
the hazards lacing the high 
value products.

Machine Learning, Artificial 
Intelligence, Sensors and IoT 
for Sustainable management 
of urban Farming: 

Machine learning (ML), 
Internet of Things (IoT) 
and Artificial intelligence 
(AI) based automation 
have been the recent most 
successful approaches for 
controlling greenhouses 
and Urban farming models 
for maximizing the quality 
crop production of high 
value vegetables, flowers 
and seedlings and efficiently 
controlling the entire related 
business models. These recent 
techniques incorporate and 
integrate the human expertise, 
sensors, online and in-situ 
data, softwares and hardwares 
from different sources for 

Fig: IoT and Sensor Operated Greenhouse Chrysanthemum
at ICAR IARI Pusa Delhi
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the efficient management 
of all the related inputs and 
maximize the output in terms 
of both quality and quantity. 
The future of smart, efficient 
and precision agriculture is 
mainly based on automation 
linked with IoT and AI. 

Following sensors are 
commonly used for Smart 
urban Farming
v	Climatic Sensors
v	Fertigation Sensors
v	Water Quality Sensors
v	Disease monitoring 

sensors
v	Plant Sensors
v	Leaf Sensors

ICAR-IARI Pusa Delhi 
is one of the lead institutes 
carrying research, education 
and training on different 
aspects of Smart Urban 
farming Technology including 
Soilless Vertical Hydroponics 
based Farming at Center 
for Protected Cultivation 
Technology. Indigenous 

infrastructures for Soilless, 
Hydroponics, Aeroponic, 
Multi layered vertical farming 
have been developed, 
installed and evaluated with 
significant achievements in 
Automation with sensors 
including IoT development. 
Collaborative Research project 
funded by DST-IGSTC, Govt 
of India titled “Development 
and evaluation of automated 
sensors for a highly efficient 
nutrition management 
system in indoor vertical 
farming” in collaboration 
with German Institutes 
Hochschule Weihenstephan-
Triesdorf (HSWT), 
S o n d e r m a s c h i n e n b a u 
Brückner GmbH, Hahn-
Schickard-Gesellschaft für 
angewandte Forschung and 
Industry partners Barton 
and Breeze with the major 
focus on automation and IoT 
based Soilless Hydroponic 
Vertical farm development. 
Technical Bulletins titled 

“Hydroponics Technology 
for Horticultural Crops” 
(TB-ICN:188/2018), Smart 
Urban Farming Technology 
(TB-ICN:270/2022- English) 
and (TB-ICN:H-195/2022-
Hindi) have been published 
by ICAR-IARI for Technology 
dissemination related to 
Smart Urban farming.

Government of India (GOI) 
initiatives for Smart urban 
Farming
Smart urban farming has 
great prospects for Indian 
agriculture. It is one of the 
potential technologies for 
doubling farmers income. 
In the changing scenario of 
food habits and growing fad 
for green vegetables, herbs 
and fruits, hydroponics 
technology is going to play a 
major role for sustainable and 
round the year production 
in urban and peri-urban 
areas. As this technology is 
capital intensive and requires 
technical knowhow, GOI 
has launched many schemes 
to promote this technology 
through different agencies.

Some of the major agencies 
to promote Smart urban 
farming are as follows.
1. Ministry of Agriculture
 & farmers Welfare, GOI
2. National Horticultural 

Board (NHB)

3. National Horticultural 
Mission (NHM)

4. Horticulture Mission for 
North East & Himalayan 
States

Credit linked projects 
relating to establishment 
of Commercial production 
units in protected conditions 
for Hydroponics cultivation 
are supported financially 
by National Horticultural 
Board NHB. The details of 
the schemes are available 
through the link (www.
nhb.gov.in). National 
Horticultural Mission (NHM) 
and Horticulture Mission 
for North East & Himalayan 
States also indirectly support 
Hydroponics related projects 
through the protected 
cultivation initiatives. 
Farmers and entrepreneurs 
can avail these schemes 
as per the eligibility and 
suitability. Ministry of 
Agriculture and farmers 
Welfare, GOI is providing 
funding (Up to 2 crore loan) 
to farmers under Agriculture 
Infrastructure Fund for Smart 
Urban Farming models like 
Vertical Farming, Soilless, 
Hydroponics and Aeroponics.
	 	 			n

E-mail: Hasaniari40@Gmail.Com
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response oF musiC towards 
ornamental plants

Music is an art form 
whose medium 
is sound and 

silence. It produces beauty 
of expression, emotion in 
significant form through 
the elements of rhythm, 
melody, harmony and 
colour. Music is sound and 
sound is nothing more than 
wave. It is organized sound 
created by human voices or 
instruments. Plants are living 
objects that can breathe and 
grow. A property of living 
things is that they respond to 
incentives. Plants are complex 
multicellular organisms 
considered as sensitive 
as human for testing new 
therapies. Sound is known 
to affect the growth of plants 
and plants responds to music 
the same as human do. It 
also receives the same sound 
waves and could be receiving 
some form of incentives. 
Music not only hastens growth 
but also pointedly influences 
the concentration of various 
metabolites i.e., chlorophyll, 
starch, protein, etc. Plants 
enjoy music and they respond 
to the different types of music 
and its wavelength. It has 
been observed that human 
conversation with plants 
may lead to better growth 

and development of plants. 
Though, not much work has 
been done in this field wherein 
the plants have been subjected 
to different types of sound 
and the effects are being 
monitored and analysed. 
Dorothy Retallack started 
it in 1968 by comparing the 
effects of different types of 
music on plants and she noted 
that plants grow well when 
exposed to classical music 
whereas, plants withered 
by exposed to rock music. 
The idea of effect of music 
on plants was came after 
these findings. Music is a 
harmonious and coherent 
blend of various frequencies 
and vibrations. It is believed 

that loud and unharmonious 
sounds can ruin the mood 
and health of a plant and 
blossoms. Soft rhythmic music 
is better for their growth and 
blossoms, thus may increase 
plants rate of growth, their 
size and influence their 
overall health. On the other 
hand, music or sound can also 
have detrimental effects on 
plant growth. Some reports 
indicate that certain types of 
music can wreak havoc on 
plants. Even played at a low 
volume, heavy metal music 
can be very damaging to a 
sensitive plant.

History
Sir jagdish Chandra Bose 

(1902):
An Indian Plant 

Physiologist was one of the 
pioneers to study the effect 
of environment and music on 
plants and he concluded that 
plants react to attitude with 
which they were nurtured 
and plants just like human 
being are sensitive to the 
external environment such 
as light, cold, heat and noise. 
These were all documented 
in his books “Response in 
the living and Non-living” 
published in 1902 and “the 
nervous mechanism of plants” 
published in 1926.

joel Sternheimer (1943):
Developed a model tune 

for chalcone synthase in 
tomato.

Dan Carlson:
Invented the Sonic Bloom 

system during the year 1960
Dr. T. C. Singh (1962):

An Indian scientist and 
botanist noticed that balsam 
plants grew 20% more in 
height and 72% in biomass 
when exposed to music. He 
also found petunias and 
marigold flowered 2 weeks 
earlier than controlled plants 
by the effect of vibrations 
caused by Bhartnatyam,. He 

Music has the power to trigger a range of emotions in human and other animals; it also has some beneficial effects 
on plant growth. Plants responds to different types of music. They grow well when exposed to certain kinds of music, 
whereas there may be stunted growth with another type of music. This may differ depending upon the kind of plant 
species also. Some scientific researchers have proved that there is some effect of music on plant growth and this effect 
can be used by the farmers for better growth of plants.

— Tejal Patel, Dipal Bhatt, Arjun Karangiya
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also observed that there are 
many changes of physiological 
and biochemical properties of 
plants i.e., increase in growth, 
metabolism, no. of stomata, 
increased transpiration and 
photosynthesis, etc.

Dorothy Retallack (1973):
Student of professor 

Francis Brown, she conducted 
detailed research on effect 
of music on plants and from 
her results she concluded that 
continuous rock music could 
kill the plants. She published 
this whole research and it’s 
results in her book “The 
sound of music and plants”

Mechanoreceptor
It is something in human 

ear that help us detect and 
distinguish sound waves and 
help us hear music and other 
sounds. The effect of music on 
plants is unclear though some 
people say that if plants have 
mechanoreceptors, they can 
also be able to changes in the 
sound waves, like those from 
music. It also responds to 
pressure.

How plants can hear?
Sound is transmitted in 

the form of wave that travel 
through the medium such 
as air and water and the 
pressure from the sound 
wave create vibration in the 
medium. This vibration could 
be picked up by the plants. 
Plants does not hear the music 
but they just feel the vibration 

of soundwave and this will 
speed up the protoplasmic 
movement in plant cells. This 
stimulation then will affect 
the system of plants which 
may improve its performance 
such as manufacture of 
more nutrients that will give 
stronger and better plants.

Sound production
and perception in plants

Figure A indicates the 
sound production by plants. 
Plants also produce sound 
vibration through their 
xylem. Since the xylem is 
water-transporting system 
in plants. Transpiration and 
rehydration occurred in 
xylem. Transpiration produce 
tension in xylem vessels and 
simultaneously gas bubbles 
(cavitation) are produced 
in xylem vessels during 
transpiration. Indeed, gas 
bubble adhering to vessels 
may produce sound in 
plants and it is reported that 
when transpiration decrease 
audible sound is released 
and whereas transpiration 
increased ultrasonic emission 
is released. Moreover, sound 
vibration is generated when 

diameter of xylem vessel 
decreases.

Figure B indicates the 
sound perception by plants. 
Although there is no visible 
alteration. Transcriptional 
and translation changes are 
occurred in plants exposed 
to sound vibration. Level of 
mechano-stimulus responsive 
signalling related redox 
homeostatis and defence 
related transcripts are 
changed in sound exposed 
plants. However, the specific 
organs or proteins used for 
sound perception have not yet 
been identified. 

Sound wave as a plant 
stimulant and protectant

Artificial sound treatments 
can elicit various effects in 
plants:
1. Enhancement of seed 

germination and plant 
growth: Sound endorses 
the plant growth by 
amendable the plant 
growth hormones like 
Indole-3 acetic acid (IAA) 
and gibberellins.

2. Induction of plant 
defence response against 
pathogens: Sound pre-
treatment boost plant 
immunity against 
subsequent pathogen 
attack by activating the 
plant defence hormone 
like salicylic acid (SA) and 
jasmonic acid (JA).

3. Induction of abiotic stress 
tolerance: For instance, 
sound treatment activate 
drought tolerance by 
changing the elasticity and 
flexibility of the cell wall 
which affect the ability 
of plants to absorb more 
water.

4. Delaying ripening: Sound 
treatment interrupts the 
ripening of tomato fruit. 
By down regulation of 
ethylene biosynthesis and 
expression of signalling 
related genes may delayed 
ethylene production. 

5. Enhancement of 
photosynthetic capacity: 
Sound treatment 
rise expression of 
photosynthesis related 
genes, such as those 
encoding fructose 1,6 
biphosphate aldose and 
rubisco small sub unit 
which may induce CO2 
fixation.

Influence of music
on plant growth 
1. Gene activation: Certain 
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gene is activated by 
specific sound frequency 
which increase the growth 
of plant cells.

2. Effect on stomata: Sound 
frequency technology 
stimulate leaf stomata to 
open, thereby the plants 
will be able to increase its 
uptake of spray fertilizer 
and dew.

3. Effect on cell organelles: 
Certain frequencies 
create resonance in cell 
organelles of living 
organism by increasing the 
movement of cytoplasm 
within the cell which leads 
to the growth of cells.

4. Plant hormone: The plant 
hormone called gibberellic 
acid responds to sound 
and cause shoot elongation 
or seed germination.

5. Movement of protoplasm: 
The sounds vibrate the 
leaves and increase this 
movement which increase 
the growth of healthy 
plants by increasing the 
synthesis of food and 
nutrients.

Frequency of sound
v Specific frequencies 

and intensities can 
have positive effects on 
various plant biological 
indices including seed 

germination, root 
elongation, plant height 
etc.

v	Plant thrives when they 
listen to music that sits 
between 115 Hz to 250 Hz

v	Plants emit audio acoustic 
emissions between 10-240 
Hz as well as ultrasonic 
acoustic emissions (UAE) 
within 20-300 kHz

v	Evidence for plant 
mechanosensory abilities 
are shown when roots are 
subjected to unidirectional 
220 Hz sound and 
subsequently grow in the 
direction of the vibration 
source

v	According to Dan Carlson, 
a medley of frequencies 
between 3000-5000 kHz 
can open up the stomata 
of plants quicker

effect of different length
of music on the same plants
v	In an experiment by 

Dorothy Retallack in 1973, 
she exposed three group of 
plants to various lengths 
of music

v	In one group she played 
note F for 3 hours a day 
and in second group she 
played a similar note for 
8 hour a day and third 
group remain in silence as 
control

v	And the results shown 
that the first group which 
is exposed to 3 hour a 
day the plants grew twice 
as large and were twice 
healthy as those in music-
free environment

v	And the second group in 
which plants exposed to 8 
hour a day the plants may 
died within two weeks of 
the experiment beginning

Positive and negative
effect of music

Different types of music 
affect differently some has 
positive effect and some has 
negative effects. Plants grow 

faster when they exposed to 
music and there is less pest 
diseases infection as well as 
also influence the various 
metabolites concentration. It 
can be used as component for 
getting higher yield with good 
quality. Continuous playing 
of music cause noise pollution 
for both animal and human. 
Pressure level of sound is 
inversely proportional to the 
distance so that the bigger the 
area, the lower the intensity. 
Still there is much confusion 
and contradictions about 
this technology in terms of 
frequency and exposure time 
periods, which may lead to 
the stunted plant growth.

Application of music on 
different ornamental plants

Activity of SOD 
(superoxide dismutase) 
in chrysanthemum callus 
increased with increasing 

Types of music effect on plants
Classical music  plants grow better, bushier and greener, healthier stems
Jazz music  accelerate growth, made plants fuller
Heavy metal music with new age increase plant mass and fruit taste
and Celtic tunes  
Country and western music  no effect on development
Noisy rock music damage plants

AeSthetiCS
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the intensity (100 dB) and 
frequency (800 Hz) of sound 
and it decreased below that 
range (Liu et al., 2002). In 
Dendrobium candidum, 
SOD, catalase activity (CAT), 
peroxidase activity (POD), 
ascorbate peroxidase activity 
(APX) and malondialdehyde 
(MDA) content of leaves, stems 
and roots stimulated by sound 
wave with certain intensity 
(100 db) and frequency (1000 
Hz) were elevated at varying 
degrees under the stress and 
enhanced averagely than the 
control group (Li et al., 2008). 
According to Vidya Chivukula 
and Ramaswamy (2014) when 
rose plants exposed to vedic 
chants for 60 minutes in the 
morning for a period of 62 
days, it enhanced the growth 
in terms of plant height and 
increased number of flowers 
with maximum diameter than 
other types of music. Marigold 

plants exposed to three types 
of music i.e., Indian music, 
meditation music and noise 
along with control (without 
music). It showed similar 
growth patterns in the 
beginning but in the second 
week onwards marigold 
plants treated with light 
Indian music and meditation 
music resulted better plant 
growth and flowering than 
noise treatment (Anindita 
Roy Chowdhury and Anshu 
Gupta, 2015). Application 
of soft melodious music for 
3 hours daily for 1 month 
to ornamental plants viz., 
Tagetes erecta, Catharanthus 
roseus and Dendranthema 
grandiflorum showed 
increased in plant height, 
number of leaves, number of 
flowers as well as early flower 
bud occurrence and flowering 
with music treatment than 
control. Moreover, ornamental 

plants of treated set showed 
increased in concentration of 
starch, protein and phenol 
than control (Deepti Sharma et 
al., 2015). Biochemical content 
and activities like protein 
content, catalase activity 
(CAT), peroxidase activity 
(POD) and malondialdehyde 
(MDA) content in Salvia 
splendens cv. Vista were 
observed maximum when 
exposed to sound wave for 
one month at a frequency of 
1000 Hz at 110 dB intensity 
for one hour a day. Moreover, 
stem length, root length, shoot 
weight and shoot dry weight 
showed an ascending trend 
with an increase in intensity to 
110 dB in 1000 Hz frequency as 
compared to control (Heidari 
et al., 2020).
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dendrobium orChids 
a BooN For NortHErN iNdia

India is known as a flower 
loving country and 
flowers are required for 

every festivity. Orchid flowers 
charm every individual and 
apply a puzzling interest in 
novices, proficient breeders, 
and florists due to its alluring 
and unique shaped blossoms 
of wide range of lively 
colours. Leaving the vivid, 

sweetly scented and majestic 
flowers, orchids is ruling the 
flower market, like a king. 
In the world of ornamental 
flowers, orchids constitute a 
prominent position and have 
an immense horticultural 
importance. Human kind is 
familiar with the orchids since 
the Rig Veda and Atharva 
Veda, where a special mention 

of Flikingeria macrai (Sanjeevni) 
and Vanda tessallata (Rasna) 
for their medicinal properties 
is given. It accounts for major 
share (10%) in global trade 
as cut flower and pot plant. 
Orchids comprise the largest 
family of the flowering plants 
with 25,000 to 35,000 species 
belonging to 600-800 genera. 
It covers 6.8% of the flowering 

plants of India. Majority of 
orchids are native to tropical 
areas of the world and most 
noteworthy varieties are found 
in the damp tropical woods of 
Thailand, China, Philippines, 
Malaysia, India, and New 
Guinea. In India native orchid 
genera like Dendrobium, 
Cymbidium, Paphiopedilum, 
Arachnis and Vanda are 

— Mrinali Sood and Parminder Singh
Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana, Punjab
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cultivated at commercial level 
for cut flower production. 
In the total cut flower trade 
of Orchids, Asia is the main 
contributor and accounts for 
85% of Dendrobium and 15% of 
Phalaenopsis and Cymbidium.

In India orchids comprise 
1331 species with 158 genera 
that are grown up to 5000m. 
Indian Dendrobiums have 
taken a significant position 
in cut flower and pot plant 
industry due to attractiveness 
of flowers with wide range of 
colours, its long shelf life, year-
round flower production, easy 
packaging and transportation 
and high returns to the 
farmers. India being one of the 
major biodiversity centres in 
the world which is endowed 
with rich multifariousness 
in orchids. Southern states 
and North- Eastern states 
are suitable places for orchid 
growing. However, due to 
booming of the tourism and 
changes in lifestyles of the 
people, demand for orchids 
has increased several folds in 
all over the country since last 
few years. 

In Northern India, orchids 
worth crores are imported 
from countries like Thailand, 
Netherland, etc. or from 
cities like Bangalore, Pune, 
Kerala and Kolkata that 
leads to high freight charges 
which increases the initial 
cost for orchid cultivation. 
Development of affordable 
and scientific technology will 

help in decreasing the ever-
increasing demand of import 
of orchids from South East 
Asian Countries. Different 
Orchid species can be grown in 
Northern plains at commercial 
level under controlled 
environment conditions. 
Day temperature of 23-290C 
and night temperature of 15-
180C is most congenial for 
the growth of Dendrobium 
orchids. Most of the species 
would survive in temperature 
range as low as 70 and as high 
as 330. Plants grow well in 
relative humidity of 70-80% 
and orchids do not thrive 
well in relative humidity less 
than 60% and humidity above 
80% results in succulent 
growth which leads to more 
susceptibility to infection than 
the hard growth.   

In North western 
regions (like Punjab) 
demand for orchid flowers 
is ever increasing but lack 
of knowledge, techniques, 
proper planting material 
and specific microclimatic 
prerequisites for the 
production of high-quality 
orchids on large scale among 
nurseries and farmers are the 
main hindrance for the lack of 
cultivation in Punjab. Punjab 
is the most climatically diverse 
region with temperature going 
as high as 400 in summers 
to as low as 50 in winters. 
Dendrobium cultivation can 
be a boon for Punjab farmers; 
it can lead to high economic 

returns. All tropical orchids 
can be grown in Punjab 
under high-tech polyhouse 
with 60-70% shade. Plants 
grown outside the tolerance 
limits may result in reduced 
growth and flowering. Wide 
range of germplasm of 
Dendrobium is available with 
suitable cultivars for Punjab 
conditions include Sonia Red, 
Sonia White, Den Tanida 
Pink, Den Erawan Green, 
Den Thongchai Gold and 
many more. Plants have to be 
planted in pots and raised on 
the benches. Media consisting 
of coconut hull, coco peat, 
vermicompost and charcoal is 
ideal for its growth. Fertilisers 
can be provided with 
fertigation with water soluble 
nutrients like NPK (19:19:19) 
and other micronutrients.

A misconception widely 
held is that all the tropical 
orchids need bright sunlight 
and high temperature for 
good growth. The flowers 
of Dendrobium usually last 
longer when grown under 
mild temperature. Insufficient 
lighting to the plants results in 
thin leaves, inhibited growth 
and spindle shaped flowers. 
Whereas, over exposure of the 
plant to the light may result in 
permanent damage to plants 
called sunburn. Variations in 
the microclimate modify the 
rate of photosynthesis and 
carbon dioxide assimilation 
which effects the crop growth 
and development. Dendrobium 

can be easily propagated by 
division of clumps, keikis, 
back bulbs and by tissue 
culture. Dendrobium flowers 
mature after 3-4 days of its 
opening of florets. The initial 
stages of orchid growing 
require investment in its 
soilless media, propagating 
material, greenhouse cost 
but it will start giving 
high returns after a year of 
planting. Different varieties 
of Dendrobium orchids are 
growing successfully in Punjab 
Agricultural University, 
Ludhiana, Punjab since last 
4 years which is further 
helping in demonstrating the 
commercial cultivation of 
Dendrobium under high-tech 
polyhouse in North Indian 
conditions. 

Northern India has big 
potential to develop orchid 
industry due to its wider 
agro-climatic conditions. 
Skilled farmers with modern 
technology will help the 
state to produce high quality 
flowers of orchids under local 
conditions, curtailing the 
imports and can earn more 
returns.

Dendrobium Orchids 
Growing Under High 
Tech Polyhouse in Punjab 
Agricultural University, 
Ludhiana, Punjab
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eFFiCient landsCape design
the mantra For sustainable Cities

The Role of Landscape Architecture
Similar to the evolving recognition of landscape architecture, 

there have been other allied fields of architecture and planning 
that are now organized as formal domains of work and study 
- such as Urban Planning, Urban Design, Regional Planning, 
Environmental Planning and various others. Each of these fields 
broadly work towards the same goal of uplifting the quality of 
life – making the cities more livable and sustainable; but the ambit 
and approach of each discipline are very distinct. 

Landscape architecture, however, holds a greater significance 
with regards to the design, the on-ground implementation and 
minute details which is finally presented to the user; which 
determines their experience of a space. Irrespective of the scale of 
the project, architecture, especially landscape architecture acts as 
an interface between:
v	the utility and requirements of a particular project; 
v	and that of the policies, standards, and norms set by the 

governments, global conventions or the necessities formulated 
through academic researches. 

Furthermore, given the transitory nature of the living form – 

the expected evolution of design and its ecological impact also 
needs to be understood and prepared for at the very beginning.

Historically, the role of landscape architect; in the larger public 
opinion seems to be of a person in-charge of a garden design or 
that of someone who looks merely at the planting decisions of 
a landscape. From residences to large public parks; the scope 
of work remained largely project centric. Even then, within the 
limited scope, there have been renowned and innovative solutions 
to counter the mundane and monotonous streak of an urban 
lifestyle. The general perception tends to overlook the vastness of 
knowledge required to blend in the understanding of land, water 
and vegetation in bringing about an efficient and lasting design 
solution. While the understanding of Landscape Architecture 
especially in the professional circuit of architecture and planning 
has significantly improved; the roles and responsibilities of a 
landscape architect still needs to be communicated to the larger 
public. 

emerging Responsibilities
In the last few decades though, there has been a shift in 

paradigm, in both - the world view of ecological conservation and 

The necessity of architecture and the development of built forms has been synchronous to the human evolution. However, the identity of 
the built form can never be viewed in isolation and remains incomplete without a vision of its unbuilt surroundings. While it may not have 
been a formally organized field until a few centuries ago, but the understanding of landscape and its design aspects have always been 
part of human living. In the contemporary world, and as we get together as the professionals of this field, we can be assured that we have 
reached a stage where the field of Landscape Architecture is not only recognized for its role at an individual project level; but also, at a 
larger scale of urban development and beyond. 

The domain of landscape architecture entails an understanding of a large number of fields – from environmental sciences to the more 
technical and allied engineering fields. As landscape architects we need to synthesize all of these to bring out solutions that are pragmatic 
and sustainable; while never losing sight of the aesthetics and most importantly the user experience. Moreover, in times when the global 
environmental concerns are peaking; the necessity of the field is only looking at an upward growth.

Dr. Aarti Grover
Ph.D, M.L.Arch., B.Arch.
Head and Associate Professor,
Department of Landscape Architecture,
School of Planning and Architecture,
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that of landscape architecture, and how they are indispensable to 
each other. As a result, we now know of landscape architects who 
have been working towards improving human and environmental 
health in all communities.  Owing to which, the scope of work 
even within Landscape Architecture has been hugely diversified; 
and the appointment of the landscape professionals is now 
deemed essential in all fields of infrastructure development. 
We now have professionals participating, managing and even 
heading projects of not only Site and Campus Planning but also 
those of Transportation Networks and Streetscape Development, 
Land Restoration and Conservation, Ecological Conservation 
and Rehabilitation Projects, Management of Water Resources 
etc. Associated with projects of biodiversity conservation, we are 
also seeing landscape programs being developed which aim at 
supporting of rights and protection of assets of the indigenous 
communities.

Another key feature that a successful landscape design 
requires, in order to uplift the quality of living, is the ability to 
bring people together and provide equal opportunities and access 
to all its potential users, especially in the public spaces. There have 
been guidelines and rules developed to cater to the same. For e.g. 
the ASLA, in 2020, had listed down a few design principles for 
developing of any public place keeping in mind the universal 
access and ensure that the space is - accessible, comfortable, 
participatory, ecological, legible, multi-sensory, predictable and 
walkable/traversable. 

Contemporary Issues
The ecological destruction of the planet has brought about 

climate change, the impacts of which we are now witnessing in 
our own surroundings. As per the United Nations, one-million 
animal and plant species are now facing the threat of extinction, 
and nearly seventy-five percent of the Earth’s ice-free land 
surface and two-thirds of the oceans have been significantly 
altered by humanity. Heat waves, erratic precipitation patterns 
etc. are examples of climate change which are now evident, even 
to the general public. Each year we see our urban infrastructure 
systems collapse and the lack of planning and inherent respect of 
the natural systems is clearly exposed. The crisis is only getting 
compounded with each passing year.

As professionals who are taught and trained to work closely 
with nature and respecting its processes, landscape architects are 
qualified proponents of sustainable and efficient development. 

Globally, we now have multiple examples of large-scale projects, 
many of which are initiated by national governments, which 
employ the expertise of landscape architects in designing of 
sustainable infrastructure. These projects were required for the 
amelioration of the degraded ecosystems and restoration of the 
biodiversity. We will now look at few methodologies and their 
case examples, which have gained recognition under sustainable 
development to further emphasize on the role and need of 
landscape architecture. Many of these have been recognized 
and awarded at international platforms for their ingenious 
interventions, and are guiding us toward a way forward.

a. ecological urbanism
Kallang River at Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park, Singapore

Urban ecological park refers to park which make use of 
wasteland or abandoned land in the urban areas or suburban areas 
through a comprehensive application of principles of ecology and 
landscape ecology while retaining/recreating regional natural 
habitats for a harmonious natural ecological environment. 
Through the aim of preserving self-succession ecosystems, these 
parks are able to address the contrast between current living 
standard and environmental degradation through building stable 
sustainable ecosystems and promote harmonious coexistence. 

In the year 1970, Singapore in an effort to promote the effective 
transportation of rainfall and stop floods began converting its 
natural water systems on a large scale to concrete culverts and 
drainage canals. The Kallang River was also transformed into a 
concrete canal at this time. Recent advancements in science and 
technology have created a significant window of opportunity 
for implementing multidisciplinary integrated solutions that 
might concurrently solve the complex issues and requirements of 
managing water in an urban context.

Public Utilities Board (PUB), Singapore's national water 
agency launched the Active, Beautiful and Clean (ABC) Waters 
Programme in 2006 with the goal of converting the nation's network 
of functional drains, canals and reservoirs into vibrant streams, 
rivers and lakes that are seamlessly integrated with the nearby 
land developments. A significant flagship project under the ABC 
programme is the Kallang River at Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park. This 
project transformed the concrete canal into a naturalised river that 
has been integrated into the park. The redeveloped 62-hectare-
large park boasts a variety of new amenities, such as themed 
playgrounds for children of all ages, fitness areas, restaurants, a 

Before
Figure 1: Kallang River before redevelopment
Source: https://www.flickr.com

After
Figure 2: Kallang River after redevelopment
Source: https://www.flickr.com
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new lookout point that complement the ecological restored river. 
These amenities are placed at strategic points to ensure ease of 
access and connectivity to the neighbourhood community.

b. ecological Restoration
Rao jodha Park Desert Park, India

Through human interventions, important natural features of 
landscape become vulnerable and get converted into wastelands. 
Natural processes are an essential part of ecology and disruptions 
in these processes due to human actions create an imbalance and 
impact the environment through desertification and wastelands. 
Landscape ecological restoration focuses on landscape practices 
to mitigate environmental impacts through reconstruction and 
revival of ecological processes.

Located in Jodhpur, surrounded by the edge of Great Indian 
desert lies Rao Jodha Desert Park, an ecologically restored 
landscape park – ‘rock park’. The restoration work began with 
identification and correlation of existing vegetation and soil 
condition. Studies and research showed that the existing vegetation 
was an invasive species that was responsible for release of toxins, 
depletion of surface water that led to decline of native vegetation. 
Through mining and removal of invasive species and replanting 
with local plants that would prevent further degradation of 
wasteland helped in correction of gaps in the existing landscape. 
Studies were carried out to identify local habitats and collection of 
plant species to be used as part of restoration. This new location 
became the ‘clone’ site and provided 80 new species, which were 
transplanted back in the initial ‘gaps’ (Manna, 2016).

To prevent soil erosion during rainfall, the ancient storm 
water channel has been treated with planting. The desert park 
has recreated ecological interdependencies between geology, 
topography and vegetation which supports wildlife habitats of 
desert animals and birds in restored landscape. 

space infrastructure through 
integration of ecology, social, 
economy and aesthetic aspects. 

An urban park system is 
an open space system that is 
connected through a network of 
green spaces through bridges, 
walkways and tracks. Intended 
to be place of recreation, these parks are ‘lungs’ of a city. Boston's 
Emerald Necklace consists of an 1,100-acre chain of nine parks 
linked by parkways and waterways (Emerald Necklace, n.d.).  
The parks have been networked with water management system 
by linking neighbourhood parks, gardens, green spaces, riverside 
wetland areas. Seen from aerial view, the greenbelt stretches for 
several miles similar to emerald necklace. The design of park 
emphasizes preservation of natural landscape to create symbiotic 
relationship between urban life and nature while reducing the 
environmental pollution and piling of traffic caused by urban 
expansion.

d. urban Regeneration
Marina Bay, Singapore

Before
Figure 3 & 4: Rao Jodha Park before restoration
Source: Manna, Ashim. (2015). Course Paper - Landscape Architecture

After
Figure 5, 6 & 7: Rao Jodha Park after restoration
Source: Manna, Ashim. (2015). Course Paper - Landscape Architecture

Figure 8: Boston City Park
Source: https://www.tclf.org

Figure 9, 10 & 11: Marina Bay Growth Area 
Source: Urban Redevelopment Authority Singapore

c. Park Systems 
Boston’s emerald
Necklace, India

Urban population activities have resulted in the need to 
increase the balance between nature and urban life. Urban 
Park systems are a way to respond to requirement of urban 

Urban regeneration brings back underutilized assets and 
redistributes opportunities, increasing urban prosperity and 
quality of life. Singapore’s Historic waterfront is an example of 
urban regeneration. In anticipation of increasing growth of the 
existing City Centre, Singapore embarked upon an ambitious 
land reclamation project in 1971 (The Marina Bay Story, n.d.)

The Singapore River was undergoing a loss in its historic 
function as a harbour and transit channel for Singapore's entrepot 
trade throughout the 1970s, which coincided with the urban 
regeneration occurring in the Central Area. Then Prime Minister 
Lee Kuan Yew challenged the Ministry of Environment to clean up 
the Singapore River within 10 years in 1977 as part of the country's 
efforts to build and clean up a newly independent Singapore. It 
was necessary to cease activities that contaminated the river 
including trade effluents from more than 2,800 businesses, farms 
and human waste from more than 26,000 homes to clean the 
river itself. As part of a longer-term solution, residents who lived 
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close to the river and polluting activities had to be relocated (The 
Marina Bay Story, n.d.).

The Singapore River was significantly improved by 1983, 
much ahead of the ten-year objective. Later, the Singapore River 
portions of Boat Quay, Clarke Quay and Robertson Quay were 
preserved. The renovated historic shophouses and warehouses 
were converted into offices, upscale homes, eating, entertainment 
and recreation spaces. The foundation for eventual proposals to 
dam Marina Bay and Kallang Basin to construct a reservoir in the 
city centre was also established by a revitalised Singapore River 
that empties into Marina Bay. Marina Reservoir, Singapore's 
fifteenth reservoir was built in 2008 with the Marina Barrage at 
the mouth of Marina Channel to help keep out seawater and act 
as a tidal barrier for flood management especially for low-lying 
portions of the city (Chia, 2006).

e. Scarred Landscape
Gas Works Park, Brazil

Minerals, metals, fossil fuels must be mined from Earth in order 
to meet the enormous needs of the world economy. The process 
of harvesting these resources inevitably has an influence on local 
surroundings, resulting in ecosystem and habitat degradation, 
destruction and loss. Vegetation ecosystems must be returned to 
their pre-development state or better after resource developments 
are finished. This includes using either natural processes like 
plant succession or human-made rewilding/reseeding initiatives 
to restore the natural vegetation condition and repair the soils 
of damaged areas. The sustainability of operations to extract 
geological resources must be improved through the ethical 
closure and restoration of natural ecosystems.

Built on the location of a former coal gasification plant, the 
park’s designer described his work as “thinning the forest,” a 
reflection of how he edited the conglomeration of industrial 
towers, stacks, pipes, and sheds. A central feature - the boiler 
house was converted to a picnic shelter with while a former 
exhauster compressor building was transformed into an open-
air play barn, housing a maze of brightly painted machinery for 
children. This ground breaking project has been celebrated for 
its ability to garner public support and shift public perceptions 
of post-industrial landscapes. It is considered revolutionary for 
its reclamation of polluted soils using the natural processes of 
bioremediation (The Cultural Landscape Foundation connecting 
people to places, ).

f. Productive Landscape
Thammasat university, Thailand

To address the effects of shifts in food supply and demand, 
sustainable agriculture has seen a surge of interest as a way 
forward for improving food security in urban areas. Apart from 
traditional agriculture, vertical farming is emerging in various 
building typologies. Historically, the cities were always a part 
of nature where agriculture was at the core. With growing 

BEFORE
Figure 12: Gas Works Park before 
redevelopment
Source: https://i0.wp.com/
pauldorpat.com

AFTER
Figure 13: Gas Works Park after 
redevelopment
Source: https://i0.wp.com/
pauldorpat.com

Figure 14: Gas Works Park present day Source: https://i0.wp.com/pauldorpat.com

Figure 15: Thammasat University Green Roof
Source: https://worldlandscapearchitect.com

Gas Works Park in Seattle designed by Richard Haag 
Associates and recently listed on the National Register of Historic 
Landmarks, serves as one of the earliest post-industrial sites to 
be transformed into a public park through remediation and 
reclamation. The radical nature of the park lies in its adaptive 
reuse of waste landscapes not merely ameliorating contaminated 
land but transforming it to serve the public (Way, 2013).

industrialization, food production and agriculture have become 
invisible. In the contemporary era of sustainability, productive 
landscapes play a crucial role in creating resilient cities by fusing 
agriculture with modern technology and architectural styles to 
develop sustainable planning and advance urban agriculture.

By embracing landscape architecture and agricultural 
practices, Thammasat University demonstrates that development 
can also contribute to solutions rather than the problems that 
have been created to achieve climate resiliency. The Thammasat 
University Green Roof combats climate change by integrating 
modern landscape architecture with traditional agricultural 
innovation, including green roofs, urban farming, solar roofs, and 
green public spaces. The building elevation resembles a mountain 
with a vast green garden to seamlessly blend the elements of 
architecture and landscape architecture. With each cascading 
level mimicking traditional rice terraces, the green roof absorbs 
rainwater and slows down runoff. Through establishment of 
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functional and self-sustaining farming model, human well-being 
and ecological health is placed at the core (Holmes, 2020).  

g. Sponge Cities
Sponge City of Wuhan, China

An essential component of sustainable urban development is 
storm water management. Urban water shortages, soil erosion, 
rainwater runoff and water body pollution are all results of 
poor storm management in cities which cause flooding and 
waterlogging. Urban floods that are not adequately controlled 
also contribute to societal issues like the spread of infectious 
diseases, homelessness and human fatalities. Through improved 
infiltration, detention, storage, treatment and drainage, Sponge 
City is minimizing these damages. By implementing this idea 
into practise, urban development's negative effects on issues with 
water and natural ecosystems are reduced. 

city produces broader social and environmental benefits through 
decreased carbon emissions, improved public health, enhanced 
natural cooling, and improved biodiversity preservation. 

Wuhan, a pilot sponge city has demonstrated how green and 
blue infrastructure can be used swiftly and affordably to boost 
metropolitan areas' resilience to a changing climate. Additionally, 
it's important to tackle water management on an integrated 
watershed scale (i.e., the entire drainage basin or catchment 
area) and to better integrate sponge projects into other urban and 
infrastructure advancements in the area. This is especially crucial 
when the effects of climate change worsen.

h. LANDSCAPe ReDeVeLOPMeNT
Fresh Kills Park, New York, uSA

Landscape architects tend to work to transform places 
that include hazardous and industrial waste, abandoned 
infrastructure, or land that has been damaged by conflict, 
calamity, or neglect. While frequently harming the environment 
and the neighbourhood, these abandoned locations are also a part 
of our cultural past.

Landfill for New York City metropolitan area opened in 
1948 near the Fresh Kills springs which began as a short-term 
requirement. Later, it developed into the sole dump for the 
whole agglomeration of New York City. The landfill received 
and disposed waste (organic and non-organic, unsorted) at a rate 
of 650 tonnes per day at its busiest. The waste-derived artificial 

Figure 16: Concept Diagram of Sponge City
Source: www.Thinkchina.sg

Figure 17: Lake in Wuhan
Source: https://urbantransitions.global/publications

Figure 18: Fresh Kills Landfill before restoration
Source: https://www.cbc.ca

Figure 19: Fresh Kills Landfill after restoration
Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/21/8840

The term Sponge City refers to techniques such as bio-
retention cells, permeable pavement, vegetated swales and green 
roofs that lower the danger of flooding, waterlogging, erosion and 
pollutant discharge while preserving the base flows of receiving 
rivers in urban areas (Ali Hamidi, 2021).

The Sponge City Programme was introduced by the Chinese 
government in 2013 as a solution to the country's problems with 
urban water management. The programme urged cities to replace 
grey infrastructure with green and blue infrastructure.  Sponge 
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mountains rose to become the East Coast's highest peaks reaching 
an altitude of 800 meters. The enormous mountains made of 
trash were visible from the passenger cars on both sides of the 
route. They drove through the neighbourhood with their car 
windows shut. Even after the automobiles departed the dump 
region, the stink of trash penetrated vehicles and lingered there 
(Wilczkiewicz, 2017).

In 2001, the City of New York led by the Department of City 
Planning and supported by New York Department of State’s 
Division of Coastal Resources announced the competition 
entitled: Fresh Kills – Landfill to Landscape (Wilczkiewicz, 2017).

The architect, James Corner envisioned a site with a broad 
variety of recreational options, including those that are unique in 
a city, in addition to turning the old landfill into green spaces. 
Freshkills Park is the largest park built in New York City in 
more than a century, about three times the size of Central Park 
with connection between the natural and man-made landscapes, 
including spring meadows and expansive vistas of New York 
City's skyline. With the help of advanced landfill gas collection 
infrastructure throughout the area, methane is actively harvested 
from the decomposing waste, providing enough gas to heat 
22,000 homes. The transformation of what was formerly the 
world’s largest landfill into a productive and cultural destination 
demonstrates how landscape architecture can restore balance to 
the land (Hartford, 2017). 

i. Landscape Design for Fauna
Chengdu Panda Reserve, China

The rate of global wildlife extinctions has accelerated over 
recent decades (Ceballos, 2015) However, there are options to 
protect wildlife in urban areas where urban ecosystems could play 
a crucial role in improving species' habitat. Implementing human 
wildlife interactions systematically in planning and design is not 
yet common practice as decision makers are confronted with land 
scarcity being a major concern for many modern and compact 
cities. 

The Shanghai- and US-based architectural company Sasaki 
has unveiled designs for a new panda reserve in Chengdu, China. 
The reserve's master plan includes facilities for conservation, 
research and awareness while preserving the pandas' natural 
environment. Pandas act as a "umbrella species" for other animals, 
which indirectly gain from the preservation of their common 
habitat, therefore conservation efforts have several advantages 
(Richter B.)

Figure 20: Chengdu Panda Reserve 
Source: https://worldlandscapearchitect.com
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Humans have lived in or relied on wetlands for food 
and materials throughout history, and many former 
settlements in wetland-rich areas have grown into major 

cities. This urban development has resulted in direct losses of 
vast areas of wetlands due to drainage, filling, and excavation, 
as well as impacts on remaining wetlands associated with the 
watershed alteration (Baldwin, 2011). Wetlands are considered 
one of the prime natural resources in urban areas. Urban wetlands 
are capable of purifying wastewater in urban areas efficiently and 
affordably. They are one of the most important components of 
green-blue infrastructure with their wide range of services. The 
optimal use of wetlands increases social and environmental 
sustainability (Alikhani et al., 2021). Urban wetlands can be 

considered as urban open spaces that form an essential component 
of the city’s ecological environment. They not only provide visual 
connections and recreational opportunities to the surroundings 
but also create suitable habitats for aquatic animals and plants, all 
the while increasing urban biodiversity and mitigating the urban 
heat island effect (Wang et al., 2022).

Urban wetlands can be designed to function entirely without 
pumps or similar instruments. They always consist of inflow, 
sedimentation and marshland zones combined with a pond or 
other open water area and can fulfil an important function in 
improving the quality of surface water and purifying precipitation 
running off from towns and cities (Alikhani et al., 2021). Processing 
urban precipitation run-off and surface water in urban wetlands 
help in the elimination of phosphates, nitrates, solid substances 
and heavy metals. Urban wetlands can be used to maintain or 
improve the quality of surface water (Urban Wetlands | Urban 
Green-Blue Grids, n.d.).

urban Wetlands as a part of Green-Blue Infrastructure
Green-blue infrastructures (GBI) are presented as a strategy to 

deal with climate change in urban areas. In urban developments, 
the GBI helps to optimize the use of land in urban areas and meet 
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does not only have the role of carbon sink, water accumulation, cleaning and drainage but also it binds nature with city dwellers. Yet, 
as built-up spaces within urban areas have increased, these treasures have drastically declined. The wetlands present in urban regions 
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Figure 1: Ecological and cultural values offered by urban wetlands
(Source: https://commons.wikimapia.org/urban_wetlands)
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the needs of people and nature sustainably. GBI complements 
urban areas by combining hydrological networks with green 
areas and built environments. Among the diverse functions 
and advantages, in cities, the GBI enriches biodiversity, reduces 
global warming effects, enhances connectivity among ecological 
networks, and improves people’s health and well-being (Alikhani 
et al., 2021).

In the urban context, the presence of GBI, such as trees, rivers, 
and ponds can increase thermal acceptability and establish 
climate-resilient urban systems, by obtaining higher cooling 
effects from blue infrastructures than green infrastructures. In 
cities, GBIs have a significant therapeutic effect on human health 
and enhance the positive psychological reaction of humans. 
Accessible GBI encourages physical activities and social cohesion 
and facilitates healthier living environments. Within the GBI, 
the blue infrastructure can be either natural or constructed. Blue 
infrastructures, such as wetlands, contain waters that are easily 
accessible to humans in cities. Wetlands are infrastructures that 
are composed of different elements, such as shore vegetation, soil, 
and water. This leads to a complex structure between land and 
water, harbouring greater biodiversity. Wetlands are transition 
zones that are caused by surface flooding or soil water saturation. 
In principle, wetlands provide mechanisms to restore some of 
the natural processes that are needed to manage and create vital 
urban environments (Alikhani et al., 2021).

Constructed Wetlands as a typology of green infrastructure
Constructed Wetlands (CW) are defined as “man-made 

complexes of the saturated substrate, emergent and submerged 
vegetation, animal life and water that simulate natural wetlands 
for human use and benefits” (Alvarez et al., 2005). They contain 
stormwater basins, constructed canals, drains, reservoirs, artificial 
lakes, fish, and shrimp farming ponds, constructed ponds, rice 
fields, and sewage treatment sites. they are ecologically engineered 
systems that have similar functions to Natural Wetlands and are 
used as an alternative cost-effective approach to conventional 
wastewater treatment (Alikhani et al., 2021). Constructed 
wetlands are designed to remove water pollutants by utilising 
natural removal mechanisms provided by plant vegetation, soil, 

and associated microbial populations (Maiga et al., 2017).
According to their function and purpose, constructed wetlands 
can be classified into three main areas of applications:
1. For Habitat Creation - The presence of water and vegetation 

make them suitable for the creation of a new ecological habitat 
or the restoration of a degraded ecosystem, by attracting 
wildlife species, especially birds, and establishing a blue-
green area. These systems can also be utilized as a source of 
food and fibre, and as public recreation and education sites.

2. For Flood Control - These systems receive excess runoff from 
the urban areas during flood events. The constructed wetlands 
within the urban hydrological cycle, may significantly 
contribute to integrated urban water management and also 
provide the ability to recycle the stored water volume. Such 
examples can already be found in many countries, e.g., the 
Ouagadougou Park of Grenoble in France and a network of 
urban wetlands built in Beijing, China 

3. For Waste Water Treatment - This is the most widely used 
application of constructed wetlands globally. They are 
designed to receive and 
purify wastewater from 
various sources, exploiting 
the naturally occurring 
treatment processes (Maiga 
et al., 2017).

Constructed Wetlands (CW) 
are accepted as practical and 
effectual approaches to improve 
the environmental quality of 
cities by having a key role in 
revitalizing urban ecology. For 
example, CWs utilize natural 
processes that are suitable 
to remove pollutants from 
contaminated water within a 
more controlled environment. 
Moreover, Constructed 

Figure 2: WWT London Wetland Centre
(Source:https://commons.wikimapia.org/how-wearable-tech-shows-that-urban-
wetlands-can-benefit-stressed-out-city-dwellers) Figure 3: Schematic representation of a typical constructed wetland system in an 

urban area.
(Source: https://commons.wikimapia.org//measures/urban-wetlands/)

Figure 4: The Importance of Wetlands 
for Urban Resilience - Poster made by 
Wetlands International
(Source: https://commons.wikimapia.
org/casestudy/urban/)
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In Kolkata, the East Calcutta Wetlands both artificial and natural, 
have been a part of the city system. The main drainage for the 
city has been the Hooghly River, but the incline of the city is 
eastwards and this has led to the creation of the East Calcutta 
Wetlands. Salt Lake is one of the largest wetlands in the city and 
serves as a flood cushion for the city. Calcutta has no sewage 
treatment plant. The sewage is treated in sewage-fed fisheries; the 
process is cost-effective and lasting. Several fisheries purify this 
water through a series of sedimentation tanks and use the water 
for fish cultivation and agriculture.
Most of the natural and constructed wetland biodiversity and 
its related ecosystem services in India are being threatened by 
aggressive urban encroachment. This is primarily because of 
the lack of sensitive management plans and clear demarcation 
which leads to a frenzy of building activity around the wetlands 
on land that was previously designated as “wetlands” but is no 
longer legally so and has since been taken over for development 
(Borgohain, 2022).

Reasons behind the loss of urban Wetlands in India
The loss is attributed to the following reasons -

v	Illegal construction, unsustainable urbanization, agricultural 
expansion and pollution.

v	Inefficient waste management, rising pollution and unchecked 
urban development.

v	Construction and eutrophication from pollution
v	Lack of knowledge: In addition to urbanization needs, lack of 

awareness and knowledge on wetlands and their ecosystem 
services can also be blamed for this widespread loss.

v	Damming and water abstraction: Similarly, wetlands are 
impacted profoundly by damming and water abstraction. 
Keoladeo Ghana Sanctuary, Loktak Lake, Chilika Lake and 
Vembanad Kole are among those severely impacted by dams 
that affect water and silt flows.

Conclusion
People dwelling in urban areas must learn to live in harmony 

with nature in their habitat. The wetlands, the green belts, and the 
flora and fauna of these areas have to be preserved for urban areas 
to survive and remain healthy. Urban wetlands need to be managed 
in an integrated manner at the catchment scale, considering their 
ecological, hydrological, and socioeconomic features and the 

Figure 5: Zhoukou Shahewan Wetland Park  in Beijing, China
(Source: https://commons.wikimapia.org/Zhoukou-Shahewan-Wetland-Park)

Figure 6: The East Calcutta Wetlands
(Source:https://commons.wikimapia.org/East-Calcutta-Wetlands)
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Wetlands provide habitat and biodiversity, support recreational 
activities (such as bird watching), store water during periods of 
drought and saturation, and add aesthetic value in urban areas 
(Urban Wetlands, n.d.). 

The advantages of constructed wetlands for stormwater 
management are:
v reduction in runoff volumes, peak flows and duration;
v	protection of downstream water resources;
v	reducing the risk of flooding;
v	reducing the risks associated with combined sewer overflow 

(CSOs);
v	water quality improvement;
v	enhancement of groundwater recharge/discharge;
v	increase of runoff infiltration;
v	sediment stabilization;

As significant biodiversity sources, wetlands provide habitats 
for groups of species from micro-organisms to mammals. 
Examples of these species include amphibians, insects, reptiles, 
birds, and mammals that are uniquely adapted to aquatic 
environments. Indeed, wetlands increase the biodiversity in urban 
areas by acting as networks of fragmented habitats to facilitate the 
movement of species in the environment (Urban Wetlands, n.d.).

urban Wetlands in India
Urban wetlands of most cities in India have been the lifeline 

through the ages. They were preserved and looked after by the 
people as their main source of water supply for drinking and 
irrigation. These wetlands are found all over the country and 
are either natural or built by people. Over the years, they have 
gradually depleted, leading to several problems in urban areas 
such as flooding, water scarcity, and waterlogging (Urban 
Wetlands, n.d.). The major factor responsible for wetlands 
degradation in the urban areas of India is the anthropogenic 
activities including hydrologic alteration, pollution caused by 
agriculture and industry runoff, non-execution of policy, hunting 
and poaching, the introduction of non-native species causing 
degradation and destruction of wetlands, ground-water depletion 
and instigating global climate change. For several cities, urban 
wetlands were the primary source of water and continue to be so 
as seen from the lakes of Bhopal, Bangalore, Udaipur, and many 
others (Kaul, 2022). 
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factors governing these features. Improving the connectivity of 
wetlands with catchment flows in particular is critical. Natural 
shorelines should be maintained and concretisation prevented. 
Untreated sewage should not be drained into the wetlands. 
Urban wetland projects must also consider human-desired socio-
economic benefits. In the current urban scenario with the increase 
in urbanization and encroachment of open spaces leading to 
decline in urban green spaces, constructed wetlands can also help 
atone for the loss of natural wetlands, provide habitat for wildlife, 
as well as providing the community with a recreation amenity.
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To create spaces with the help of plant material, has always been the subject matter of interest for designer community in the disciplines 
related to environmental sciences and landscape architecture. For it involves a thorough understanding of art and science to be able to 
come up with an aesthetically pleasing and functionally workable design scheme. Open space planning needs an expertise where one knows 
how to impark an area of land by using different landscape elements and at the same time it has to be connected (visually and physically) 
to other spaces of the city. In this article, an attempt has been made to understand the historical evolution of different types of open spaces 
internationally so that inferences can be drawn between relationship of planting design scheme and effectiveness of use of space for which 
it is being designed. Also, in this process, it is found that to create a compelling planting design scheme, the comprehensive knowledge of 
various aspects of plants is necessary to create natural habitats; to enliven existing ecosystems and to improve ecology in the new age cities 
to ensure better health and living conditions in the current climatic crisis.

The quality of life in today’s technology driven urban world 
is governed by the amount of ‘green open space’ available 
to the individuals for their physical and physiological 

needs. Apart from that, urbanites need different kinds of open 
spaces in a city that fulfill their social, emotional and psychological 
requirements that provide opportunities for various activities 
and help in imparting a better physical and mental health. Turner 
(1996) supports this fact that the city of the future will be an 
infinite series of landscapes: psychological and physical, urban 
and rural, flowing apart and together. The quality of environment 
in the city of future largely depends upon the intellectual strength 
and creative ability of city planners and designers. The futuristic 
approach in the field of design lies in framing the right inquiry 
about the rapidly changing user-needs and provide design 
solutions to create spaces for their sustainable use. 

To establish a theoretical base that can be applied from a scale 
as large as a region to as small as a private house courtyard, it is 
imperative for the designers to understand and visualize the cities 
as they are in their natural setting and as they could be in the future 
(Laurie, 1986 and Spreiregen, 1965). The inspiration for design can 
be drawn from the natural setting and existing landscape character 
of a place essentially inherent in its natural geomorphological 
features. To reshape a particular landscape for certain uses and to 
create livable and environmentally stable conditions in designed 

landscapes, landscape planners and architects should take 
clue from the existing landforms, native plant species and the 
different ecosystems that prevail in a particular region. In India, 
the archetypical references of nature’s remarkable manifestations 
can be traced from the various natural landscapes positioned 
within its unique and diverse geographical features. One finds a 
convincing rationale in the sense of regional identity that is being 
provided by the typical landscape character of these different 
physiographic regions with its beautiful hills and valleys of the 
Great Himalayan range; with its great lakes formed due to softly 
rolling glacial moraines; with its highly productive Indo-Gangetic 
plains; with the grand tablelands of Deccan plateau; with its rich 
coastline along the peninsular land; with its abundantly rich and 
biodiverse tropical forests in the Eastern and Western ghats; with 
its astonishingly varied terrain of the rocky mountains in Central 
Highlands; and with its spectacularly beautiful Aravali ranges 
separating the Thar Desert from the plains and plateaus of the 
North-Western parts of the country. 

A Historical Review of Planting Design in Human Habitats
Landscape architecture is an art that has emerged from the 

need to create and preserve beauty in various human habitats 
that have evolved in the broader natural setting of the country. It 
also promotes comfort and health of urban populations that are 
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deprived of the countryside reposeful environs. The prime aspects 
that are considered while preparing the landscape scheme of a 
project are landform design, surface water design and planting 
design. Viewed as the central expertise of landscape architecture, 
planting design is considered to be the most important and crucial 
facet, for it involves a deeper scientific understanding of ecology, 
horticulture and cycles of plant growth and management along 
with the artistic bent of mind to create spaces using different 
kinds of plant material.  Historically, landscape design as an 
art form was practiced in agricultural societies, which later got 
transformed into full-fledged profession involved in preservation 
and care for nature at various levels in different cultures across 
the globe. Laurie (1986) has elaborated on the occurrence of 
gardens and urban environments, that were created to reflect the 
relationship of society to nature and the structure of society itself. 

 The concept of open spaces in modern world cities has been 
constantly evolving due to ever-changing needs of the growing 
population. In the Ancient World, the early agrarian civilizations 
came into existence along the fertile plains of major rivers of the 
world. These settlements, that originally occupied certain portion 
of land along the river valleys (the Mediterranean landscapes), 
started to grow into bigger cities (Greece and Rome) and the 
defining element of that landscape was the movement corridors 
which were required to move the food from rural to urban areas. 
In all cultures, gardens were confined within the boundary wall 
enclosure and this effect was prominently visible during the 
Middle Ages, especially in the Cloister gardens of France which 
were mainly designed to house medicinal plants and herbs (Figure 
1). Then came Renaissance and Baroque periods, when gardens 
layouts were made to perfect proportions and followed orders of 
geometry (Figure 2). Symmetrically placed walkways, fountains 

and garden structures were used to be in perfect alignment with 
lawns, parterres and clipped hedges in French and Italian gardens 
(Figure 3). 

The eighteenth century witnessed romanticization of the 
natural topographic features like rolling hills and natural forested 
areas which were treated as integral part of the English garden 
landscapes (Figure 4). The Industrial revolution phase was a 
turning point in the history of landscape architecture when the 
need was felt to redefine the space planning norms. This was 
done in response to eradicate the inequalities between rich and 
poor which were made starker by overcrowded, polluted and 
vile urban conditions (Waterman, 2020). Now, parks and gardens 
were not only confined to the wealthy and privileged, but those 
were being designed for the general public to offer relief from the 
oppressive urban conditions. The design of New York’s Central 
Park is one such prototype created to enliven the public spirit in 
most dreadful conditions of a fast-growing urban center.

Moving on to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the 
advancements in science and technology; accessibility to world’s 
farthest landscapes and the quest of power, started positing 
negative effects on environment leading to its destruction at large 
scale. Many environmental agencies and organizations world 
over came into existence with their concerns towards rising global 
temperature and poor health conditions prevailing on the planet. 
In the new Millennium, the concept of sustainable development 
became central to the profession and young designers in the 
field have started prioritizing the principles of sustainability 
in the core of their professional practice. Therefore, to foster 
the living conditions in densely crowded cities of tomorrow; to 
restore the lost natural heritage of the pristine landscapes; to save 
the species from further extinction and to bring the ecological 

Figure 1. An enclosed space of Medieval period - Cloister gardens of France 
designed to house medicinal plants

Figure 2. Trees placed in perfect alignment to provide a sense of direction in 
gardens of Versailles, France during Baroque period
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dimensions of the economy back to conversation, landscape 
architects nowadays are working with a common aim to restore 
and replenish the naturalness of existing landscapes with great 
sensitivity to the context. Many leading designers, researchers 
and academicians in the field have laid stress on differentiating 
the urban open spaces according to various factors viz. a) Physical 
– age, landform, habitat, climate; b) Social - cultural, spirit/mood, 
ethnicity, religion, political and c) Contextual – ownership, 
history, land use, function etc. (Turner, 1996). The types of open 
spaces in new age cities should be classified under diverse uses so 
as to do justice to their intended purpose. For instance, a city can 
have play spaces serving to different age groups, cultural spaces 
for festivals, ethnic spaces catering to migrant society, religious 
spaces for spiritual enrichment, open air theatres for literary 
and folklore performances, large open grounds for political 
congregation, biodiversity parks for wilderness, botanical gardens 
for education, city forests as spaces for carbon sequestration and 
habitat conservation and last but not the least public spaces 
serving to leisure activities and urban functions (Figure 5 to 9).

Figure 4. The English romantic garden at Stourhead – The naturally occurring rolling 
hills, winding streams and scattered trees were used in the best possible manner to 
create a picturesque scenery

Figure 5. Sadovniki Park Moscow – A modern public space with the new children 
and sports facilities, bicycle paths, skate park, beautiful flower beds and garden 
spaces

Figure 6. Brooklyn Botanic Garden, New York – An educational place for students 
and plant lovers

Figure 7. Aravali Biodiversity Park, Gurugram – A joggers’ paraadise

Figure 8. Hauz Rani City Forest, New Delhi – Provides habitat for many native and 
migratory bird species

Figure 9. Central Park Rajiv Chowk, New Delhi – Where lawns offer seating spaces 
to the travelers for relaxing who visit the huge market place of Connaught Place and 
Palika Bazaar for shopping and recreation
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Planting Design for Open Spaces in New Age Cities
The above discussion intrigues an earnest inquiry to 

understand the success rate of planting design in the wake of 
climate change and changing needs of urban population in future 
cities. Apart from fulfilling the spatial needs, plants provide 
provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural services 
and play a decisive role to ensure human survival, health and 
comfort. Knowing about their characteristics such as form, size, 
texture and colour as well as their suitability for the site i.e. soil, 
moisture, climate and microclimate is essential for designers 
to achieve the desired results. The design process here should 
reflect planting as an integral part of landscape in a particular 
open space which should be appropriate to the site conditions 
and respond to client’s requirements as well. Robinson (2004) 
in The Planting Design Handbook has suggested that a well-
crafted planting design scheme involves following four major 
processes i) Inception - establishing the design brief and working 
relationships; ii) Understanding – researching and analyzing 
the cultural and natural aspects of the project; iii) Synthesis – 
exploring and proposing creative ideas and solutions; and iv) 
Realization – refining and implementing the proposals. 

As mentioned before, the different types of open spaces in 
the city will demand for different approaches to planting design 
scheme. Broadly, there are two main classifications for adopting 
the right kind of approach for any given project: Framework 
planting and Ornamental planting. Both types would require 
in-depth knowledge of plant species before initiating a planting 
design concept as the role played by plants in these categories 
would be entirely different. In case of a large-scale new forest 
or woodland to be developed along the city fringes or within 
revitalized urban areas along rivers or ridges, the number of trees 
required to be planted are in hundreds or thousands. The most 
important functions to be performed by these man-made forests 
e.g., habitat creation, microclimate modification and providing 
green skyline as visual amenity, eventually decide upon the 
spatial structure and species selection for these areas. Not to be 
missed, the important consideration for framework or structural 
planting is the knowledge of existing landscape character and 

native vegetation of that particular geographical location, which 
is essential to reflect on creating favorable conditions for natural 
succession of that forest community (Figure 10). 

On the other hand, ornamental planting is given to furnish 
and elaborate the outdoor spaces once the structure of the 
space is defined by other landscape elements. Another relevant 
factor while deciding upon the decorative and space defining 
characteristics of plant species is the scale of the space. This can 
be seen not just in parks and gardens but in all other small-scale 
open spaces of a city in general as explained earlier.  In short, 
ornamental planting is an important part of landscape and it is 
to be provided in a way so that it becomes useful and enjoyable 
for people. All in all, one needs to understand that in order to 
communicate meaning through planting design and to fulfill 
the pressing needs of our planet today, landscape architects and 
designers can play an effective role to assert the benefits to all 
life forms with their thoughtful response to the natural world 
through environmentally responsible and ecologically sensitive 
vision for the cities of future.
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Figure 10: Nature trail, Lake reserve forest, Sukhna lake, Chandigarh – Framework planting of 
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Figure 10. Nature trail, Lake reserve forest, Sukhna lake, Chandigarh – Framework 
planting of native species to provide structure to the forest
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the Forest and the City
PULL OUT QUOTE – IF YOU NEED ONE - “The COVID-19 pandemic reminds us that we urbanists and architects need to be shoulder-to-
shoulder with environmentalists in the cam-paign against global warming. If there is a side of this campaign that deals with the conserva-
tion and preservation of our forests, oceans, and wetlands, then there is another that deals with the transformation of our attitudes to 
contemporary urbanization.”

The human activity lull during the COVID-19 pandemic 
was a period of replenishment and heal-ing for nature. The 
onslaught we are inflicting on our planet’s natural resources 

is unthinkable. Per the Ocean Conservancy, eight million metric 
tons of plastic are dumped into our oceans each year on top of 
the estimated 150 million metric tons that currently circulate in 
our marine envi-ronments. We have caused the greatest rate of 
species extinction in the last 65-million years. And our oceans are 
acidifying faster than they have in more than 300 million years.

Forests still cover about 30 percent of our planet’s land area, 
but they are disappearing at an alarming rate. Per the World 
Wildlife Fund (WWF), the tropics lost close to 30 soccer fields' 
worth of trees every single minute in 2019. And according to the 
World Bank, we have lost 1.3 million square kilometers of forest 
(larger than the area of South Africa) between 1990 and 2016. In 
light of this pandemic, herein lies a cause for serious concern—
because studies suggest that forest loss is related to the spread of 
disease from animals to humans.

Recent analysis published in the flagship journal Landscape 
Ecology by Laura S. P. Bloomfield, Tyler L. McIntosh & Eric F. 
Lambin has analyzed how forest depletion can increase the risk 
of physical interactions between humans, wild primates, and 
the viruses they carry. The creation of agricultural land brings 
settlements to the edge of forested habitats. Humans venture into 
the for-ests to hunt or collect wood and due to the diminishing 
forest footprint, animals venture out of their natural habitats in 
search of food. The source of HIV, for instance, has been identified 
as a type of chimpanzee in West Africa. The animal’s infected 
blood came into contact with humans who hunted them for meat. 
The animal’s version of the immunodeficiency virus (called simian 
immunodeficiency virus, or SIV) was most likely transmitted to 

humans and mutated into HIV. 
There is now increasing evidence that the Ebola epidemic that 

killed thousands across West Afri-ca from 2014 –16 was linked 
to deforestation. It originated in Meliandou, a remote village in 
Guinea that had been subjected to extreme forest depletion due to 
mining and lumber activity. Destruction of animal habitat meant 
that species and viruses hidden deep in forests now came into 
contact with humans more frequently, increasing the chances of 
animal to human virus transmission. The Ebola contagion went 
from Guinea to Nigeria and Mali, and via international travel to 
the West, spreading global panic. 

Deforestation is not the only concerning issue, however. In 
1992 Kent H. Redford published a landmark article in the journal 
Bioscience titled “The Empty Forest.” It elaborated on how and 

Figure 2.1 - La Rambla, Barcelona, Spain. Source: Nikos Roussos; licensed under the 
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en)
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why a seemingly healthy, large, and fully grown forest need not 
be so. A green forest seen from the air can be devoid of large 
mammals due to increasing human impact. The loss of large 
preda-tory mammals can create a species imbalance, deny seed 
dispersal, and break the natural cycle. Trees with large seeds can 
begin to dominate the forest, disrupting the formerly balanced 
ecosys-tem of plants, animals, viruses, and bacteria, leading to 
unforeseen and unanticipated conse-quences.

There are, however, those exceptional cases of human 
inhabitation within forests, while doing the least possible harm to 
them. The Korowai tribe of West Papua, Indonesia, for instance, 
live in tree houses 30 to 120 feet above the earth, offering them 
protection from the threats of the jungle below. Each tree house is 
inhabited for only three to five years by groups of 10 to 20 people, 
and subsequently, a new home has to be built atop the tree on 
a cyclical basis. When the tree or area can no longer sustain the 
dwelling’s construction, its location is moved to another jungle 
territory. This moving of the tree house is not just a matter of 
communal convenience. It is in fact a means for allowing the 
previous forest site to recover by letting trees grow back and 
giving nature a chance to heal itself. It is about ensuring that 
no permanent damage is done to any part of a for-est through 
concentrated habitation. The exceptional dwelling pattern of the 
Korowai is as much about ecological regeneration as it is about 
symbiotic habitation. 

Such exceptions aside, contemporary urbanization trends, 
however well-intentioned, continue to have devastating effects on 
forests. In the mid-’80s the Indonesian government, in response 
to population pressure, initiated the ambitious Transmigration 
Program to help relocate millions of people from densely populated 
inner islands such as Java to less populated outer ones like Suma-
tra. The idea was noble but came at the price of destroying vast 
amounts of south-east Asia's for-ests, making these places some 
of the worst fire-prone areas in the country. Indonesia also offers 
another invaluable insight in this regard: In Sumatra, agroforests 
once under the purview of local rural communities have now been 
cleared for palm oil and paper factories. It goes to show that while 
controlled urbanization can help reduce pressure on forests by 
accommodating rural mi-grants in urban centers, the unchecked 
abandonment of rural areas can in fact trigger the wide-spread 
conversion of forests into areas for agriculture and industry. 

The reverse, however, is also true—as seen in the remarkable 
reforestation efforts in Costa Rica. In the 1940s, tropical rainforests 
and indigenous woodlands occupied more than 75% of the 
country. Between the 1940s and 1980s, uncontrolled logging led 
to severe deforestation, and by 1983 the country’s forest cover had 
been reduced to a shocking 26%. Subsequently, new refor-estation 
policies and programs were initiated. They include compensating 
landowners for refor-estation and offering incentives for 
land protection through government grants funded through 
international donations and nationwide taxes. Land owners are 
allowed to extract only a certain number of trees from the forest, 
and are simultaneously required to plant trees within deforested 
areas. After decades of commitment and implementation, the 
forest cover of Costa Rica has to-day increased to an impressive 
52%, double that of the 1983 levels.

As we contemplate our future amidst the pandemic, we must 

not forget that urbanization and climate change will be two of 
the most important trends that will shape our destiny in the dec-
ades ahead. They are deeply interrelated. On the one hand, our 
cities bear the potential to serve as engines of economic growth, 
particularly in the least developed countries, pulling millions 
out of poverty. But cities pollute the air, destroy living systems, 
pave entire ecologies with toxic slur-ries of gravel and oil, and 
insert thousands of synthetic chemicals into the environment. 
Each year, millions of acres of forest are turned into desert, and 

Figure 2.2 - Korowai tree house. Drawing by Vinayak Bharne & Nicolle Cotes Chong
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their inability to make rainfall via evaporation and transpiration 
means that large swathes of verdant lands are becoming drier ter-
rains. Given that forests absorb vast amounts of carbon from the 
atmosphere, this will have sig-nificant implications for climate 
change and global warming. And this can transform the destiny 
of our cities with sea level rise, unpredictable weather patterns, 
resource scarcity, and pandemics. 

In August 2020, an article titled “Current and future global 
climate impacts resulting from COVID-19” by P. M. Forster and 
his colleagues in the journal Nature Climate Change suggested 
that global greenhouse gas emissions had dropped 10–30% on 
average during April 2020 due to reduced human activity. But 
even if the pandemic were to last through 2021, these drops, the 
article argued, would not have much of a lasting effect on climate 
change unless nations incorpo-rate “green” policy measures in 
their economic recovery packages. Per the 2019 United Nations 
Environmental Program Gap Report, which draws on the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) special 
report, global emissions in 2030 will need to be 45% below 2010 
levels to limit warming. This means that they would need to fall 
by around 7.6% each year this decade to limit global warming to 
less than 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial temperatures.

On the one hand, this highlights the impact that intelligent 
policy and leadership will have on our collective future. On the 
other, it reminds us that we urbanists need to be shoulder-to-
shoulder with environmentalists in the campaign against global 
warming. If there is a side of this campaign that deals with 
the conservation and preservation of our forests, oceans and 
wetlands, then there is another that deals with the transformation 
of our dogmas on and attitudes to contemporary urbanization. 
This includes densifying existing transit corridors, upcycling 
abandoned industrial areas into new multi-use districts, rethinking 
urban policies that have perpetrated rampant sprawl, and limiting 
urban growth within inner cities without destroying the natural 
surrounds. It in-volves recasting our asphalted thoroughfares 
and parking lots as linear urban ecologies filled with trees, and 
transforming our toxic urban landscapes into gridded “forests” 
that breathe oxygen and prevent heat islands. And by designing 
our buildings with open-to-sky spaces that can them-selves 

nurture local flora, we can change our private domains towards 
greater ecological perfor-mance as well. The Covid-19 pandemic 
is an opportunity for architects and urbanists to recognize that we 
too are environmentalists of sorts, with a crucial role to play in 
determining the destiny of our planet’s future. 
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blue spaCes at peril
understanding the ConneCtion between
ConstruCtion waste and their status in
urban settings

Blue spaces (outdoor areas that have water as an integral component) are represented by the water ways, ponds, lakes, and rivers. These 
spaces are naturally formed and have co-existed with land and are an integral part of natural landscapes. Many of these blue spaces have 
been created artificially to add value to the landscapes in the form of artificial lakes, ponds, and constructed wetlands. These spaces carry 
out important economic and ecological functions. These also serve as important recreational sites and break the monotony of the sterile 
urban environments by inviting biota (birds and other aquatic animals) to them. 
However, on account of rapid urbanization these spaces are under tremendous pressure. Anthropogenic activities have affected the health 
of these spaces in innumerable ways. Erratic weather phenomena, irregular rainfall and deforestation are responsible for recession of these 
spaces and addition of various kinds of pollutants are making these spaces unfavorable for living organisms and disturbing the trophic 
structure of these ecosystems. These blue spaces, especially, in the urban areas have been misused and have turned into dumping sites 
for the huge amount of solid waste generated by the industry and households equally. More recently, burden of the construction waste is 
adversely affecting the existing blue spaces. The quantum of waste has increased tremendously and has changed the geomorphology of 
these spaces. Water, which is the foundation of these spaces is turning into mud and has lost its physico-chemical properties. The major 
component of construction waste comprises of broken bricks, concrete, glass and mortar and marble dust. Additionally, there are many 
substances used during scaffolding, fabricating, and painting. A part of this waste causes deterioration and degradation of the water 
bodies and a large part of it dumped into water bodies contain harmful toxic pollutants.
 It is therefore necessary to manage the construction waste following scientific methods and equally pertinent is to mitigate the harmful 
effects of pollutants using state of art approaches. Government policies and legislations need to be proactive in ensuring that the 
proponents of construction projects comply with the norms set out or severe penalties must be imposed. 

Construction is an ongoing developmental activity and 
will continue to be the one as the population is increasing 
across the world. India is on the road of development 

and the governments focus is on building infrastructure (roads, 
railways, housing projects/real estate) (Samata, 2015, Asher et al. 
2020). It is assumed that the construction industry will grow by 
17% approximately making it the third largest construction sector 
in the world (GOI, 2020).  Connecting various states by national 
highways and creating connectivity has been the frontier area in 
which the budget allocations have been sanctioned and projects 

have been completed within the stipulated time. On one front 
we are harnessing the benefits of the expansion as the economy 
is doing better, along with better linkages, however, on the 
other front, this rampant focus on development has resulted in 
unprecedented cost on the environment. Construction activities 
on highways are resulting in delays, congestion, and traffic jams 
resulting in emission of pollutants on the roads (Shen and Tem, 
2020) and the material used for construction has harmful impact 
on the environment (Horvath, 2002; Zhang et al., 2021). In the 
last few years, extensive research work has been conducted by 
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independent faculty, environment impact assessment agencies 
and government organizations on the pollution load from the 
construction sites (Kim,2021, Sasaoka).  The impact of construction 
activities on ambient air quality are well studied. Marzouk et al 
(2017) emphasized that the environmental impact indicators have 
negative consequences on the environment as well as organisms.  
On-road mobile emissions from vehicles are the most common 
sources of pollutants that affect ambient air quality. Besides, mobile 
emissions also come from construction equipment (Heaidari).  
An extensive study carried out on the expressway construction 
in China (Changuay Expressway) has clearly demonstrated that 
the pollutants have implications on ecosystem health especially 
loss of green cover (Jiayin et al, 2020). As natural ecosystems do 
not exclusively represent terrestrial ecosystems, the construction 
activities are a huge burden on blue spaces as well that represent 
aquatic ecosystems. Though literature is available on construction 
related air pollution, the impact on water bodies (blue spaces) 
is scarce. According to Ponnada & Kameswari (2015), the most 
vulnerable impact of construction activities on ecosystem. 65% 
impact on ecosystem, 8% impact on the natural resource, and 27% 
impact on the human health

Blue spaces comprise areas that have water and are in the 
vicinity of water. Ambiguity in definitions of blue space, varying 
scales of their occurrence, health indicators, and approaches to the 
measurement pose various challenges to take up the studies on 
blue spaces. Blue spaces are integral components of landscapes, 
and these add value to any landscape. Blue spaces carry out various 
ecological services and attribute various tangible and intangible 
benefits to any area especially in the urban areas. However, over 
the last few decades, the blue spaces have been encroached upon 
and burdened with various kinds of waste, especially the waste 
from the construction industry. The rampant construction of 
roads, schools, colleges, housings, and infrastructure involves 
usage of many things (wood, timber, paints, varnishes, marble, 
stones, sand, mud, gravel, tar, etc). Concrete in construction has 
many solid, liquid, and semi-liquid wastes that accumulate in 
water bodies. Many water-soluble compounds such as calcium 
silicate and calcium hydroxide are also present in construction 
sites that are further magnified in water bodies. Material used for 
plaster contains many sulphate ions, is generally strong in alkali 
and contains heavy metal ions, hydrogen sulphide and organic 
matters. This water finally drains into streams, lakes, or rivers 
and if this percolating water is not controlled and flows into 
rivers and lakes or reaches underground aquifers, aquatic water 
pollution aggravates and intensifies causing threat to the survival 
of aquatic biota (especially micro and microphytes that form the 
basis of food chain. Ferguson (2020) carried out analysis of water 
samples from four different demolition waste sites in situ as well 
as in the lab conditions and observed significant increase in total 
hardness of water. The samples showed 40 mg/l of iron, 9.0 mg/l 
of manganese, EDTA hardness of 1100 mg/l (CaCO3), and a 
COD of 270 mg/l respectively suggesting that construction waste 
depletes the water quality.  

Construction wastes released in Blue Spaces
Many substances that are found in construction waste 

especially phthalates, poly vinyl compounds, aromatic benzyl 

compounds that go deep down into the water. These compounds 
show potential toxicity to the biota. These are released during the 
production and execution stages. Formaldehyde that is used as 
binder and enters in blue spaces affects lungs. Chemicals in tar 
that are released during road construction are severe carcinogens 
and are dangerous for cardiovascular systems. Heavy metals 
released during excavations from materials used in construction 
are potential xenobiotics in water bodies. The pollutants released 
during project operations most often go unnoticed but keep 
biomagnifying in the environment, particularly on shores and 
in the deep blue spaces and gradually prove to be harmful as 
these deteriorate the properties of the water as a solvent. Volatile 
organic compounds released from the construction industry 
are relatively more harmful to fish and other amphibians that 
form an important life form component in these areas. Carbon 
tetrachloride and chloroform have also been found in the 
degraded construction material that stays in blue spaces and 
has potential harmful implications on blue space ecosystem 
health. Water cycle/hydrological cycle sustains atmospheric 
water mobility, and it is found that the cycle is also affected by 
construction activities (Phukon and Bora, 2016). Biological oxygen 
demand has also been studied and it has been found that at many 
sites (local water bodies) where construction waste is dumped the 
demand increases as many other factors such as turbidity and pH 
are compromised. 

Mitigation measures
In some countries like Australia (Code of Practice for the Building 
and Construction Industry) suggests that for construction sites 
erosion, sediment and drainage control management practices 
should ensure that there is no drainage from sites to water bodies. 
Pre-treatment of water discharge is a prerequisite before it goes 
to the sewerage network.  Guidelines from relevant documents 
published by the experts should be made public and should be 
available in local vernacular language to the contractors who 
execute the project. It is imperative to have continuous monitoring 
and EIA assessment reports on table so that our bodies are not the 
sinks and something like “Polluter Pays” is ensured. A cross talk 
between various agencies involved in the construction industry 
and environmental biologists is essentially required. 

Conclusion
It is important to accept that the quantum of waste generated 

from the construction and demolition waste is further going to 
increase and its management is a global challenge. Blue spaces 
are ecological havens and need to be maintained in a pristine 
state. The management of construction waste that affects the 
blue spaces need a multipronged approach and must address 
many issues: i. acceptance that the waste generated is huge ii. 
understanding the construction cycle and supply chain and 
finding out the products and processes that generate the waste, 
iii. Having adequate information and knowledge of harmful 
effects of each waste product, its constituents, iv. Knowing the 
waste degradation and mitigation strategies especially with 
reference to water bodies as these act as ultimate sinks. Owing 
to inconsistencies in the methods, laws, and legislations, it is 
important to regulate the waste coming out and recycle and reuse 
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it. Strict penalties on construction project proponents who pollute 
blue spaces and silt them with construction waste and following 
strict building codes is a prerequisite. Alternatives to the existing 
materials with high environmental cost need to be furnished and 
materials that are environmentally friendly should be used by the 
construction industry. Besides, treating water that is affected can 
be treated with biological methods can play a role in reclaiming 
many blue spaces. Consistent efforts from the scientists, planners 
and policy makers can help create blue spaces in urban areas that 
can add value to the ecological functioning of these ecosystems. 
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People across the world in all walks of life, know of climate change from the way it affects their everyday life. They say, weather is 
changing and becoming untimely. Almost everyone knows, largely from media and from government communications, that the sea levels 
are rising because of the increase of heat in the atmosphere. Gradually people are getting to learn of carbon trading. All this is now been 
conceptualized as the Anthropocene. This short essay draws attention to difference between everyday experience of climate change and 
the conceptualization of climate changes as Anthropocene. 

Today there are two parallel discourses on the phenomenon 
of climate change: one based on lived experience and the 
other based on the theory of Anthropocene. 

In the lived experience of everyone across the surface of the 
earth climate change is ‘untimely’ weathers: erratic monsoons, 
longer forest fires, heavy rain, unprecedented heat waves 
extending over months beyond season, extreme cold, protracted 
draughts, rise in the sea-level, large storms etc. Everyone has 
seen the adverse consequences of these changes for livelihood, 
agricultural, production, daily social life, health of all living 
beings, economic growth...etc. 

Anthropocene is the vocabulary a few people. This is technical 
term that refers to an epoch in geological time that begins it is 
said, 15,000 years ago when human beings started to impact the 
planet earth with agricultural activity. It is impossible to know of 
these many years as lived experience. 

The un-timely and Timely
What is un-timely? Is there a bench mark notion of the timely, 

known in lived experience? 
For this we could turn to forest dwellers lived experience of 

forest landscapes. There is much to learn from them because their 
carbon foot print is zero. 

Koitor forest dwellers of Shringar Bhum, Bastar, know of five 
seasons in their forest-scape: summer, monsoons, season hunger 
and spring. They observe that this period of seasonal hunger is 
‘in-between’ spring-winter and summer-monsoons. During this 
period the forestscape does not produce for human or animal 
consumption and human beings do not extract anything from 
the it: no cultivation, no hunting and no food gathering. Time 
is spend visiting relatives, mending household items etc., Most 
importantly throughout this period mother earth recuperates 
and human cultures as well as social relations regenerate-both 
constitute collective effervescence of collective life.  

This ‘in-between’ is fallow time and space. 
Koitors observe, the timeliness of seasons is a function of this 

‘in-between’ time and space. That is to say, any change in the 
fallow duration disturbs the timeliness of seasons. Accordingly, 
the duration of all livelihood activity ensures that fallow is not 
disturbed.  

The timely relation between time for work and fallow time is 
the foundation of their worldview. During fallow time, Koitors 
experience the otherness of the lifeworld in their forest-scape as 
the horizon where labor explore the vicissitudes of togetherness 
and mutuality with all sentient beings.  They learn that “everyone 
must have their belongings no more than they can carry”.  With 

reFleCtions on the lived 
experienCe oF Climate Change
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this learning labor to ‘take-in’ a realization about itself and of its 
relation to the forest-scape. 

Thus ‘timeliness’ is in a ‘taking-in’ and untimeliness (violation 
of timeliness) closes the possibility of ‘taking-in’.

The Anthropocene Regime
The Anthropocene is a regime of discussions, debates and 

policies at international and national platforms. Its only concern 
is to distribute the ‘cost’ of untimely weather conditions between 
developed and developing nations, by way of carbon trading. 
This has added to the ongoing intractable conflicts between these 
nations by creating new fields for the investment of carbon capital 
which is responsible for a new phenomenon namely, carbon 
colonialism.

Timeliness of these regimes is defined by the circulation of 
capital. It’s labour teleology generates large mass of deprived 
marginalized people, waste matter most of which is non-
recyclable and a vast unproductive devastated landscape. These 
untimely elements have over time become the anti-thesis of 
the timeliness of capital circulation. The accumulation of these 
elements has instigated the creation of ‘green capital’, which 
attempts to unwrap the accumulation of these elements by means 
of recycling with alternate sources of energy.

The teleology of labour here is to overcome the ‘otherness’ of 
labour. That is to say, labour in attempting to solve the problems 
it has created confronts itself as its ‘other’. This is because it is 
unable to match the speed at which it has created problems. 

Perhaps it is time to recognize that the apparatus of the 
Anthropocene regimes is ill-equipped to deal with the problem of 
‘labour becoming its own other’!

It might not be inappropriate to say that this is the deep 
structure of ‘untimely weather’. Labour is ‘weathered-out’ 
because the spaces in-between (referred to above) where it can 
breathe have shrunk to an unprecedented thinness on account of 
the speed of ‘capital’ circulation. Consequently, labour has been 
losing its capacity to ‘take-in’ any realization of itself and about its 
relation to the phenomenon of climate change. 

untimely weather and rise in temperature
Climate change according the United Nations 

“…refers to the long-term shift in temperature and weather 
patterns. These shifts may be natural, such as through the 
variations in the solar cycle.  But since the 1800 human activities 
have been the main driver of climate change, primarily due 
the burning of fossil fuel like coal, oil and gas. Burning fossil 
fuel generates greenhouse gas emissions that act like a blanket 
wrapped around the Earth, trapping the sun’s heat and raising 
temperature ”

So far in this short essay, I have discussed one aspect of the 
lived experience namely shifts on weather patterns (‘untimely’ 
weather). This definition draws attention to the second aspect of 
lived experience of climate change namely, rise in temperature. 
Further, it says, the cause of rise in temperature is the human 
activity for over 200 years of burning fossil fuels.

This definition is not mindful of the entirety of the lived 
experience of climate change.

First, “the burning of fossil fuels” is not the only human 
activity that has caused climate change. The entirety of the speed 
of capital accumulation, the new regimes of carbon colonialism 
and the deepening of intractable conflicts between the developed 
and developing nations is ignored. The politics of such ‘ignoring’ 
indicates absence of epistemic vigilance to hold accountable the 
teleology of labour, speed of capital circulation and accumulation 
for the problems created. 

Second, this definition is unmindful of a question: will the 
rectification of ‘the rising temperature’ rectify the ‘the untimeliness 
of weather’? 

In this regard a hypothesis is suggested: ‘it is unlikely that if 
and when the temperatures are brought down then the weathers 
will occur on time’. In other words, perhaps the cause of rising 
temperature and of untimely of weather and more than just 
burning of fossil fuels. 

Further, this hypothesis suggests that there is a foundational 
significance of ‘timely weather’ for human beings and for the 
planet. Time is more than just a tool of instrumental rationality to 
measure and control activities of human and of nature in the and 
outside the laboratory.   There is need to recognize that ‘the blanket 
that has wrapped the earth is a ‘fetish’ of ‘calibrating thinness of 
time’. Greenhouse gas emission is only particular instance of it. 
This fetish has choked our imaginations, asphyxiated languages 
and deprived labour of breathing spaces.

Third, above requires us to be wakeful to see that the notion 
of ‘time’ in the timeliness of weathers draws attention to the 
wholesomeness of time of lived experience. 

To grasp this, it is necessary to remind ourselves that 
‘observation’ is the foundation of all ‘reason’ based inquiry and 
that science is only known reason-based inquiry. 

From the perspective of ‘reason-based’ inquiry, time for 
instrumental rationality privileges the ‘observer’ over the 
observed’. The observer’s gaze fixes the ‘observed’ to hegemonizes 
it. Thus, the gaze of instrumental rationality has fixed the plant 
earth, hegemonizing it in the same way as a frog is fixed on the 
dissection table. 

Parallel to this, from the stand point of reason-based inquiry, 
is a mode of observation which is free of this hegemony of the 
observer over the observed.  The Observer is observed by the 
observer, both are equal participants in the act of observation. 
This wholeness of observation constitutes lived experience.  

For further reflection
Perhaps by taking-in what we can learn from labour about 

‘wholeness of observation’ the earth could be freed from the 
hegemonic gaze of the observer. This could be the first step 
towards timely weathers.

1 https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/what-is-climate-change
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The increasing environmental problems in urban areas such as air and noise pollution and intense traffic jams are mainly caused by 
excessive use of private vehicles. To unleash the full potential of public transport in our cities, requirement of a well-integrated multimodal 
transportation system is the need of the hour for it provides safe, speedy and comfortable movement of passengers by combining two or 
more modes of transport. Last-mile connectivity, which is the central aim of multimodal integrated transport system, can be achieved by 
using combinations of two or more services such as metro-rail, buses, taxis, non-motorized para transit services like autorickshaws etc. to 
make a complete journey from origin to destination. The present article showcases how landscape design and planning of outdoor public 
plazas in various metro stations of Delhi has been succeeded in achieving the aim of ensuring a safe and comfortable stay for passengers 
waiting for shared mobility services and has served its role in attaining energy efficiency and sustainability in the areas at large.

Multimodal integration is a pre-requisite to create seamless 
connectivity between first and last mile connectivity 
options for a daily commuter. Transportation System 

and Urban Mobility, are inseparable and interconnected at both 
micro & macro levels. Provision of safe, reliable and universally 
accessible public transport system empowers people of various 
categories to access the facilities for fulfilling daily requirements 
of life whether it is for education, jobs, or any other purposes. 

Following are the two broad categories of Multimodal Integration 
(MMI) of Transport Systems:
i. Integration of mass transport modes with each other such as 

Railways, Metros and Bus Rapid Transit systems. 

ii. Integration of mass transport modes with other ‘feeder’ 
modes such as feeder buses, taxis, shared-mobility services 
such as car-sharing and bike-sharing, walking and cycling – 
all of which help provide first and last-mile connectivity.

Government of India has taken various initiatives for creating 
a transport service in the country to promote more & more usage 
of public transport of different modes to:
v	control pollution emerging through vehicular traffic
v	promote economic development of the region
v	make transports affordable for all
v	Ensure multimodal transit facilities such as Buses, Taxis, 

Rickshaws, Metro, Airways, Waterways proving Inter-State & 
Intra-State connectivity

People spend nearly two to three hours while commuting 
daily. Therefore, there should be some relief from the hustle and 
bustle of urban life and a natural touch is very much important. 
Provision of proper planned spaces and landscape will help 
in achieving this target. To ensure safe, affordable, quick, 
comfortable, reliable and sustainable transport system and to 
provide seamless integration between various modes of transport 
options for first and last-mile connectivity, it is essential to give 

multimodal integration
oF urban transport system
a new direCtion towards Creation oF
publiC plaCes

Ms. Papiya Sarkar
M.Arch. (Urban Design), B.Arch.
Chief Architect, 
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation, New Delhi, India

Papiya Sarkar is presently the Chief Architect in Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (DMRC) and is 
responsible for station design (underground and elevated) as well as design of depots and staff 
quarters. She is also responsible for multimodal integration between all modes of transport for easy, 
safe and universal first and last mile connectivity suitable for metro commuters. 

She was earlier Senior Architect in CPWD and the Ministry of External Affairs and has contributed in 
creating barrier-free environments in India as well as in Indian Missions abroad. She has also worked 
as a resource person with UNESCAP and prepared the CPWD Guidelines and Space Standards for 
Barrier-Free Built Environment for Disabled and Elderly Persons in 1998.

She worked as a jury member in various architectural competitions for PWD, Delhi Jal Board, NIUA.  
She is also teaching in Delhi Metro Rail Academy with an objective of designing and implementing 
an integrated barrier-free universally accessible urban transport infrastructure in the National Capital 
Region.
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Creation of Plaza at Mandi House Interchange Station
Key elements

Provision of separate pedestrian and vehicular zone
Provision of railing and fencing to guide pedestrian movement 

towards parking queue of auto/IPT and e-rickshaw
Provision of universally accessible footpath with seamless and 

barrier free connectivity
Promotion of Environment friendly means of transport (cycle 

stand)
Improvement in illumination level of public places and roads
Improvement in public facilities such as provision of toilets, 

dustbins etc.

easily accessible areas
Use of planters to channelized flow of pedestrians and 

reduction in haphazard movements.

Improvement of Water Management 
Water can be managed on-site by installing landscape 

structures that help to protect the area such as rain gardens, 
rainwater harvesting, water recycling and drip irrigation

Figure 1. Seating spaces in public plaza created for 
people waiting for feeder transport services outside 
Mandi House metro station 
Source: Author

Figure 2. Public utilities and ramps providing barrier 
free movement can be seen in the walking plaza
Source: Author

Figure 3. Use of art and sculptures to enliven the space
Source: Author

MMI at Chhatarpur Metro Station
Key elements

Improved passenger comfort and universal accessibility
Well planned seating spaces, plaza. walkways with universal 

accessible features
Improvement in illumination level of public places and roads
Improvement in public facilities such as provision of toilets, 

dustbins etc.
Easily accessible areas

Channelized flow of pedestrians and reduction in haphazard 
movements

Improved pedestrian friendly public areas
Improved energy efficiency through planning
Physical parameters such as temperature, precipitations and 

humidity can be adopted through landscape interventions to 
fight extreme climatic conditions throughout the year, helping in 
reducing the consumption of energy.

utmost importance on walkability and creation of sustainable 
pedestrian facilities.

Urban landscapes are formed and shaped mainly under the 
influence of human activities. It also involves a social dimension, 
a cultural dimension and an economic dimension. A planned 
landscape area integrated with the pedestrian plaza, seating  
and Intermediate Public Transport (IPT) zones shall provide 
a comfortable environment for all commuters with a balanced 
blend of natural resources and commuter friendly spaces is an 
attempt by Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) while planning 
MMI within 300m radius from Metro stations. 

There are few examples of metro station outdoor plazas from 
Delhi City which are developed as prototypes of public places to 
be used by daily commuters with the aim of creating sustainable 
spaces in urban landscapes.

1. Mandi House Metro Station – Located strategically at 
interchange station, creation of Mandi House station plaza is 
an example of MMI having an objective of creating a public 
space at the cultural node of Delhi.    

2. Chhatarpur Metro Station - Improvement of passenger 
comfort and universal accessibility, Improvement in 
illumination level of public plaza and roads.

3. Azadpur Metro Station - Use of Native plants that support 
and reinforces local, native ecosystems and reduce excess 
water, chemical fertilizers and pesticides that damage natural 
ecosystems. Provision of IPT to meet first and last-mile 
connectivity.
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Azadpur Metro Station
Key elements 

Creation of healthy ecological design at
at Azadpur Metro Station 
Use of native plants that support and reinforce local, native 

ecosystems. This reduces excess water, chemical fertilizers, and 
pesticides that damage natural ecosystems.

Provisions of IPT to meet first and last-mile connectivity
Widening of footpath up to minimum of 2m
Provision of separate lanes for auto/cycle/e-rickshaws, PBS/

cycles, drop-off points for car/taxi etc.
Provision of feeder bus services
Provision of parking space with charging facilities for the 

e-vehicle

Figure 7. Use of native plant species in the plaza at 
Azadpur metro station
Source: Author

Figure 8. Footpath widened to allow increased pedestrian flow  
Source: Author

Figure 9. Provision of ramps for universal accessibility
Source: Author

Figure 4. Use of tensile structures for shade and 
aesthetics in the plaza at Chhatarpur metro station 
Source: Author

Figure 5. Planting beds are introduced to create 
balance between hard and soft areas
Source: Author

Figure 6. Night time view showing improved 
illumination levels in the plaza  
Source: Author
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A.K.S Coirs............................................................................D-3
A.S. Technovations.............................................................B-11
A2Z Garden Company......................................................A-15
Aascar Products...............................................................A-14A
Aditi Irrigation Technologies Pvt Ltd................................C-5
Agricare Corporation.........................................................G-10
Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export 
Development Authority
(APEDA).....................................................................G-18 to 25
Agriculture Products News 
Azienda Agricola Haka Astrit.............................................E-4
Boxseat Ventures Private Limited......................................B-4
Darjeeling Gardens Private Limited................................A-11
Dayal Fertilizers Private Limited........................................E-6
Department of Horticulture and Food
Processing...............................................................................F-3
Dwarka Art India Pvt. Ltd................................................5 & 6
Ecogreen Landscape Technologies India
Pvt. Ltd.......................................................................G-11 to 15
Exotica Nursery....................................................................J-3B
Florance Flora Farm..............................................................C-1
Floriculture Today 
Flower Power..................................................................F-1 & 2
Fresh India Show 2023 
Gold Ripe International Pvt. Ltd.........................................B-6
Golf Course Superintendents & Managers Association of 
India......................................................................................G-17
Golf Design India..................................................................G-9
Golf Plus.................................................................................F-5
Greenium........................................................................A-1 to 3

Grow Rich..............................................................................A-5
Growers Flower Council of India.....................................F-1A 
Growrite Substrates (India) Pvt Ltd.................................A-16
Greenhouse Manufacturers Association.........................C-21
Husqvarna India Products Private Limited......................E-3
Indian Society of Lighting Eegineers.................................E-8
Irrigation Association of India............................................B-2
Indian Society Of Ornamental Horticulture
Jain Irrigation Systems Ltd..................................................C-8
KF Bioplants Pvt. Ltd....................................................G-3 & 4
Krushipandhari Floritech.....................................................E-5
Media Today Group 
Metal Sense Mfg.Co.............................................................A-4
My Irigacio World Pvt. Ltd......................................C-11 & 12
New Friends Construction & Gardening
Works..............................................................................J-3 OTS
Palla Venkanna Horti Farm...............................................C-15
Rajshree Biosolutions LLP...................................................D-4
Rational Art & Press Pvt. Ltd.
(Div. – Soex Flora)..........................................................E-1 & 2
Rise N Shine Biotech Pvt. Ltd.............................................C-3
Root & Plants.........................................................................B-6
RP Agro services.................................................................C-23
School of Planning and Architecture,
New Delhi............................................................................E-10
Surge Systems India Pvt Ltd.............................................G-16
T R Solvent Oils P Ltd........................................................B-10
The Business Success Advisor Book 
Warkem Biotech Private Limited....................................E-4A
Xirde Private Limted..........................................................C-14
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A.K.S COIRS                                              D-3
Mr. Vivek. T
Managing Director
Address: 88/23/51,Nadar Colony, Athani-638502.
Erode-DT. Tamil Nadu. India
Contact No. 8807233844
e-mail: akscoirproducts@gmail.com
Website: www.akscoir.com
Products: 1. Coir Pith Block 2. Packed Coir Pith
3. Coir Pith Manure 4. Coir Garden Articles

A.S. TeCHNOVATIONS                                             B-11
Shubhika
Partner
Address: 3631-A, Street-6, Narang Colony, Tri Nagar,
North Delhi, Delhi, 110035
Contact No. 9999450029
e-mail: nestandvine.in@gmail.com
Website: www.nestandvine.in
Products: Manufacture fiber flower pots
(sizes in b/w 10-50 inches) and seedling trays

A2Z GARDeN COMPANY                                             A-15
Mr. Rohit Sharma
Chief Manager
Address: Gala 6, Labheshwar Pratham, 
Plot no 117/118, Sector 14, Phase 1, Taloja, Navi Mumbai
(Raigarh Dist), 
Pin: 410206, Maharashtra, India
Contact No. 9597233311
e-mail: info@a2zgarden.com
Website: www.a2zgarden.com
Products: Manufacturers of New Generation Fertilizers and 
Protectant for Gardening.  Backed by State of Art Manufacturing 
and Research, we establish new Benchmarks in producing quality, 
Innovative, Convenient to use, Safe Gardening Products.

AASCAR PRODuCTS                                             A-14A
Kanagasabapathy M
Proprietor
Address: 56, Linga Goundan Valasu, Poondurai Saemoor
Avalpoondurai Erode, Tamil Nadu - India
Pin: 638 115
Contact No. +91 87783 13097 / +91 99423 46470
e-mail: sales@aascarproducts.com
Website: www.aascarproducts.com
Products: 1. Coco Peat 5kg Block 2. Coir Fiber Bales
(White / Brown) 3. Coco 650gms Bricks 4. Low Ec Cocopeat
5. Hi-Ec Cocopeat 6. Coco Husk Chips Block (Hi Ec / Low Ec)
7. Coconut Husk

ADITI IRRIGATION TeCHNOLOGIeS PVT LTD     C-5
Mrs. Sayali Dhatrak
Marketing Co-Ordinator
Address: Office No -101, First Floor, Lotus Court, CTS No -4618, 
Parvati, Near Hotel Panchami, Pune Satara Road, 
Pune -411009. India

Contact No. 9326628811
e-mail: marketing@techaditi.com
Website: www.techaditi.com
Products: We are landscape irrigation company having 20+ years 
of experience to deliver the best quality and timely completion. 
We are having technical tie-up with Hunter Industry(USA),Oase(
Germany),Aqua Master(USA).We are work with many corporates 
like Infosys, TCS,BIAL,GMR,  Cognizant, Serum Institutes ,L & T, 
Principle.

AGRICARe CORPORATION                                            G-10
Mr. Vinod Goyal
CEO
Address: C-42, Sector 65, Noida, U.P. 201301 INDIA
Contact No. 9818853920
E-mail: agricarecorporation@rediffmail.com
Website: www.agricarecorp.com
Products: Company Serving Golf Course, Landscape, Sports 
Fields, Beachside, Indoor &  Outdoor Horticulture, Orchards, 
Plantations, Green House, Open Field Farming, Floriculture, 
Nurseries, Tissue Culture, Drip Irrigation, Soil Erosion Control, 
Aeroponics or Hydroponics. We provide Single Stop Solution 
with wide range of ready stock products.  Dealing in Plant 
Nutrition, Plant Protection, Wetting Agents, Bio Stimulants, Turf 
Colourants, Organic Soil Conditioners & Growing Media, Turf 
Seeds, Turf Machinery & Garden Tools, Automated Irrigation 
& Drainage Systems, Lake Management Products, Soil & Water 
Testing Equipments and Allied Products.

AGRICuLTuRAL AND PROCeSSeD FOOD PRODuCTS 
eXPORT DeVeLOPMeNT AuTHORITY (APeDA)  G-18 to 25
Ms. Vinita Sudhanshu
Deputy General Manager, APEDA
Address: 3rd Floor, NCUI Building 3, Siri Institutional Area, 
August Kranti Marg, (Opp. Asiad Village), New Delhi - 110 016, 
India
Contact No. +91- 11- 20867006; 9167887633
e-mail: vinitas@apeda.gov.in
Website: www.apeda.gov.in
Products: Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export 
Development Authority (APEDA) is an organization under 
Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India, to promote the export of 
agricultural commodities and processed food products. More 
than 39000 registered member exporters, and 700 + Agro based 
products, are promoted for exports through us.  The export 
drive spearheaded by an intense thrust towards standardization 
and quality, has enabled APEDA to achieve an export turnover 
of about US$ 2477  million during the year in 2021-22 for our 
scheduled products.
APEDA, plays the role of a catalyst in making Indian products 
globally competitive.   APEDA’s multi-pronged strategy lays 
emphasis on quality up-gradation and creating infrastructural 
facilities.  The organization attempts to provide backward and 
forward linkages ranging from farm practices to marketing to 
end consumer.   The regular interaction with the manufacturers 
and exporters and providing inputs to the Government in 
the formulation of policy and India’s position in international 
negotiations, are a few of our trade related functions.
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AGRICuLTuRe PRODuCTS NeWS                                            
Mr. Karamjit Singh
Prop.
Address: 1201, Phase-1, Urban Estate, Dugri, 
Ludhiana- 141002, Punjab
Contact No. 8146508781
e-mail: agriculturenews@yahoo.com
Website: www.jassikanewspaper.com
Products: We are publishing English monthly newspaper Devoted 
to agriculture farm machinery & spares

AZIeNDA AGRICOLA HAKA ASTRIT.                          e-4
Mr. Haka Astrit Farm
Sole Director
Address: Via Papa Roncalli 14,Uzzano (PT) Italia.
Caap 51010 .
Contact No. +39 328 6852797
e-mail: astrithaka@libero.it
Website: vivaiopiantehaka.it
Products: Siamo una azienda agricola specializzata nella 
produzione delle piante dolivi.
La nostra azienda si trova in cuore dell Italia nella Regione 
Toscana, che e conosciuto in tutto il mondo non solo per musei, 
cultura rinascente, Dante, paesaggi, cibo, buon vino, ma anche 
per la produzione eccellente extravergine d'oliva conosciuto in 
tutto il mondo per le sue peculiarità nella salute umana, nella cura 
del corpo e la bellezza.
Tutto le nostre piante nate e cresciuto per intero la loro crescita 
presso nostra azienda. Facciamo asistente ai nostri clienti a 360 
gradi.

BOXSeAT VeNTuReS PRIVATe LIMITeD                   B-4
Mr. Prabal A Bajaj
Associate, Operations
Address: Pocket N, 218, Sector 1, Bawana Industrial Area, 
New Delhi - 110039, India
Contact No. 9911918628
e-mail: prabal@10club.team
Website: www.kraftseeds.com
Products: Kraft Seeds is a one-stop solution  that has the best and 
widest range of gardening products. It has evolved from selling 
seeds to making gardening a delightful experience. Our customers’ 
demand, new technology and our passion have facilitated to bring 
more variety of seeds, manures, pots & planters, innovative and 
handy tools for a comforting gardening experience.

DARjeeLING GARDeNS PRIVATe LIMITeD             A-11
Mr. Sunil Kumar Agarwal
Chief Operating Officer
Address: Hari Om Niwas, Iskon Mandir Road, Siliguri, Darjeeling- 
734001, (WB) INDIA
Contact No. 9733312397
e-mail: sunil@darjeelinggardens.com
Website: www.darjeelinggardens.com
Products: 1. The team strives to ensure the poly houses meet 
the necessary technical parameters to optimize the cultivation 
practices for the target crop.

2. We provide technicalities of growing orchids on a commercial 
scale. We aim for quality and uniform products for our growers 
& channel partners.
3. Project execution for both private entity as well as govt. 
sponsored projects for the setup of large, medium to small 
orchid’s projects in the region as part of an initiative for integrated 
development of horticulture sector of the region.
4. We work with the growers of Darjeeling hills. We keep tracking 
on the quality of produce by continuous supervision and guidance 
by our team. 
5. Propagate our own varieties through tissue culture technology. 
We are currently propagating Cymbidiums around 200 thousand 
plants/annum, Phalaenopsis around 50 thousand plants/annum 
and Dendrobiums around 400 thousand plants /annum.
6. We organize training session for our associated growers as well 
as other growers sponsored by the respective governments/Self 
Help Groups.
7. We build poly-houses, supply planting materials, marketing 
tie-ups, buy-back arrangement, expertise & consultancy, training 
& Skill development programmes and many other government 
projects

DAYAL FeRTILIZeRS PRIVATe LIMITeD                    e-6
Dr. Mukesh Gaur
General Manager (Market Development)
Address: Delhi Road, Partapur, Meerut, PIN-250103, 
Uttar Pradesh
Contact No. 9792201626
e-mail: mukesh.gaur@dayalgroup.com
Website: www.dayalgroup.com
Products: Dayal Group is one of the leading agriculture groups 
in India which was established in 1979. We are one of the leading 
producers and marketers of plant fertilizers and nutrients, animal 
feeds & supplements, aqua feeds and seeds. We are the leading 
manufacturer of Zinc Sulphate and have received many awards. 
Dayal group is offering complete solutions to the farmers in the 
field of agricultureand continuously promoting IPM in agriculture 
and focuses on poison free agriculture. Dayal is also aggressively 
progressing in seed division business with the help of the state of 
the art R&D centre.

DePARTMeNT OF HORTICuLTuRe AND FOOD 
PROCeSSING                                                    F-3
Dr H. S. Baweja
Director
Address: Department of Horticulture and Food Processing, Govt. 
Garden, Circuit House, Dehradun, 
Uttarakhand-248001
Contact No. 0135-2759799, 05966-222792
e-mail: missionhortiuk@gmail.com
Website: www.dohfp.uk.gov.in
Products: Gerbera, carnation, gladiolus, Lilium, Marigold, Rose, 
Tuberose and others

DWARKA ART INDIA PVT. LTD.                                            j-5 & 6
Mr. Suren Borana
Address: Plot No. Opp. C-236, Road No. 6, Basni II,Jodhpur (Raj.)
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Contact No. 291-2745746, 9314710600
e-mail: info@dwarkaart.com, boranasurendra@yahoo.co.in
Website: www.dwarkaart.com
Products: All type of Casting: Specialization in Garden Furniture, 
Industrial Furniture, Lamp Post & Aluminium Casting

eCOGReeN LANDSCAPe TeCHNOLOGIeS INDIA
PVT. LTD.                                                           G-11 to 15
Mr. Pradeep Barpande
Managing Director
Address: "01, Anand Appartments, 
Shop No. 65 /1/10, Behind Anjor, 
Baner, Pune - 411045 
Maharashtra, India"
Contact No. 120- 27219275/769764020000
e-mail: pradeep.eltindia@gmail.com
Website: www.eltindia.com
Products: Since 2008 ELT India has endeavored to provide 
innovative solutions in Vertical Garden, Hanging Garden and 
Light weight green roof systems across India to Architects, Interior 
Designers, Real Estate Developers and individual customers

eXOTICA NuRSeRY                                                 j-3B
Shital Nijhawan
Proprietor
Address: Exotica Nursery 
Naukuchiatal Bhimtal 
Uttrakhand 263136
Contact No. 9897954236
e-mail: exotica.india@hotmail.com
Website: 
Products: Cactus succulents bulbous plants we do landscaping 
also

FLORANCe FLORA FARM                                                     C-1
Mr. Rownak Gutgutia
Head of Operations
Address: #383/A, Rajiv Gandhi Nagar LayOut, NTI Housing 
Society 2nd Phase, Near SahakarNagar Railway Under pass, 
Bangalore - 560 097.
Contact No. 91-80-29734053, +91-7899388450
e-mail: info@floranceflora.com
rownak.gutgutia@floranceflora.com
Website: www.floranceflora.com
Products: Florance Flora Farm  is a leading supplier of young 
plants for commercial cut flowers and pot plants production 
across India.
Floriculture is still a largely unorganized sector in the Indian 
market and Mr. S.K.Gutgutia’s effort to integrate the industry is 
widely appreciated. He has created a demand for many products 
in the Indian floriculture market with his innovative choice of 
products and suppliers.
Our continual emphasis on quality has made Florance Flora 
Farm one of the leading floriculture companies in India. Today, 
Florance Flora has a wide crop portfolio and collaborations with 
suppliers across the world.

FLORICuLTuRe TODAY                                            
Mr. S. Jafar Naqvi
Address: J-73, Paryavaran Complex, 
Neb Sarai, IGNOU Road, 
New Delhi-  110068
Contact No. 9899380104
e-mail: floriculturetoday@gmail.com
Website: www.floriculturetoday.in
Products: " Floriculture Today : India’s first and the only monthly 
magazine on Floriculture, Nursery, Landscaping and Greenhouse 
technology since 1996 being published by ‘Media Today Group’, 
the organizers of ‘Int’l Flora Expo and Int’l Landscape & 
Gardening Expo’

FLOWeR POWeR                                              F-1 & 2
Mr. Ravindra Advani / Abhijeet Sinkar
Partner
Address: Flower Power,  Shop No. A24, Flower Trade Center, 
Gazipur,  Delhi 110096
Contact No. 9650163720/ 9560546263
e-mail: fresh@flowerpower.org.in
Website: www.flowerpower.org.in
Products: Flower Power is one of the leading wholesalers of 
Fresh Cut  Flowers in India with experience of 24years. Company 
has its strong presence in North India with its outlet at Gazipur 
Flower Market, Delhi and in West India with its outlet at Dadar 
Flower Market. Company specialises in supply of all type of Fresh 
EXOTIC Indian and Imported Fresh Flowers to any destination all 
over India.
Flower Power sources its quality flowers in bulk directly from 
farmers all over India. Company is also engaged in contract 
farming for various flowers for its year round supplies.

FReSH INDIA SHOW 2023                                            
Mr. Syed MK
Address: J-73, Paryavaran Complex, 
Neb Sarai, IGNOU Road, 
New Delhi-  110068
Contact No. 9899380104
Email id: freshindiashow@gmail.com
Website: www.freshindiashow.com
Products: Fresh India Global Conference, Exhibition, Networking 
Meet and Awards. This event aimed at strengthening the F&V 
industry in India and connecting global players. It will further 
improve the way of agri-businesses and per capita availability, 
consumption and demand across the Globe. FIS 2022 will enhance 
the outlook of the industry through an engaging programme 
of presentations, panel discussions, buyer-seller meetings and 
networking opportunities.

GOLD RIPe INTeRNATIONAL PVT. LTD.                     B-6
R.K. Nagpal , Aman Agarwal
Director
Address: Regd. Office : Plot NO. 150 Ground Floor, Mayfair 
Estate, Baghpat Road, Meerut-250002 (U.P.) INDIA
Factory Add : Khasra No. 1310, Vill. Kashi Gagol Road, 
Meerut-245206
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Contact No. +91 9810730178, +91 9997566771
e-mail: goldripeinternational@gmail.com
Website: www.goldripeinternational.com
Products: GOLD RIPE Ethylene Ripener:-
(Unsaturated Powder)
The product is used for Fresh Fruit Ripening by releasing ethylene 
gas as per requirements set by International
Standards.
uSAGe MeTHOD :-
Put the sachets into water and then take it out after 5-10 seconds. 
Place the wet sachet in the middle of mango box/these sachets 
should not come in contact with the fruit.
GOLD RIPe ethylene Absorber:-
Keeping your fruits healthy and fresh Fruits, vegetable and 
flowers are highly perishable products. To increase the maximum 
freshness quality and shelf life for post-harvest
management proper control of ethylene gas is needed.
Gold Ripe Ethylene Absorber Sachet reduces the harmful levels of 
ethylene gas and also absorbs other harmful gases accumulated in 
the environment and delay the ripening
time of fruits as well as prolonging their self life and storage time. 
It is mainly used for post harvest transportation and storage of 
fruits as an antibacterial agent.
Advantages:-
Enhance the postharvest life of fresh fruits and vegetables. 
Maintain the quality of plant products. Significant effects on 
delaying fruit softening. Non Toxic, No Residue,  nvironment
friendly.
PACLOBuTRAZOL:-
The paclobutrazol is treatment for the keeping mango plants 
healthy and the fruits comes out the nutritious.
ETHEPHON SL 39% :-
The treatment of Ethephon SL 39% act as plant growth regulator.
1-MCP :-
The post harvest 1 – MCP Fumigation treatment enhance the 
fruits life.

GOLF COuRSe SuPeRINTeNDeNTS & MANAGeRS 
ASSOCIATION OF INDIA                                                  G-17
Mr. Vijit Nandrajog
Secretary General
Address: 1-O, First Floor, DCM Building, Barakhamba Road, 
New Delhi - 110001
Contact No. Golf Course Superintendents & Managers Association 
of India
e-mail: admin@gcsmai.com
Website: www.gcsmai.com
Products: The Golf Course Superintendents &  Managers 
Association of India is an association for the men and women who 
manage and maintain the game’s most valuable resource — the 
golf course. The golf industry recognizes the association as a key 
contributor in elevating the game and business.
The GCS & MAI was founded in 2003 by Late Col S K Bagga 
(Retd), Col S K Bhattacharya (Retd), Wg Cdr Anup Singh (Retd), 
Wg Cdr S K Dhankhar (Retd), Col Kapil Kaul (Retd), Brig M J S 
Bains (Retd), Col Vinay Khanna (Retd), Col K K K Singh (Retd), 
Col R S Saini (Retd), Col Pravin Uberoi, VSM, Arjuna Awardee 

(Retd) and Mr. Pradeep Joshi. Since 2004, with a focus on golf 
course management, GCS & MAI has been the top professional 
association in India.
Registered office in New Delhi, it provides education, information 
and representation to more than 130+ members in various cities 
of India and abroad. Its
mission is to serve its members, advance the profession and 
enhance the vitality of the game of golf. GCS & MAI published 
a regular News Letter “Stick to Greens” and conduct various 
Golf-Turf Seminar in deferent cities of India is a collaborative 
effort to strengthening the compatibility of golf with the natural 
environment.
Our Moto “Caring & Sharing”

GOLF DeSIGN INDIA                                                 G-9
Mr Vijit Nandrajog
Founder/ Lead Architect
Address: 1-N, 1 st Floor, DCM Building 16, Barakhamba Road, 
Connaught Place, New Delhi-110001, India
Contact No. +91 9971475522
e-mail: vijit@golfdesignindia.com
Website: www.golfdesignindia.com
Products: Golf Course Design, Construction, Maintenance, PMC, 
Renovations &  Audit of Golf Courses

GOLF PLuS                                                   F-5
Shalini Tomar
Address: A 112, Logix Technova, Sector 132, Noida- 201304, 
Uttar Pradesh
Contact No. 9811457878
e-mail: marketing@golfplusmonthly.com
Website: www.golfplusmonthly.com
Products: We are the only golf magazine of the country and have 
been in the industry for past 17 years. Brand use the magazine as 
perfect vehicle to reach to the niche traget audience of the HNI 
golfers.

GReeNIuM                                              A-1 to 3
Mr. Gaurav Verma
Sr. Manager Marketing
Address: W-151, Greater Kailash- II, New Delhi- 110048
Contact No. 9911656222
e-mail: agm@greenium.in/gaurav@greenium.in
Website: www.greenium.in
Products: Greenium, incorporated in 2020, is an organization that 
has visionary ideas of a greener and better India. Bearing this in 
mind, we have set up our operations in New Delhi with presence 
across India to supply a gamut of plants to all our clients. We offer 
plants like fruit plants, exotic plants, imported plants, floriculture 
bulbs, etc. and cater to private and Government projects of 
landscaping, vertical gardens and so on. We have the largest range 
of plants, gardening equipment and corporate gifting solutions.

GROW RICH                                                  A-5
Mr. Sayed Asif
Managing Director
Address: Grow Rich Building No. 6/401, Greens, Kalavoor Post, 
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Alappuzha, Alappuzha, Kerala , Alapuzha Circle, Alappuzha, 
Kerala, India-688522
Contact No. 8714423778, 9447958577
e-mail: marketing@growrichindia.in
Website: www.growrichindia.in
Products: Grow Rich is a leading manufacturer  Exporter of Coir 
products We manufacture a wide range of Coir Products used 
for the Horticultural, Gardening, Landscaping, Erosion control, 
Substrates and Industrial sectors. Our production Centres are 
strategically located in India, where the proximity of quality 
natural Coconut fibre and coco peat is in plenty, which are 
taken into our production process.Grow Rich have adhered in 
the production of novel products by in corporating innovations 
in accordance with the periodic changes.  We are maintaining 
uncompromised observance of quality standards and strict 
delivery schedule.    Managed by a team of highly motivated and 
professional management and staffs, we are dedicated in ensuring 
best possible products and services to all our valued customers 
according to their specifications and demand.

GROWeRS FLOWeR COuNCIL OF INDIA                    F-1A
Mr. Dhananjay T. Kadam
General Manager
Address: S.No. 129 1 3C/1, Manjari (BK), Tal. Haveli, Dist. Pune- 
412307, Maharashtra
Contact No. 9136192000
e-mail: info@gfciindia.org
Website: 
Products: GFCI, a company approved by Govt. of India with the 
goals of flower promotion and sustainable floriculture whether it 
is protected or open filed. Soon GFCI launched its activity chart 
and plan of action. Srikanth Bollapalli is the President of GFCI 
and Narendra Patil is the Vice President of GFCI. Their valuable 
inputs have helped to set up such a successful venture.

GROWRITe SuBSTRATeS (INDIA) PVT LTD              A-16
Dr. Ravi Kumar
General manager
Address: S.No 775/1,Next to Taraeade Steel, Behind : Akruti 
Doors & Products, Theur Phata,Kunjirwadi ,Haveli Taluk, Pune 
District -412201, Maharastra
Contact No. 9551664315
e-mail: ravi.growriteindia@gmail.com
Website: www.vanderknaap.info
Products: Growrite Substrates (India) Pvt Ltd, is founded in 2008, 
as part of the Van der Knaap Group of Companies, to contribute 
in meeting the increasing demand for quality consistent growing 
media. The group of companies' primary policy is to produce 
high quality coir pith-based substrates for the professional 
horticultural market all over the world. The Van der Knaap 
Group of Companies have achieved a position of world’s 
leading high quality coco pith-based substrates provider. This 
has been achieved by continuous product development through 
introduction of innovative and advanced production techniques, 
as well as listening to the special demands of the customers. An 
uncompromising commitment to quality and determination to 
find the right solution for diverse needs of professional growers 

have given us the leading edge in modern high-tech horticulture. 
Through constant dialogues with the growers, a wide range of 
crops specific products, for hydroponics growing of flowers, 
vegetables and fruits, are developed. 
Vision 
To be the most preferred partner in coir Substrates to professional 
Growers around the globe. Mission Through creativity and 
innovation continuously develop excellent customer focused 
solution. Quality Policy It is committed to design, manufacture 
and supply coconut base ubstrates for cultivation of crops 
exceeding customer expectation while ensuring uncompromising 
quality of products and services.

GReeNHOuSe MANuFACTuReRS ASSOCIATION    C-21 
Mr. Murtuza Patel 
President 
Address: Plot No. 49, MIDC Floriculture Park, 
Talegaon Dhabade, Tal. Maval Dist. Pune- 401507 
Contact No. 9426958521 
e-mail: info@gma.org.in 
Website: www.igma.org.in 
Association

HuSQVARNA INDIA PRODuCTS PRIVATe LIMITeD   e-3
Mr. Sandeep Naithani
Regional Sales Manager, North
Address: No. 5, Sir P S Sivasamy Salai, Mylapore, 
Chennai – 600004, Tamil Nadu, India
Contact No. 7338999760
e-mail: support.in@husqvarnagroup.com
Website: www.husqvarna.com/in
Products: Husqvarna is a Swedish (European) company that has 
a long history of 333+ years in providing innovative solutions 
to customers. Over 3 centuries, as the global leading producer 
of outdoor power products and innovative solutions, crores of 
Husqvarna machines have been sold across the globe , with an 
aim to bring an ease of access to modern engineering and help in 
boosting the productivity with their diverse range of products.

INDIAN SOCIeTY OF LIGHTING eeGINeeRS              e-8
Dr. Rajat Mandal (Delhi) - M:99714 92403
General Secretary
Address: A-10, Lajpat Nagar I, No. 1, Ground Floor, 
New Delhi - 110 024.
Contact No. 91-11-4132 6950
e-mail: isledel@isleind.org
Website: www.isleind.org
Products: ABOUT ISLE  :  The Indian Society of Lighting Engineers 
(ISLE) is a professional body in the field of Lighting Technology 
with a broad based membership of Scientists, Engineers, 
Architects, Academicians, Researchers, Designers and others 
interested in lighting issues. ISLE is a member of Lux Pacifica, 
a lighting body that represents 60 % of the world’s population. 
It is closely associated with the Bureau of Indian Standards, 
the Department of Science & Technology, Ministry of Power, 
Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources, and Bureau 
of Energy Efficiency. ISLE is also very closely involved where 
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lighting education courses are offered. ISLE is associated with 
ASSOCHAM-GEM for Saving Environment through Lighting 
Education.
OBjeCTIVeS
(a) Promoting the art, science and practice of Lighting Technology 
as associated with built and open environment for the benefit of 
the public in general. (b) Advancing education and research in 
Lighting Technology and publishing useful results of this research 
(c) Formulating lighting codes, guides and technical reports and 
publishing them along with newsletters, journals and books 
on Lighting Technology (d) Maintaining liaison and technical 
interaction with national / international organizations concerned 
with matters related to the science, technology, standardization 
and art in the fields of light and lighting. (e) Co-operation with 
the Bureau of Indian Standards in their standardization work in 
the field of lighting and (f) Organising exhibitions and trade fairs 
of lighting and allied industries.

IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION OF INDIA                       B-2
Mr Kalyan Verma
Director
Address: 99, Ground Flood, World Trade Centre, Babar Road, 
New Delhi 110001
Contact No. 9784407875
e-mail: director@iaiindia.org
Website: www.iaiindia.org
Products: Irrigation Association of India (IAI) is an apex 
industry body established in 1999, representing Micro Irrigation 
system (MIS) manufacturing companies in India. It is a not-
for-profit organization and is working towards the successful 
implementation of Micro Irrigation in India for the benefit of 
farmers. It conducts policy advocacy, trainings, knowledge 
dissemination, supports and facilitates research and ensures 
quality standards.
IAI has its office at New Delhi. The association has a strong 
presence in states through IAI State Chapters at Karnataka, 
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Andhra 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha, Chhattisgarh, 
Haryana, Jharkhand, West Bengal, and North Eastern Region

INDIAN SOCIeTY OF ORNAMeNTAL HORTICuLTuRe
Dr. S.S. Sindhu 
Dean & Joint Director (Education), ICAR-IARI, New Delhi
Address: Head, Division of Floriculture and Landscape & 
Coordinator, School of Horticulture Sciences, ICAR- IARI, 
Pusa, New Delhi-110012 
Contact No. 011- 25841929, +91 98680 73757 
e-mail: sssindhuiari@gmail.com  
Society of Floriculture & Horticulture

jAIN IRRIGATION SYSTeMS LTD.                                  C-8
Mr. Milind Farkade
Manager - Marketing
Address: Jain Plastic Park, Post Box No.72,N.H.No.6, 
Bambhori,JALGAON,, Maharashtra-425001,
Contact No. Tel:0257-2258011/22
e-mail: farkade.milind@jains.com, jisl@jains.com

Website: www.jains.com
Products: Jain Irrigation Systems Ltd, with its Corporate Mission 
"Leave this world better than you found it" ,is a diversified entity 
with turnover in excess of one billion US dollars. We have a 
global presence with 33 manufacturing bases spread over four 
continents. Our products are supplied to 126+ countries with able 
assistance from 11,000+ dealers and distributors worldwide. We 
have reached over 10 million customers.
We are the largest Micro-Irrigation company in the world. The 
Micro-Irrigation Division manufactures a full range of precision-
irrigation products. Jain irrigation provides services from soil 
survey, engineering design to agronomic support. It nurtures 
a sprawling 2300 acre Hi-Tech Agri Institute; a Farm Resource 
R&D, Demo, Training & Extension Centre. We also undertake 
turnkey projects for agricultural and irrigation development with 
a holistic & integrated approach. Over 1500 Agri and Irrigation 
Scientists, Engineers and Technicians are engaged in offering 
services for complete project planning and implementation e.g 
Watershed Development through Wasteland Transformation, 
including crop agronomy, protected cultivation etc.
KF BIOPLANTS PVT. LTD                                            G-3 & 4
Mr. Ashish Phadke  - 92277 33911
General Manager - Marketing
Address: S. No 129/1 to 3C, Manjari (BK), Tal-Haveli, 
Dist – Pune – 412307,India.
Contact No. 91-20-269484000/401
e-mail: info@kfbioplants.com
Website: www.kfbioplants.com
Products: KF Bioplants Pvt. Ltd. is the country’s largest Plant 
Tissue Culture company located at Pune; 150 km South of 
Mumbai. KF Bioplants has been pioneering in Plant Tissue 
Culture and Floriculture in India for the last 30 years.
We have 52 acres of operation which includes 1,85,000 sq.ft state-
of-the-art tissue culture laboratory and 6.5 Ha. of fully automated 
green houses cum plant hardening units. We predominantly 
produce various elite ornamental flowering plants of Gerbera, 
Gypsophila, Alstroemeria, Limonium, Calla Lily and Delphinium.
Following are our product lines as:
a. Cut-flower plants: We supply fully hardened plants of Gerbera, 
Gypsophila, and Phalaenopsis for diversified climatic conditions 
in India. 
b. Pot plants: KF Bioplants has developed an exotic pot plants 
series, which includes Gerbera (Landscape & Garvenia), 
Phalaenopsis, Calla Lily, Alstroemeria and Delphinium. These 
species are specially produced for homes, offices and landscape 
gardens for beautification. We supply hardened plants of this 
assortment.

KRuSHIPANDHARI FLORITeCH                                      e-5
Mr. Nitin Jagtap
Proprietor
Address: Plot No 67, Talegaon - Ambi MIDC, Pune,
Maharashtra – 410507
Contact No. 9372328899
e-mail: krushipandhari.ksp@gmail.com
Website: www.krushipandhari.com
Products: Dealer in Pesticides & Fertilizers, Supplier of Top Graft 
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Dutch Rose Plant, Growers Facilities Exporters of Quality Flowers

MeDIA TODAY GROuP                                            
Mr. M.B. Naqvi
Chief Executive
Address: J-73, Paryavaran Complex, Neb Sarai, IGNOU Road, 
New Delhi-  110068
Contact No. 9899380104
e-mail: mediatoday@vsnl.com
Website: www.mediatoday.in
Products: " Media Today Group, India's Leading Agro Trade 
Events and Publication Group, is Pioneer in Organising Focused 
and very speciliased Trade exhibitions including a series of 
International Horti Expo, Flora Expo, Landscape and Gardening 
Expo, Food & AgriBiz

MeTAL SeNSe MFG.CO.                                                  A-4
Mr Feroz Khan
CEO
Address: Saleem Eenclave Near M.H.S.C Peetal Nagri 
Moradabad-244001
Contact No. 8979326199, 9997201385
e-mail: metalsensemfgco499@gmail.com
Website: www.metalsensemfgco.com
Products: manufacturers & wholesalers of metal planters & home 
décor

MY IRIGACIO WORLD PVT. LTD.                                      C-11 & 12
Mr. Vipul Jain
Managing Director
Address: Plot No. 42, Anand Industrial Estate, Mohan Nagar, 
Ghaziabad-201007, UP, India
Contact No. +91 9717 196 300
e-mail: info@myirigacioworld.com
Website: www.myirigacioworld.com
Products: Established in 2016, the objective of My Irigacio World 
is to work on the advanced technologies and products available 
globally & made them available to Indian consumers. Our team 
of well qualified engineers, works on simulation of products 
through highly advanced software to study the water flow while 
designing the products and make them more efficient. The wide 
range of Irrigation Products includes Rotating Sprinklers, Pop-up 
Rotors, Screen, Disc & Automatic Filters, Flush Valves, Airvents, 
Pressure Release Valves, Control Valves, Pressure Gauges, Drip 
Fittings, Irrigation Controllers, Solenoid Valves etc.
We also offer Automatic Irrigation Solutions for Kitchen Gardens, 
Terrace Gardens, Potted Plants etc. to individuals specifically in 
metro cities in India. We also provides consultancy services or 
design services to landscape consultant, Principle Architect, PMC, 
Development Authority, or own Irrigation dealers in association 
with K-Rain USA, the world’s second oldest and the largest Rotor 
manufacturer in World. We are the authorized trade partners of 
Yuzuak Rain Guns, Turkey, Baccara Israel, Krain USA.

NeW FRIeNDS CONSTRuCTION & GARDeNING WORKS                                             
         j-3 OTS
Address: Plot No. 29, 29, 4th Floor, Lane No. 1- Johari Farm, Jamia 

Nagar, Okhla, New Delhi
Contact No. 7678293207, 9990573577, 9891692628
e-mail: ali.hasan294@yahoo.com, ali.civilengg@gmail.com
Website: 
Products: Landscaping, Garden Planning, Farm & Garden 
Development, Vertical Garden, Maintenance of all Gardening 
Works, Consultancy and supply of all Gardening Material & 
Plants.

PALLA VeNKANNA HORTI FARM                                  C-15
Mr. Palla Subrahmanyam
Proprietor
Address: NH- 16, Kadiyapulanka, Kadiyam Mandal, East 
Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh - 533126
Contact No. 9440318371/ 9908911115
e-mail: pvnhortifarm@gmail.com
Website: www.pallavenkannahortifarm.com
Products: Growers and Dealers in All Kinds of Fruit, Flower, 
Avenu Plants & Landscaping.

RAjSHRee BIOSOLuTIONS LLP                                       D-4
Dr.K.Sudhakar
Vice President
Address: Rajshree Biosolutions LLP, Varadaraj Nagar, 
Periyakulam Taluk, Theni - 625 562, Tamil Nadu, India
Contact No. 9865210583
e-mail: sudhakark@rajshreebio.com
Website: www.rajshreebiosolutions.com
Products: Rajshree Biosolutions LLP (RBS) is an Indian Agro 
Biotechnology firm and a group concern of Rajshree Sugars & 
Chemicals Ltd (www.rajshreesugars.com) and Lakshmi Mills 
Company (www.lakshmimills.com), Coimbatore, India. RBS 
is a cutting-edge biotechnology company that offers long-term 
solutions for Agriculture, Urban Gardening and Landscaping, 
Aquaculture, Poultry, and Distillery. With a dynamic team of 
highly qualified scientists and innovators, we have been providing 
sustainable and organic solutions to farmer to improve soil fertility 
and productivity. The company boasts a well-established state-of-
the-art R&D and production facility located in Tamil Nadu, India.

RATIONAL ART & PReSS PVT. LTD. (DIV. – SOeX FLORA)                                             
      e-1 & 2
Mr. Narendra Patil
Sr. Vice President
Address: Nirmal Bldg., 21st Floor, Nariman Point,   
Mumbai - 400 021. India.
Contact No. Rational Art (Soex Flora)
e-mail: info@soexflora.com
Website: www.soexflora.com
Products: Soex Flora a trusted name in Indian Floriculture since 
decades is one of the largest growers of fresh flowers and producer 
of Top-Quality plants. When its quality its SOEX FLORA!!!

RISe N SHINe BIOTeCH PVT. LTD.                                  C-3
Mr. Shravan Kamble
Sr. General Manager, Sales And Marketing
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Address: RISE N SHINE BIOTECH PVT LTD, Dattaprabha 
Farms, Ganeshwadi, Theur, Tal- Haveli, Dist- Pune                                              
PIN- 412110, Maharashtra, INDIA
Contact No. 020 66785700, 9146189004
e-mail: info@risenshine.in
Website: www.risenshine.in
Products: Rise n Shine Biotech is an ISO 9001-2015 Certified Tissue 
Culture Company which is been recognized by the Department 
of Biotechnology and the Directorate of Scientific and Industrial 
Research, Ministry of science and technology , Govt of India. The 
company has made an indelible mark in interrelated multiple 
segments like Biotechnology, Floriculture and Horticulture. 
Rise n Shine produces best quality disease and virus free plants 
of floriculture crops like Gerbera, Carnation, Gypsophilla, 
Chrysanthemum, Limonium and Orchids as well as Horticulture 
crops like Banana and Strawberry. Company provides onsite 
technical assistance to our growers for making their projects 
successful. Rise n Shine produces 40 million plants yearly and 
also export quality plants to different countries worldwide.

ROOT & PLANTS                                                    B-6
Mr. K Kishore Kumar Reddy
Proprietor
Address: Roots & Plants, OPP. Rajakula Colony Road, Near 
Cherlopalli Cross, Srinivasa Mangapuram Road,Tirupati, India 
517501
Contact No. 9897954236
e-mail: kambham.kishore@gmail.com
Website: N/A
Products: Supplier & Retailer of indoor, Semi Indoor Plants & 
Horticulture plants

RP AGRO SeRVICeS                                                C-23
Mr Rohan 99234 59378
Mr Prashant 9545990909
Address: A/P Phursungi tal. Haveli, Dist. Pune
Contact No. 99234 59378
e-mail: prashant.rise@gmail.com
Website: www.rpagroservices.com
Products: tissue culture ornamental seedlings plants, strawberry 
plants, lisianthus seedlings, cyclamen, anthurium pot plants

SCHOOL OF PLANNING AND ARCHITeCTuRe,
NeW DeLHI                                                e-10
Prof. Dr. P.S.N. Rao
Director
Address: School of Planning and Architecture, 4 Block-B,
I.P. Estate, New Delhi-110002
Contact No. 011-23702383
e-mail: drpsnrao@hotmail.com, directorspadoffice@spa.ac.in
Website: spa.ac.in
Products: The School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi 
is an Institution of National Importance imparting education 
in planning, architecture and design. SPA New Delhi provides 
training at various levels, in different aspects of human habitat 
and environment. The School offers highly sought after academic 

programmes in specialized fields at Bachelor’s, Master’s and 
Doctoral levels. The School, in stiving for excellence has always 
been in the lead in extending education and research to new 
frontiers of knowledge. SPA New Delhi has been providing 
cutting-edge in architecture, planning and design education as 
well as research environment in India for the past several decades. 
The Department of Landscape Architecture at SPA is one of the 
leading programs in the discipline in India. Since the introduction 
of the course in 1971, the department has contributed substantially 
and uniquely to the nascent profession. We play a pivotal role in 
shaping the human habitat by contributing in policy formulation, 
planning and designing at all scales.

SuRGe SYSTeMS INDIA PVT LTD.                              G-16
Mr. Bijoy Antony
General Manager ( Equipment Division)
Address: 377, 3 rd Floor, Opp HDFC Bank, Patparganj Industrial 
Area, Delhi -110092.
Contact No. 011-42181196/42181197
e-mail: ssipl@surgesystems.com
Website: www.surgesystems.com
Products: Surge Systems India Pvt Ltd is a distributor of Toro 
equipment &  Irrigation products and represents The Toro 
Company in the North, East & North-Eastern states of India. Toro 
is known for its quality, brand recognition, and effective after-
sales support as well as the type of advanced technology that 
makes it the top choice among leading golf courses &  Cricket 
associations in India, as well as Globally.

T R SOLVeNT OILS P LTD                                               B-10
Mr Aashiesh Jaiin
Director
Address: 45-46 miles stone Village Dundsa, Main Mathura Road
Palwal-121102
Contact No. 9811114344
e-mail: tragroindia@gmail.com
Website: www.tragroindia.com
Products: Manufacturer of Neem cake, PROM,Organic 
fertilizer,Neem Based Bio Pesticides nd Plant Growth
promoters.

THe BuSINeSS SuCCeSS ADVISOR BOOK                                            
Mr. Vivek Pareek
Marketing Manager
Address: Shri Laxmi Complex, K-6A, Bhawani Nagar, Behind 
Hotel Neelgiri, Sikar Road, Jaipur-302 039 (Raj.) India
Contact No. 0141-2233658
e-mail: bsabjpr@gmail.com, bsabjpr@rediffmail.com
Website: 
Products: First of all I would like to acknowledge you with the brief 
introduction of ‘The Business Success Advisor Book’ Directory 
and NewsPaper :- ‘The Business Success Advisor Book’ found 
its beginning in 1995 with a national (telephone cum address) 
directory of the traders and manufacturers of Agriculture trade. 
The Business Success Advisor Book has today grown to become 
one of the India’s largest media to promote Agriculture products. 
The latest edition of directory 2011 covers 562 cities, (Districts, 
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Towns and Villages) from all over India. It’s a complete directory 
of Manufacturers, Wholesalers, Dealers, Subdealers and Retailers 
in around 800 pages. In addition to the directory, The Business 
Success group also started the publication of a monthly News 
Paper in 2001. It soon became a successful national News Paper in 
the same category of trade. The News Paper is been circulated to 
the Manufacturers, Wholesalers, Dealers, Subdealers and Retailers 
of Agriculture trade and as well as to the farmers in certain areas.

WARKeM BIOTeCH PRIVATe LIMITeD                     e-4A
Mr. Prabin Dutta Roy
Agri Consultant
Address: Plot No. C-40, Road No. 21Y, MIDC,Wagle Industrial 
Area,Thane (West) - 400604, Maharashtra, India.
Contact No. 022- 6147 1919 / 6903 4800  
(Extn - 1070); 8887659649
e-mail: coordinator@warkembiotech.com, 
prabinduttaroy@gmail.com
Website: http://warkembiotech.com
Products: Warkem Biotech Private Limited - a Research 
based Agricultural (Organic) product manufacturing Indian 
Company is accredited with certifications as: BIS , WHO-GMP/
ISO22000;2005/ISO 9001:2015/Control Union. We are a strong 
R&D based company with 44 years of experience in developing 
world class innovative products as a MAKE-IN-INDIA mission 
of Govt. of India in Pharma ,Food, Fermentation , Cosmetics , 
Nutrition & Agriculture. We have initiated a holistic eco- friendly 
approach in the field of agriculture. Warkem's motto under the 
BioAgri segment is " Empowering the farmer for sustainable 
agriculture " with new range of organic products for all stages 
of farming. We have ventured into the field of agriculture with 
the sole motto of benefiting the farmer, soil & environment by 
introducing Organic range of products.

XIRDe PRIVATe LIMTeD.                                                C-14
9289671707
Director
Address: 4.F, 1797, Sector 52, Gurugram, Haryana. 122003
India
Contact No. +91 9289671707
e-mail: info@autofarmstore.com
Website: www.autofarmstore.com
Products: Self-Irrigating Pot Grow your own produce your way 
just as nature would have had, pure and fresh. If you are in the 
league of the absent-minded professor or love to go on trips from 
time to time or are just plain lazy. Self irrigating pots are going to 
be your best friends from now on. When we say self-irrigating we 
don't mean that they will grow hands and water themselves but 
what we mean is that they come with an inbuilt container portion 
that stores water and draws from it as and when required with 
help of a wick system!  Auto Farmers order your first Kit today 
and explore the joys of home-grown freshness all year round.

AMROHA SAY HANDMADe AND ReCYCLeD 
Ms. Saba  
Address: C252, 2nd Floor, Shaheen Bagh,
Okhla 
New Delhi, Mfg. Units at Amroha, Sahibabad and Gurgaon
Contact No. 9999254365 
e-mail: amrohasay@gmail.com 
Website: www.amrohasay.com 
Products: Handicraft and Recycled Item
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global News
ROuND-uP

world’S larGESt FlowEr BloomS 
aFtEr 15 YEar wait

One of the world’s largest 
flowers, the rare Titan 

Arum Lily, also known as 
the corpse flower because it 
mimics the smell of rotting 
flesh, takes up to 10 years or 
longer to bloom. Botanists 
at the Stellenbosch Botanical 
Gardens in Cape Town, say 
one of their Titans is finally 
unfurling its flowers.

The entire blooming 
process takes just 48 hours in 
total and then the flower goes 
dormant. For horticulturists, it 
has been years in the making.

“We’ve been waiting 15 
years for this and in the last 
two years we’ve actually 
reported it, so giving it a bit of 
extra nutrients that it needed 
and beautifully it ended up 
flowering this year and we’re 
very excited,” said Joelene 
Adri King, Botanical Science 
Intern, Stellenbosch Botanical 
Gardens.

The plant is originally 
from Indonesia and King 
says there are around 1,000 
individuals left. There are 
only 2 Titan Arum Lilies in 
Southern Africa.

Titan Arum Lilies are large 

plants that can grow larger 
than 1.5 meters and weigh 
over 70 kilograms. Their 
purple and yellow colors are 
also striking.

The 48-hour blooming is 
part of a pollination process 
where a male and female 
plant each take 24 hours to 
bloom. This in the wild is a 
rare phenomenon.

“There’s such a tiny time 
frame where two flowers 
have to be producing. One 
has to produce female flowers 
and one to be producing 
male flowers for that to 
happen. Because this is so 
rare in the wild, it’s very, very 
unlikely that any successful 
pollination happens,” Tristan 
Kruger, Horticultural Intern, 
Stellenbosch Botanical 
Gardens said.

For now, the two Titan 
Arum Lilies situated in 

Southern Africa have both 
officially bloomed and will 
go into a complete phase of 
dormancy.

The flowering of the 
Titan Arum Lily marks 

The stage is set for the 
annual flower show to be 

organised by the Horticultural 
Society, Jamshedpur in 
association with Tata Steel 
and Tata Steel UISL at Gopal 
Maidan, Bistupur from 
December 30 to January 2.

To be held after a gap of 
two years, the theme of 32nd 
edition of flower show is 
“Hariyali Se Khushali Hamari 
Zimmedari”.

People of the city will get 
an opportunity of staying 
close to nature, attend 
workshops, entertainment 
shows, contests during the 
four-day show.

Kolhan Commissioner 
Manoj Kumar will inaugurate 
the flower show on December 
30 at 4.30 pm as the chief 
guest.

Campus Mobile 
Photography Contest will be 
held from 30th Dec 2022 to 
2nd January 2023.

Series of the events will be 
held during flower exhibition 
which will be a treat for the 
nature lovers.

It all begins with Sit 
and Draw Competition on 
December 31 followed by 
Painting competition. The 
prize distribution will be held 
at 12:30pm.

Workshop on Cultivation 
of seasonal Flowers & indoor 
plants and Cultivation of 
Rose & its care will be held 
on December 31. The day 

concludes with entertainment 
program by Step School of 
Dance in the evening.

On January 1 workshop on 
Balcony & Terrace Gardening 
and Landscaping and 
floriculture will be organised. 
Raja Dance Academy will 
stage entertainment program 
on January 1 evening.

The show will conclude 
with prize distribution on 
January 2. TV Narendran, 
CEO and Managing Director, 
Tata Steel will be present 
during the valedictory 
ceremony.

Flower Show will remain 
open from 9am to 9pm every 
day except on the day of 
inauguration.

Helpdesk will be available 
at the reception counter 
for the help and support of 
visitors. Wheelchairs will be 
provided for the convenience 
of the elderly people.

The organisers have urged 
the visitors as well as the 
participants to strictly adhere 
to the Government directives 
for Covid-19 precautions and 
to always wear masks.

JamSHEdPUr GEarS UP
For FlowEr SHow

more than a decade of 
patience for horticulturists 
at the Stellenbosch Botanical 
Gardens. It is also one of the 
most significant events in the 
floral kingdom.
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ExPlorE GrEEN mall, a HEaVEN For 
GardENErS aNd PlaNt loVErS NEar 
KolKata

Plant lovers and gardeners 
in the city have a 

destination to spend a 
leisurely day. Spread over 
15 acres of land, Green 
Mall in Shamukpota near 
Bakrahat, about 11km away 
from Kolkata by road, is a 
garden centre with a wide 
variety of plants, a store for 
all your essential and quirky 
gardening equipment and 
accessories, and more. 

Established by gardening 
expert Dinesh Chandra 
Rawat, it claims to be India’s 
first garden centre, and has 
been a paradise for plant 
lovers and gardeners since its 
opening in 2007.

Over 2,500 species of
indoor and outdoor plants

Green Mall has a great 
collection of indoor and 
potted plants for balconies, 
rooftops, and living rooms. 
Some of the plants available 
are lucky bamboo, varieties of 
cacti and succulents, bonsai, 
air purifying plants, creepers, 
climbers and even a few 
aquatic plants. 

For outdoor spaces, 
gardens and lawns, this 
nursery has a wide range 
of plants from flowering to 
fruit-bearing ones. Rare fruit 
plants like red water apple, 
Chinese guava, Thai black 
jamun, blackberry and dragon 
fruit plants can be found here. 

If you love flowers, see their 
rose, daliah, marigold and 
more flowering plants. All 
those looking to grow their 
favourite plants, they also 
have a selection of quality 
seeds for various flower, fruit 
and vegetable plants. 

Dinesh Rawat introduced 
over a 100 species of palms 
in India, including some rare 
species like Pelagodoxa and 
Carpoxylon. Some of these are 
available at Green Mall along 
with other sought after plants 
like sansevieria or snake 
plant. Sansevieria are known 
for their air purifying qualities 
and can be a great source of 
oxygen in your living room, 
dining room, bedroom or 
bathroom! 

Those looking to build 
their own herb and kitchen 
gardens will also find a 
selection of plants here. 

Beautiful ceramic
pots and planters

There is a separate section 
for ceramic pots and planters 
of various shapes and sizes, 
and made from different 
materials from ceramic to 
polymer, fibre glass and 
PVC. Whether your aesthetic 
is elegant or quirky, you’ll 
find something to decorate 
your home with and plant 
your favourite greens in from 
staid terracotta pots to ones in 
the shape of shoes, cars, fish, 

boats, kulhads, etc. 
They also have a 

selection of ceramic vases 
and everything is extremely 
affordable with prices starting 
at Rs 70 for a cup-size pot.

You can also select a plant 
and ask them to put it in the 
planter of your choice.

A selection of garden 
furniture and accessories

Planning to spruce up 
your garden or terrace? From 
garden chairs to hammocks, 
Green Mall also has some 
great garden furniture. There 
are cast iron benches, stainless 
steel tables and chairs, glass-
top tea tables, wooden table-
chair sets, and more that can 
help you create that perfect 
cosy setting for your home. 

If your project is a little 
more ambitious, they also 
have pergolas, gazebos, 
hammocks, garden umbrellas 
and garden swings. You 
can place an order and get it 
delivered to your home.

While nothing beats 
having real plants, sometimes 
fake foliage can help you 
create the perfect nook in 
your home, and the variety 
of artificial plants and flowers 
here that can easily deceive 
the eye will leave you amused. 

A fun way to accessorise 
your garden is with colourful 
pebbles and river boulders. 
From white river boulders 
to little onyx pebbles and 
seashells, their collection has 
you covered.

Get all important gardening 
equipment and fertilisers

Any good gardener knows 
the need for tools of the trade 
and good fertilisers. Green 
Mall stores all kinds of garden 
tools for grafting, digging, 

pruning, and shearing. If 
you are still figuring your 
way out and are confused 
about what tools to use, the 
staff at the garden centre are 
happy to guide you. Heavy 
machines for cutting grass, 
wheelbarrows, irrigation kits, 
garden rollers, pipes are also 
in store and home delivered. 
You can also get a sprinkler 
system installed with their 
help.

Along with many high 
quality fertilizers, compost 
and manures, the centre 
also stocks Dinesh Rawat’s 
special coco peat. The 100 
per cent organic peat, with 
balanced pH levels, nutrients 
and microbes, has high water 
retention properties and 
provides proper aeration and 
drainage. 

Don’t forget to pick up one 
of their handbooks or guide 
books when checking out. 

Gardening needs aside, 
Green Mall is also a great 
setting to just spend the day 
away from city bustle. There 
are various little seating areas 
or eco lounges set up all over 
the property in the midst of 
trees with birds and butterflies 
dancing around. Sit back 
and relax in a picturesque 
setting or make your way to 
the restaurant for some lip-
smacking meals. There are 
kachoris, chhole-bhature and 
more along with some cha or 
coffee and they also serve a 
Maharaja vegetarian thali that 
has a spread of 11 dishes.
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ThREE-day ChRySaNThEmum ShoW 
taKES oFF witH ZEro waStE StallS, 
FlowEr iNStallatioNS

odiSHa GoVt to ProVidE rS 367.19 
Cr For ProdUCtioN oF BUttoN 
mUSHroom & HiGH ValUE FlowErS 
tHroUGH wSHGS

The Odisha Cabinet 
approved a provision 

of Rs 367.19 crore for five 
years from 2022-23 to 2026-
27 for implementation of 
the State Sector Scheme-
“Empowerment of Women 
in Agriculture-Promotion of 
Entrepreneurship for Women 
SHG”, said an official press 
release.

The scheme has been 
introduced with the 
objective to double the 
mushroom production 
across the State through area 
expansion involving women 
beneficiaries/WSHGs and to 

make the state self-sufficient 
in the production of button 
mushrooms and loose flowers,

The scheme will ensure 
sustainable income generation 
of women beneficiaries/
WSHGs & the state shall 
emerge as the net exporter 
of mushrooms & high value 
flowers over the mission 
period, the press release said.

Chandigarh, also known 
as the City of Flowers, 

opened itself up for the three-
day Chrysanthemum Show at 
Terraced Garden, Sector 33, 
Chandigarh. The show was 
opened till December 11 from 
11am to 7pm daily.

The flower show was 
inaugurated by Kirron Kher, 
Member of Parliament, 
Chandigarh, who is also the 
chief guest of the event, in 
the presence of UT Mayor 
Sarabjit Kaur and Municipal 
Corporation Commissioner 
Anindita Mitra.

Deputy Mayor Anup 
Gupta, area councillor Anju 
Katyal, prominent singer 
Kanhaiya Mittal, prominent 
singer and brand ambassador 
of SBM, Chandigarh, other 
councillors and senior officers 
of the civic body and eminent 
residents were also present on 
the occasion.

For the first time in the 
history of the annual event, 
the civic body has made it 
a zero waste one besides 
showcasing various stalls 
of different initiatives and 
projects of the Chandigarh 
Municipal Corporation.

Kirron Kher took a round 
of all the stalls including the 
Swachh Bharat Mission stall 
where awareness towards 
segregation of waste into 
four types from the source 
is being created. The other 
stalls include ones on 
horticulture waste compost, 
home composting, safai mitra, 
construction and demolition 
waste material, jute bags, 
candle making, painting by 
self help groups, initiative of 
MCC to reuse the old cloths 
by selling them to the people 
on nominal charges after 
proper cleaning and ironing 
etc., among others.

In addition, the MCC also 
showcased a unique initiative 
of making sticks and other 

items from floral waste under 
the banner Arpan, run by a 
selfhelp group aided by the 
civic body.

On the occasion, Kher 
released an artistically 
designed brochure on the 
show. She then went around 
the garden along with other 
officers to see the flowers 
exhibited.

Kher said that this time, 
the civic body has organised 
the festival not only for 
flower lovers but also for 
kids by setting up a kids 
zone. She appreciated the 
zero waste festival that used 
either reusable or recyclable 
material, without any waste 
being generated from the 
festival this time.

The chief guest applauded 
the efforts of the officials of 
Municipal Corporation for 
organizing such a beautiful 
show. She also distributed 
sweets to the labourers and 
gardeners of corporation on 
the occasion.

After taking round of the 
park, the chief guest and other 
dignitaries laid flowers at the 
Martyr’s Pillar at Terraced 
Garden and paid their tribute.

While addressing the 
gathering, Mayor Sarbjit Kaur 
said that over 270 varieties of 
Chrysanthemum are being 
displayed this year. All these 
varieties are grown and well 
groomed at the MCC nursery. 
Gardeners from horticulture 
department exhibited boat, 
camel, peacock, cow, giraffe, 
lion and many other animals 
and birds using flowers. The 
displays of Chrysanthemum 
have helped Chandigarh 
acquire an international fame.

Kher added that this time 

a beautiful platform has been 
provided for children called 
Kids Zone, where children 
can play games like hoopla, 
Feed the Clown, dart game, 
shooting, bowling pin, etc., 
besides learning paper art, 
painting in fabric and clay pot 
making etc.

Kher said that a special 
game has been introduced 
called ‘Swachhta Ki Saanp 
Sidhi’ (snake and ladder) with 
specially designed ladders 
to the numbers following 
segregation of waste at source 
level, no littering at public 

place, not using single use 
plastic and adopting the 
3R principles, while ‘snake 
bites’ for the numbers mixing 
garbage, littering on public 
places, open urination and 
using single use plastic.

Cultural evenings will also 
be organised on all three days 
from 5pm to 7pm and a food 
court has also been set up for 
the visitors, following zero 
waste principles. The students 
of Delhi Public School, Sector 
40, Chandigarh, presented 
various cultural items on day 
one of the event.
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